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SEAL FISHEHIES OF BEHRING SEA.

MESSAGE
JI'ROM THE

ESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES,
TRANSMIT1'ING

from the Secretary of State, t.cith accornpany·ing papers, toucl,ing
subjects in dispttte between the Government of the United States and
GovermHent of Great Britain in the Behring Sen., including all com.Unt.cal'tm1s since March 4, 1889.

JULY

23, 1800.-Referred to the Committee on

~"oreign

Affairs.

House of .Representatives:
respo111se to the resolution of the House of Representatives, reg me, if in my judgment not incompatible with the public interto furnish to the Honse the correspondence since March 4, 1889,
the Government of the United States and the Government of
Britain touching the subjects in dispute in the Behring Sea, I
it a letter from the Secretary of State which is accompanied by
correspondence referred to in the resolution.
BENJ. HARRISON.

BAR HARBOR, MAINE, July

19, 1890.

e official correspondence b .. tween the Government of the United
and the Government of Great Britain,-touching the seal fisheries
ring Sea,-whose transmission to the Honse of Representatives
directed on the 11th instant, is herewith submitted. All communisince March 4, 1889, are included. A map will accompany my
of June 30,1890. I sincerely regret the delay in transmission.
correspondence is still in progress.
I am, sir, with great respect, your obedient servant,
J AllES G. BLAINE.

LIST OF ACCOMPANYING PAPERS.

No. 1. Mr. Edwardl3s to Mr. Blaine, AuguHt 24, 1889.
No. 2. Mr. Blaine to Mr. Edwa.rdcs, August 24, 1889.
No. 3. Mr. Edwardes to Mr. Blaine, August 25, 1889.
No. 4. Mr. Edwardes to Mr. Blaine, September 12, 1889.
No. 5. Mr. Blaine to 1\lr. Edwardes, September 14, 1889.
No. 6. The Marquis of Salisbury to Mr. E:lwardes, October 2, 1889.
No. 7. The Marquis of Salisbury to 1\Ir. Edwardes, with an inclosure, Octo
1889.
No. 8. Mr. Edwardes to Mr. Blaine, October 14, 1R89.
No. 9. Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Paunccfotc, Jant~ary 22, 1890.
No. 10. Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Blaine, February 10, 1890.
No. 11. Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote, wit.h an inclosure, March 1, 1890.
No. 12. Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Blaine, with an inclosure, March 9,
No. 13. Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Blaine, with an inclosure, received A
1890.
No. 14. The Marquis of Salisbury to Sir Julian Pauncefote, with au inclosure,
22 1890.
No. 15. Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. BhLine, May 23, 1890.
No. 16. Mr. Blaine to tSir .Julian Pauncefote, May 26, 1890.
No. 17. Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefotc, May 29, 1890.
Np. 18. Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Panncefoto, June 2, 1890.
No. 19. Sir Julian Paupcefote to Mr. Blaine, June 3, 1890.
No. 20. Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefoto, .June 4, 1890.
No. 21. Sil"'Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Blaine, June 6, 1890.
No. 22. Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Blaine, extract from telegram from the
ofSalisbnry, received June 9, 1890.
·
No. 23, Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote, June 11, 18JO.
No. 24. Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Blaine, June 11, 1890.
o. 25. Sir Julian Pauucefote to Mr. Blaine with an iuclo'.!ure, June 11, 1800.
o. 26. Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Blaino, June 27, 1890.
o. ~. Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Panncefott', with map, June 30, Hs90.
o. 28. Sir Julian Panncefoto to Mr. Blaine, with an inclosure, June 30, 1890.
No. 29. Sir Julian Paunccfoto to Mr. Blaine, Juno :lO, H:!90.
o. 30. Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote, July 2, 1!::!90.
No. 31. Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote, July 19, 1890.

No.1.

Mr. Edwardes to Mr. Blaine.
BAR HARBOR,

August 24,

Sm: In acconlance with instructions which I have received from
ajesty's Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Aft'airs, I
onor to state to you that repeated rumors have of late re~LC.Ilted.
ajeRty's Government that United States cruisers haye
searched, and even seized British vessels in Behring Sea outside
3-mile limit from the nearest land. Although no official confirm
these rumors bas reached Her Majesty's Government tllere av 1~..,i:lbnt-l
be no reason to doubt their authenticity.
I am desired by the Marquis of SalisburY. to inquire wlJether
United States Government are in possession of similar iuformation,
further to ask that· stringent instructions may be sent by the U
States Go\?ernment, at tlJe earliest moment, to their officer~ with
'iew to prevent the possibility of such occurrences taking place.
In continuation of m.v instructions I have the bouor to remind
lhat Her Majesty's Government received very clear assurances la111t
from Mr. Bayard, at that time Secretary of Btate, that pending
·u sion of the general questions at issue- no further interference
take place with British vessels in Behri!lg Sea,.
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In conclusion, the Marquis of Salisbury desires me to say that Sir
Julian Pauncefote, Her Majesty's Minister, will be prepared on his
return to Washington in the autumn to discuss the ~hole question,
and Her Majest.y's Government wish to point out to the United States
Government that a settlement can not but be hindered by any measures of force which may.be resorted to by the United States.
I have, etc.,
H. G. EDWARDES.

No.2.

Mr. Blaine to Mr. Edwardes.
BAR HARBOR, August 24, 1889.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your communication of this date, conveying to me the intelligence ''that repea.ted
rnwors have of late reached Her Majesty's Government that United
States cruisers have stopped, searched, and even seized British vessels
in Behring Sea outside the 3-mile limit from the nearest land." And
you add that, '' although no official confirmation of these rumors has
reached Her Majesty's Government, there appears to be no reason to
doubt their authenticity."
In reply I have the honor to state that the same rumors, probably
based on truth, have reached the Government of the United States,
but that up to this date there has been no official communication received
on the subject.
It has been and is the earnest desire of the President of the United
States to have such an adjustment as shall remove all possible ground
of misunderstanding with Her Majesty's Government concerning the
existing troul>les in the Behring Sea; and the President believes that the
responsibility for delay in the adjustment can not be properly charged
to the Government of the Fnited States.
I beg you will express to the 1'\rlarquis of Salisbury the gratification
with which the Government of the United States learns that Sir Julian
Panncefote, Her Majesty's minister, will be prepared, on his return to
·washington in the autumn, to discuss the whole question. It gives me
pleasure to assure you that the Government of the United States will
endeavor to be prepared for the discussion, and that in the opinion of
the President, the points at issue between the two governments are
capable of prompt adjustment on a basis entirely honorable to both.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

No.3.

Mr. Edwardes to Mr. Blaine.
BAR HARBOR, August 25, 1889.
SIR: l had the honor to receive yesterday your note in which you
have been good enough to inform me, with respect to the repeated rumors which have of late reached Her Majesty's Government of the
search and seizure of British vessels in Behring Sea by United States·
cruisers, that the same rumors, probably based on truth, have reached
11. Ex. 37-:)8
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the United States Government, but that up to this date there has
no official communication received on the subject.
At the same time you have done me the honor to inform me that it
has been and is the earnest desire of the President of the United States
to have such an adjustment as shall remove all possible ground of misunderstanding with Her Majesty's Government concerning the existing
troubles in the Behring Sea; and that the President believes tllat. the
responsibility for delay in that adjustment can not be properly charged
to the Goverument of the United States.
You request me at the same time to express to tl!e Marquis of Salisbury the gratification with which the Government of the United States
learns that Sir Julian Pauncefote, Her Majesty's miuister, will be prepared on his return to Washington in the autumn to discuss the whole
question, and you are good enough to inform me of the pleasure you
have in assuring me that the Government of the United States will
endeavor to be prepared for the discussion, and that, in the opinion of
the President, the points at issue betw<>en the two Goveru ments are
capable of prompt adjustment on a basis entirely honoral>le to both.
I shall lose no time in bringing your reply to the knowlP:flge of Iler
Majesty's Government, who, while awaiting an answer to the other inquiry I had the honor to make to you, will, I feel confident, receive
with much satisfaction the assurances which you have been good
enough to make to me in your note of yesterday's .date.
I have, etc.,
H. G. EDWARDES.

No.4.
Mr. Edwardes to JJfr. Blaine.

WASHINGTON, -September 12, 1889.
MY DEAR MR. BLAINE: I should be very much obliged if you would
kindly let me know when I may expect an answer to the request of Her
Majesty's Government, which I had the llonor of communi~ating to you
in my note of the 24th of August, that instructions may be sent to
Alaska to prevent the possibility of the seizure of British ships in
Behring Sea. Her Majesty's Government are earnestly awaiting tlle
reply of the United States Government on this subject, as the recent
reports of seizures having taken place are causing much excitement both
in England and in Canada.
I remain, etc.,
H. G. EDWARDES.

No.5.
Mr. Blaine to Mr. Edwardes.

BAR HARBOR,· September 14, 188!).
Sm: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your personal
note of the 12th instant, written at Washington, in which you desire to
know when you may expect an answer to the request of Her Majesty's
Government, ''that instructions may be sent to Alaska to prevent the
IJOSsibility of the seizure of British ships in Behring Sea."
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had supposed that my note of August 24 would satisfy Her MajGovernment of the President's earnest desire to come to a friendly
ent touching all matters at issue between the two GoYelnllleuts
relation to Behring Sea, and I had further supposeR that yonr menof the official instruction to Sir Julian Pauncefote to proce('<l, imiately after his arrival in October, to a full discussion of llte qnes' removed aU n cessity of a preliminary correspondence touching
erits.
'ng more particularly to the question of wilicil :you repeat the
of your Government for an answer, I have the honor to iuform
tuat a categorical response would have been and still is impracti•u••o.--uu'ust to this Government, and misleading to the GovernmeiJt
MaJesty. It was therefore the judgment of the Presideut that the
subject could more wisely be remanded to the formal discussion
at hand which Her Majesty's Government has proposed, and to
the Government of the United States has cordially assented.
tis proper, however, to add that any instrn<~tion sent to Behring Sea
the time of your original request, upon the 24th of August, would
failed to reach those waters before the proposed departure of the
of the United States.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

No.6.
The Marquis of Sctlisb~~;ry to JJir. Edwat·des.
[Left at the Department of State by Mr. Edwardes.]

FOREIGN OFFICE, October 2, 1889.
At tile time when tile seizures of Britisll. ships hunting seals ·n
,...,,.,"._,, ... ..,. s Sea during the years 1886 and 1887 were the subjects of disn the minh:;ter of the United States made certain overtures to
Majesty's Government with respect to the institution of a elose time
for the seal fisltery, for tbe purpose of preventing the extirpation of
the species in that part of the world. \Vithout in any way admitting
that coutiidera tions of this order con ld j usti(y the sei z nre of Yesse Is wb ich
were transgressing no rule of international law, Her :Majesty'~ Government were very ready to agree that the subject was one deserving of
the gTavest attention on the part of all the Governments interested in
those waters.
The Russian Government was disposed to join iu the propmwd negotiations, but tiley were suspended for a time iu consequence of objections raised by the Dominion of Canada and of doubts thrown on the
physical data on which any restrictive legislation must ha\'e bee<l based.
Her Majesty's Government are fully sensible of tile iwportauce of this
qnestioH, and of the great value which will attacil to au international
agreement in respect to it, and Her Majesty's representative will be
furnished with the requisite instructions in case the Secretary of State
should be willing to enter upon the discussion.
You will read this dispatch and my dispatch No. 205, of this date, to
the Seoretary of State, and, if he should desire it, you are authorized
to give him copies of them.
I am, etc.,
·

SALISBURY.
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No.7.
The Marquis

af Salisbury to lltr. Edwardes.

[Left at the Departmont of State by Mr. Edwardes.]

FOREIGN Q]FICE, October 2, 1889.
SIR: In my dispatch No. 176 of the 17t.ll August last I furnished
with copies of a correspondence which had pa~sed between this UtjJJi:ul~r~
ment and the colonial office on the subject of the seizure of the
dian vessels Black Diamond and Tri'ltmtph in the Behring's Sea by
United States revenue cutter Rush.
I have now received and transmit herewith a ccpy of a dispatch from
the governor. general of Canada to the secretary of state for the colo11ies,
which incloses copies of the instructions given to the special
placed on board the Black Diamond by the officer commanding the Rush,
and of a letter from the collector of customs at Victoria, together with
the sworn affidavits of the masters of the two Canadian vessels.
It is apparent from these affidavits that the vessels were seized at a
distance from land far in excess of the limit of maritime jurisdiction
which any nation can claim by international law.
The cases are similar in this respect to those of the ships Oa'roline,
Onward, and Thornton, which were seized by a vessel of the United
States outside territorial waters in the summer of 1887. In a dispatch
to Sir L. West dated September 10, 1887, which was communicated to
Mr. Basard, I drew the attention of the Government of the United
States to the illegality of these proceedings, and expressed a hope that
due compensation would be awarded to the subjects of her Majesty
who bad suffered from them. I have not, since that time, received fro~
the Government of the United States any intimation of their intentions
in this respect, or any explanation of the grounds upon which this interference with the British sealers had been authorized. Mr. Bayard
did, mdeed, communi0ate to us unofficially an assurance that no further
seizures of this character should take place pending the discussion of
the questions involved between the two .governments. Her Majesty's
Government much regret to find that this understanding has not been
carried forward into the present year, and that instructions have been
issued to cruisers of the United ~tates to seize British vessels fishing
for seals in Behring's Sea outside the limit of territorial waters. The
grounds upon which these violent measures have been taken have not
been communicated to Her Majesty's Government, and remain still unexplained.
But in view of the unexpected renewal of the seizures of which Her
1\Iajesty's Government have previously complained, it is my duty to
protest against them, and to state that, in the opinion of Her Majesty's
Government, they are wholly unjustified by international law.
·
I am, etc.,
SALISBURY.
[Indosure.]

Mr. Bramston to tlte Unde1·-Secretary of Stale for Forei!Jn Affai1·s.
COLONIAL OFFICE, September 10, 1889.
SIR : With reference to previous corresvoudence respecting the seizures of Canatlian sealers in Behring's Sea, I am directed by Lord Knutsford to transmit to you for
communication to the marquis of Salisbury ~ copy of a dispatch from the governorgeneral of the Dominion with its inclosures on the subject.
I am, etc.,

JOHN BRAMSTON.
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Lord Stanley of Preston to Lord Knutsjord.

CITADEL, QUEBEC, .August 26, 1889:LOJm: With reference to previous correspondence respecting the seizure of the
Diamond and the detention of the Triumph in Behring s~a, I have the honor
anl herewith a copy of an approved minute of the privy council submitting
t.be i nstrnctions given to the special officer placed on hoard the Black Dianw1td
captain of the United States revenue cutter Ru,sh, and of a letter from the
of customs at Victoria, together with the affidavits of the masters of the
vessel H.
I have, etc.,
STANLEY OF PRESTON.

flnclosure 3.1

copy of a report of a conunittee of the honorable the p1·i1'Y co1tncil, app1'o1·ed by his
excellency tile gover1101'-general in cottncil, on the 22d of August, l~t!9.

a report dated the 13th of August, 1889, from the minister of marine and fisheries,
g, in reference to the seizure in the Behring sea of the schooner Black Diamond
ing of the schooner Triu1nph, the original instructions given to the speplaced by the captain of the United States reve:QJie cutter Ruslt on board the
.LJ.,.,,.,,•.., at the time of the latter's seizure, and also a letter from the honorable
Hamley, collector of customs at Victoria, British Columbia, together with the
affidavits:
vit of Owen Thomas, of Victoria, British Columbia, master of the British
sc1Jtoo1ner Black Diamond.
it of Daniel McLean, of Victoria, British Columbia, master of the British
schooner Triumph.
minister recommends that copies of the inclosures herewith be immediately
....... ..,• .ou for the information of Her Majesty's Government.
committee concurring advise that your excellency be moved to forward t1tis
together with copies of the inclosures, to the right honorable the secretary
for the colonies.
All of which is respectfully submitted.
JoHN J. McGEE,
Clerk P1·ivy Cowncil

Jlnclosnre 4.]

Captain Shepard to Mr. Hankanson.

U. S. REVENUE STEAMER RUSH, BEHRING SEA,
Latitude 56° 2'21 N., longitude 170° 251 W., July 11, 1~9.
SIR: You are hereby appointed a special officer, and directed to proceed on board
schooner Black Dianwnd, of Victoria, British Columbia, this day seized for violation of law (Section 1956, Revised Statutes of the United States), and assume charge
of the said vessel, her officers aud crew, twenty-five in number, all told, excepting
hie navigation of the vessel, which is reserved to Capt. Owen 'fhomas, and which
you will not interfere with unless you become convinced that he is proceerung to
some other than your port of destination, in which event you are authorized to assume full charge of the vessel. Everything being in readiness, you will direct
Capt. Owen Thomas to make the best of his way to Sitka, Alaska, and upon ar
rival at that port you will report in person to the United States district attorney
for the district of Alaska, and deliver to him the letter so addressed, the schooner
Black Diamond, of Victoria, British Columbia, her outfit, and the persons of Capt.
Owen Thomas and Mate Alexander Galt, and set her crew at liberty. After being
l'elieved of the property and persons entrusted to your care, yon will await at Sitka
the arrival of the Rush.
Very respectfully, etc.

L. G.

SHEPARD,

Captain U. S. Revenue Steamer Rush.
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[Incl osure 5. J

Mr. Hamley to the

~ini8ter

of Customs.

CUSTOM-HOUSE, Victoria, .August 5,
SIR: I forward herewith, in original, the orders given by Captain Shepard,
United States revenue cutter Rush, to J. Hankanson, special officer, to •.a._,..,.,.,... ,
boarcl the British schooner Black Diamond, seized iu Behring Sea, ancl to
Sitka. The master of tlte schooner reports to me that the Indians employed as
in the schooner would, be believes, have murdered Hankanson if an a
been made to take her to Sitka. The master got out of the sea and sailed at
Victoria without any opposition ou the part of Hankanson, and I think it
probable that the orders given bin, privately by the captain of the Rush were
intertE~~e in any wa.y with the destination of the vessel.
She arri vecl here on Saturday evening, the 3d of August. The object of the
cutter was no doubt attained in taking her sldns, rifles, and Indian spears a
sending the vessel out of Behring Sea. Her certificate of registry waH also
awlty. Shall I give her a fresh certificatef
I have, etc.,
W. HAMLUY.

!Inclosure 6.]

Declm·ation of

Owen

Thomas.

ln tlle matte1· of the seizure of the sealing schooner Black Dianwnd by tlle
revenue cutter Ricllm·d R1tslt on the 11th day of July, H:!89.

I, Owen Thomas, of the city of Victoria, British Columbia, master mariner,
ttolemnly and sincerely declare that:
1. I am a master mariner and was, at the time of the occurrences hereinafter mentioned and still am, the master of the schooner Black Dia1nond, of the port of Victoria, British Columbia.
2. On the lltb day of July, 1889, whilst I was on h<mrd ancl in command of the said
schooner, and she being then on ~ sealing expedition, and being in latitude r~o 221
north, ancllongitude 170° 25' west, and at a distance of about 35 miles from land, thf
Unitecl States revenue cutter llichat·d Rush overhauled the sa1d schooner, and havin~
hailecl her by shouting a command which I could not clistinctly hear, steamed across
the bows of said schooner, compelling her to come to. A boat was then lowered from
the said cutter ancl Lieutenant Tuttle and five other men from the United States vessel carne ~board the saicl schooner. I asked the lieutenant what he wanted, and on
his stating he wished to see the ship's papers, I took him down to my cabin and showed
them to him. He then commanded me to hand the papers over to him; this I refused
to do and locked them up iu my locker. ·
At this time there were 131 seal-skins aboard t.he schooner, 76 of which had been
salted and 55 of which were unsalted, and Lieutenant Tuttle ordered his men to bring
up the skins ancl to take the salted ones on board the Richard Rush. 'l'he cutter's
men accordingly transferred all of the salted skins from my schooner to the Richard
Rush and also took aboard the cutter two sacks of salt and a rifle belonging to the
schoon~r.
Lieutenant Tuttle then again demanded me to give up the ship's papers
and told me that if I would not give them up he would take them by force. As I
still declined to part with them he signaled to the cutter and a boat came off with
the master-at-arms, who came on board the schooner. Lieutenant Tuttle asked me
for the keys of the locker, so that h~ might get the papers, and upon my refusing to
give them to him he ordered the master-at-arms to force open the locker. The masterat-arms then unscrewed the hinges of the locker, took out the ship's papers, and
handed them to Lion tenant Tuttle. Lieutenant Tuttle then returned to the Richard
Rush and came back to the schooner again, bringing on board with him one whuse
name I have since beard to he John Hawkinson and who I believe to be a quartermaster of the Richard Rush. Lieutenant Tuttle then told me to take the schooner to
Sitka. I told him that I would not go unless he put a <'rew on board to take the
schooner there. He gave Hawkinson directions to take the ship to Sitka and gave
him letters to gh'fl to the United States authorities on arrival.
Lieutenant Tntt1e before leaving my schooner ordered twenty Indian spears which
were aboard for sealing purposes to be taken on to the Richard Rush. I asked the
lieutenant to give me a receipt for the papers, bkins, etc., he had taken; this he refused
to do, and he then returned to the Richard Rush, taking the said spears with him
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and leaving the man Hawkinson in charge of the schooner; shortly afterwards the
cntter steamed away without returning the ship's papers, seal skins, and other goods
before mentioned.
After the departure of the United -&tates vessel, I directed my course to Ounalaska, hoping to moet with an English man-of-war. We arrived there on the 15th of
July. .My crew at this time consisted of a mate, Alexander Gault, two white seamen,
deck l1anda, aua a wbite cook and twenty Indian!:!. The Indians, thinking we were
going to Sitka, became mutinous, and told me tbe best thing I could do to avoid
trouble was to take the schooner home; they also warned the other white men on
board that if they thought I meant to take the schooner to Sitka they would throw
ns all overooard.
There beiug no man-of-war at Ounal:tska, I left there and directed my course to
Victoria, and arrived at that port at about 7 p. m. on Saturday, the 3d of August
last, having on board the said John Hawkinson, who du!'ing the cruise to Victoria
bad not tried to give me any directions or made any suggestions as to the coarse to be
taken by the schooner. On auival at Victoria, Hawkinson was put on shore by one
of my boats.
And I make this solemn declaration, conscientiously believing the same to be-true,
and by virtue of the oaths ordinance 186\J.
OWEN THOMAS.

Declared at the city of Victoria, British Columbia, the 7th day of August, 1889, before me,
ERNEST V. BODWELL,
A. Notary Public fo1' the P1·ovince of B1·itish Columbia.

[Inclosure 7.]

Affidavit of Daniel McLean.
I, Daniel M'Lean, of the city of Victoria, in the province of British Columbia,
Dominion of Canada, being duly sworn, depose as follows:
That I am master and part owner of the British schooner T1·i1tmph, registered at
the port of Victoria, British Columbia; that in conformit.v with the laws of the
Dominion of Canada I regulady cleared tho said schooner Triumph for a voyage to
the North Pacific Ocean and Behring Sea, and that in pursuance of my legitimate
business did enter the said Behring Sea on 4th day of July, 1889, and did in a peaceful manner proceed on my voyage, and being in latitude 56° 05' north, longitude
171° 2:~' west, on the 11th day of July, 1889, at the bonr of 8.:30 a. m., was hailed by
commander of t!Je United States revenue cutter Richard R1tsh, the said revenue
cutter being a. Vt' ssel belonging to the Government of the United States and regularly
commissioned by the same; a boat having been lowered by officer and crew, I was
boarded by the same.
The officer in charge of the boat being one Lieutenant Tuttle, who demanded the
official papers of ruy vessel, and after reading the same proceeded to search my vessel
for seals, and finding no evidence of t,he same 1 informed me that orders had been issued
by the Secretary of the United States under the proclamation of the President, instructing the commanding officer of t,he said revenue cutter Rush to seize all vessels
found sealing in Behring Sea; he also told me that should be again board me and find
seal skins on board he would seize and confiscate the vessel and catch; he furthermore informed me that he had already seized the British schooner Black Diamond, of
Victoria, British Columbia, and that she had been sent to Sitka, and that therefore,
by reason of his threats and menaces, I was caused .to forego my legitimate and peaceful voyage on the high seas and return to the port of my departure, causing serious
pecuniary loss to myself, crew, and owners, for which a claim will be formulated and
torwarded in due course. And I make this solemn affidavit, conscientiously believing
tho same to be trne, and by virtue of the oaths ordinance 1869.
DANIEL M'LEAN,

Mastm· of schooner 11·inmph.
Sworn before me this t;th August, 1889, at Victoria, British Columbia.
G. MORRISON, J. P.,
A J1tstice of the Peace fo1' the Province of British Coluntbia.

.to
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No.8.
Mr. Edwardes to JJlr. Blaine.

BRITISH LEGATION,
Washingto1l, October 14, 1889.
MY DEAR MR. BLAINE : When I had the honor to read to you on
Saturday, the 12th instant, two dispatches addressed to me by the
:Marquis of Salisbury on the subject of th~ seizures of British sealers
in Behring Sea, you inquired of me when I reached the passage which
runs as follow~, "Mr. Bayard did indeed communicate to us, unofficially, an assurance that no further seizures of this character should
take place pending the discussion of the questions involv€d between
the two Governments," if I could tell you in what way this assurance
was unofficially communicated to Her Majesty's Government. I replied
that I believed it bad been so communicated in a letter addressed by
Mr. Bayard to Sir Lionel West, and that that letter would be found in
the printed correspondence on the subject which was laid before Congress this year. ·
I have since learnt that the assurance which Lord Salisbury had in
mind when writing the dispatch I read was not that to which I referred
in my reply to you, but was an as~mrance communicated unofficially to
his lordship by the United States minister in London, and also by Mr.
Bayard to Sir I~ionel West in the month of April last year.
I have, etc.,
H. G. EDWARDES.

No.9.
Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncejote.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
W a.~hington, J a.n uary 22, 1890.
SIR: Several weeks have elapsed since I had the honor to receive
through the hands of Mr. Ed wardcs copies of two dispatches from Lord
Salisbury complaining of the course of the United States revenue cutter Rush in intercepting Canadian vessels sailing under the British flag
and engaged in taking fur seals in the waters of the Behring Sea.
Subjects which could not be postponed have engaged the attention
of this Department and have rendered it impossible to give a formal
answer to Lord Salisbury until the present time.
In the opinion of the President, the Oanadian vessels arrested and
detained in the Behring Sea were engaged in a pursuit that was in
itself contra bonos mores, a pursuit which of necessity involves a serious
and permanent injury to the rights of the Government and people of
the United States. To establish this ground it is not necessary to argue
th~ question of the extent and nature of the sovereignty of this Government over the waters of the Behring Sea; it is not necessar.v to explain,
certainly not to define, the powers ar:d privileges ceded by Ilis Imperial
Majesty the Emp~ror of Russia in the treaty by which tlle Alaskan
territory was transferred to the United States. The weighty considerations growing out of the acquisition of that territory, with all the rights
on land and sea inseparably connected therewith, may be safely left out
of view, while the- grounds are set forth upon which this Government
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its justification for the action complained of by Her Majesty's Gov-

t.
can not be unknown to Her Majesty's Government that one of the
valuable sources of revenue from the Alaskan possessions is the
fisheries of the Behring Sea. Those fisheries had been exclucontrolled by the G-overnment of Russia, without interference or
t questio·n, from their original discovery until the cession of
to the United States in 1867. From 18u7 to 1886 the possession
Russia had been undisturbed was eujoyed by this Government
There was no interruption and no intrm~ion from any source.
s from other nations passing from time to time throu~b Behring
to the Arctic Ocean in pursuit of whales had always abstained from
g part in the capture of seals.
is uniform avoidance of all attempts to take fur seal m those
had been a constant rec.Jgnition of the right held and exerrnsed
by Russia and subsequently by this Government. It has also been
recognition of a fact now held beyond denial or doubt that the
·ng of seals in the open sea rapidly leads to their extinction. Th1s
only the well known opinion of experts, both British and Amer' based upon prolonged observation and investigation, but the t'act
also been demonstrated in a wide sense by the well-nigh total deof all seal fisheries except the one in the Behring Sea, which
•-rnutH'nment of the United States is now striving to preserve, not
er for the use of the American people but for the use of the
at large.
killing of seals in the open sea involves the destruction of the
in common with the male. The slaughter of the female seal is
,..,...," .. " 'u as an immediate loss of three seals, besides the future loss of
whole number which the bearing seal may produce in the successive
of life. The destruction which results from killing seals in the
sea proceeds, therefore, by a. ratio which constantly and rapidly
llCr~eas.es. and insures the total extermination of the species within a
period. It has thus become known that the only proper time
e slaughter of seals is at the season when they oetake themselves
land, because the laud is the only place where the necessary distion can be ma(le as to the age and sex of the seal. It would
, then, by fair reaRonrng, that nations not possessing the territory
which seals can increase their numbers by natural growth, and
afford an annual supply of skins for the use of mankind, should
from the slaughter in open sea where the destruction of the
is sure and swift.
After the acquisition of Alaska the Government of the United States,
rough competent agents working under the direction of the best ex.vc careful attention to the improvement of the seal fisheries.
~vt>ot•l'•l)fting by a close obedience to the laws of nature, a.nd rigidly limitthe number to be annually slaughtered, the Government succeeded
ncreasing the total number of seals and adding correspondingly and
y to the value of the fisheries. In the course of a few years of
igeut and interesting experiment the numbP-r that could be safely
ghtered was fixed at 100,000 annually. The company to which the
ministration of tbe fisheries was intrusted by a lease from this Gov- .
ment has paid a rental of $50,000 per annum, and in addition thereto
per skin for the total number taken. The sldns were regularly
~ra.nSJJOrtea to London to be dressed and prepared for the markets of
world, and the business had grown so large that the earnings of
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English laborers, since Alaska was transferred to the United States,
amount in the aggregate to more tllan twelve millions of dollars.
The entire business was then conducted peacefully, lawfully, and
profitably-profitably to the United States, for the rental was yielding
a moderate interest on the large sum which this Gov rnment bad paid
for Al~ka, including the rights now at issne; profitably to the Alaskan
Company, which, under governmental direction and restriction, had
given unwearied pains to the care and development of the fisheries;
profitably to the Aleuts, who were receiving a fair pecuniary reward
for their labors, and were elevated from semi-savagery to civilization
and to the enjoyment of schools and churches provided for their benefit
by the Government of the United States; an<l, last of all, profitably to
a large bo<ly of English laborers who had constant employment andreceived good wages.
This, in brief, was the coQdition of the Alaska fur-seal fisheries down
to the year 1886. The precedents, customs, and rights had been established and enjoyed, either by Russia or the United States, for nearly a
century. The two nations were the only powers that owned a foot of
]and on the continents that bordered, or on the islands included within,
the Behring waters where the seals resort to breed. Into this peaceful
and secluded field of labor, whose benefits were so equitably shared by
the native Aleuts of the Pribylov Islands, by the United States, aml
by England, certain Canaqian vessels in 1886 asserted their right to
enter, and by their ruthleSs course to destroy the fisheries and with
tllem to destroy also the resultmg industries which are so valuable.
The Government of the United States at once proceeded to check this
movement, which, unchecked, was sure to do great and irreparable
l1arm.
It was cause of unfeigned surprise to the United States that Her
Majesty's Government should immediately interfere to defend and encourage (surely to encourage by defending) the course of the Canadians
in disturbing an industry which ha<l been careful1y deve!oped for more
than ninety years under the flags of Russia and the United States-developed in such manner as not to interfere with the public rights or
the private industries of any other people or any other person.
Whence did thf\ ships of Canada derive the right to do in 1886 that
which they had refrained from doing for more than ninety years~
Upon what grounds did Her M~jesty's Government defend in the year
1886 a course of conduct in the Behring Sea, which she had carefulJy
avoided ever since the discovery of that sea~ By what reasoning did
Her Majesty's Government conclude that an act may be committed
with impunity against the rights of the United States which had never
been attempted against the same rights when held by the Russian
Em¢rel
·
So great has been the injury to the fisheries from the irregular and
destructive slaughter of seals in the open waters of the Behring Sea by
Canadian vessels, that whereas the Government had allowed oue hundred thousand to be taken annually for a series of years it is now competled to reduce the number to sixty thousand. If four years of this
violation of natural law and neighbor's rights has reduced the annual
slaughter of seal by 40 per cent., it is easy to see how short a petiod
will be required to work the total destruction of the fisheries.
The ground upon which Her Majesty's Government justifies, or at least
defends the course of the Canadian vessels, rests upon the fact that
they are committing their acts of destruction on the high seas, viz,
more than 3 marine miles from the shore-line. It is doubtful whether

.

1\lajesty's Government would abide by this rule if the attempt \Vere
to interfere with the pearl fisheries of Ceylon, which extend more
20 miles from the shore-line and have been enjoyed by England
t molestation ever since their acquisition. So well recognized is
British ownership of those fisheries, regardless of the limit of the
"le line, that Her M~jest.y's Governrqent feels authorized to sell the
~~ea.n-Itsbing right from year to year to the highest bidder. Nor is
ble that modes of fishing on the Grand Banks, altogether pracbut highly destructive, would be justified or even permitted by
Briraiu on the plea that the vicious acts were committed more
3 miles ti·om shore.
are, according to scientific authority, "great colonies of fish" on
"Newfoundland banks." These colonies resemble the seats of great
lations on land. They remain stationary, having a limited range
in which to live ami die. In these great ''colonies" it is, acto expert judgment, comparatively easy to explode dynamite or
powder in such manner as to kill vast quantities of fish, and at
time destroy countless numbers of eggs. Stringent laws have
necessary to prevent the taking of fish by the use of dynamite in
of the rivers and lakes of the United States. The same mode
·ng could readily be adopted with effect on the more shallow
of the banks, but the destruction of fish in proportion to the
says a high authority, might be as great as ten thousand to one.
Her Majesty's Government think that so wicked an act could
be prevented and its perpetrators punished simply because it had
committed outl!'ide of the 3-mile line!
y are not the two cases parallel t The Canadian vessels are enin the taking of fur seal in a manner that destroys the power
rodnction and insures the extermination of the species. In t'Xterng the species an article useful to mankind is totally destroyed
that temporary am1 immoral gain may be acquired by a few
Br the employment of dynamite on the banks it is not profitbat the total destruction of fish could be accomplished, but a sedimim~tion of a valuable food for man might assuredly result.
Her Majesty's Government seriously maintain that the law of nas is powerless to prevent such violation of the common rights of
Y Are the supporters of justice in all nations to be declared intent to prevent wrongs so odious and so destructive Y
e judgment of this Government the law of the sea is not lawNor can the law of the sea and the liberty which it confers
hich it protects, be perverted to justify acts which are immoral
emselves, which inevitably tend to results against the interests
against the welfare of mankind. One step beyond that which Her
esty's Government has taken in this contention, and piracy .finds
ustification. The .President does not conceive it possibie that
Majesty'.s Government could in fact be less indifferent to these evil
ts than is the Government of the United States. But he hopes
Her Majesty's Gover~ment will, after this frank expression of
more readily comprehend the position of the Government of the
States touching this serious question. This Government bas
1 ready to cot,ICede much in order to adjust all-differences of view,
has, in the judgment of thA President, already propose«l a solonot only equitable but generous.· Thus far Her Majesty's Governbas declined to accept the proposal of the United States. The
~Entt«:mt now awaits with deep interestt not unmixed with solicitude,
propm~ition for reasonable adjustment which Her Majesty's Gov-
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ernment .may submit. The forcible resistance to which this Government is constrained in the Behring Sea is, in the President's judgment,
demanded not only by the necessity of defending the traditional and
long-established rights of the United States, but also the rigiltR of
good government and of good morals the world over.
In this contention the Government of the United States has uo occa~-:ion and uo desire to with<lraw or mo<lify the positions which it hns
at any time maintained against tbe claims of the Imperial Government
of Russia. The United States will not withhold from any nation the
privilL'ges which it demande<l for itself when Alaska was part of tlw
Hw~sian Empire. Nor is the Government of t.he United StateR disposed
to exercise in those possessions any less power or authority thau it was
wi1ling to couceue to the Jmperial Oovernmeut of Russia, when its
sovPrcignty extended over them. 'L'he Presi<leut is perHn;.u.led tlJat all
friPJHlly nations will concede to the United States the same rights and
privileges on the Janus and in the waters of Alaska which the same
friendly nations always conceded to the Empire of Russia.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
No. 10.

Sir J'ltlian P£tuncefote to .1lb·. Blaine.

W .A.SHING'l'ON, Feb't''l.tat·y 10, 1890.
SIR: ITer Majesty's Government have had for some time under tl1eir
consideration the suggestion m~ule in the course of our interviews on
the que~tion of the seal fisheries in Behring's Sea, that it might expeditB a settlement of the controversy if the tripartite negotiation respecting the establishment of a close time for those fisheries which was cummence(l in London in 1888, but was suspended owing to various causes,
shonlcl be resumed in Wasllingtou.
I now have the honor to inform yon that Her lVIajesty's Government
are willing to adopt this suggestion, and if agreeable to your Government wi11 take steps concurrently with them to invite the participation
of Russia. in the renewed negotiations.
I have, etc.
JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE.
No.11.
lift".

Blaine to Sir J1.tlian Pauncefote.

DEP AR'l'MENT OF S'l'.A TE,
lVashington, .March 1, 1890.
MY DEAR SIR JuLIAN: I have extracte<l from official documents and
appended hereto a large mass of evidence, given under oath by professional experts and officers of the United States, touching the subjPct
upon which you desired further proof, namely, that the killing of .seals
in the open sea tends certainly and rapidly to the extermination of the
species. If further evidence is desired, it can be readily furnished.
I have, etc.
JAMES G. BLAINE.
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From the official report made to the House of Representatives in 1889:
In fornwr years fnr-scals were found in great numbers on various islands of the
th Paci fie Ocean, but after a comparatively short period of indi~criminate slaughter
rookeries were deserted, the animals having been killed or driven from their
ts; so that, uow the only existing rookeries are those in Alaska, another in the
part of Behring Sea, and a third on Lobos Island, at the mouth of the river
late in South America.
All these rookeries are under the protection of their several governments.
The best estimate as to the number of these animals on the Alaska rookeries places
it at about 4,000,000; but a marke<l diminution of the numbers is noticed within the
last two or three years, which is attributed by the testimony to the fact that nnauzcd persons during the summers of 1886, 18~7, and 1881:! bad fitted out expeditions
rnised in Alaskan waters, and by the use of fire-arms destroyed hundreds of
sands of these animals wit,hout regard to age or sex.
The law prohibits the killing of fur seals in the Territory of Alaska or the waters
thereof, except by the lessee of the seal islands, and the lessee is permitted to kill
during the months of June, July, September, and October only; and is forbidden to
kill any seal less t.han one year old, or any female seal, ''or to kill such seals at any
time by the use of fire-arms, or by an.v other means tending to drive the seals away
from those h:~lands." (Revised Statutes, section 1960.)
Governor Simpson, of the Hudson Bay Company, in his "Overland Journey Round
the World," 1tl41-'42, p. 130, says:
u Some twenty or thirty years ago there was a most wasteful destruction of the
seal, when young and old, male and female, were indiscriminately knocked in the
head. This imprudence, as any one might have expected, proved detrimental in two
ways. The race was almost extirpated, and the market was glutted to such a degree,
at tho rate for some time of200,000 skins a year, that the pricesdid not even pay the
expenses of carriage. The Russians, however, have now adopted nearly the same
plan which the Hudson Bay Company pursues in recruiting any of its exhausted di8tricts, killing only a limited number of such males as have attained their full growth,
a plan peculiarly applicable to the fur-seal. inasmuch as its habits render a system of
husbanding the stock as easy and certain as that of destroying it."
In the year 1HOO the rookeries of the Georgian Islands produced 112,000 fur-seals.
From 1~06 to 18::!:~, says the Encyclopmdia B!'itanuica, "Tile Georgian Islands produced 1,200,000 seals, and the .island of Desolation has been equally productive."
Over 1,000,000 were taken from the island of Mas-a-Fuera aud shipped to China jn
1798-'!19. (Fanning's "Voyages to the 3ouuh Sea," p. 29n.)
In 1820 and 18::!1 over 300,000 fur-seals were taken at tho South Shetland Islands,
and Captain Weddell states tllat at the end of the second year tbe species had there
become almost exterminated. In addition to tho numbet· kille<l for their furs, ho
estimates that "not le~s than 100,000 newly born young died in consequence of the
destruction of their mothers." (See Elliott's Rep., H:!tl4, p. 118.)
In 1830 the supply of fur-seals iu the South Seas had so greatly decreased that t.he
vessels engaged in this enterprise'' generally made losing voyages, from the fact that
those places which were the resort of seals had been abandoned by them." (Fanning's Voyages, p. 4tl7.)
At Antipodes Island, off the coast of New South Wales, 400,000 skins were obtained
iu the years 1814 and 1815.
Referring to these facts, Professor Elliott, of the Smithsonian Institution, in his
able report on the Sea Islands, published by the Interior Department in 1!;84, says:
"This gives a very fair idea of the manner in which the business wa.s conducted in
the South Pacific. How long would our sealing interests in Behring Sea withstand
the attacks of sixty vessels carrying from twenty to thirty men each T Not over two
seasons. The fact that these great southern rookeries withstood and paid for attacks
of this extensive character during a period of more than twenty years speaks eloquently of the millions upon millions that must have existed in the waters now almost
deserted by them."
1\fr. R. H. Chapel, of New London, Conn., whose vessels had visiteu all the rookeries of the South Pacific, in his written statement before the Committee on Commerce of the House of Representatives, said:
"As·showing the progress of this trade iu fur-seal skins, and the abuses of its prosecution, resulting in almost total annihilation of the animals in some localities, it is
stated on good anthorit.v that, from about 1..770 to 1800, Kerguelen Land, in the Indian
Ocean, yielded to the English traders over 1,000,000 skins; bnt open competition
swept off the herds that resorted there, and since the latter year hardly 100 per annum
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could be obtained on all its long coast. Afterwards, Mas-{t.-Ft;tera Island, near Jnan
Fernandez, was visited, ahcl 50,000 a year were obtained; but as every one that desired was free to go and kill, the usual result followed-the seals were exterminated
at that island, and also at the Galapagos group, near by.
"Falkland and Shetland Islands, and South American coasts, near Cape Horn, came\
next in order; here the seal were very abundant. It is stated that at the Shetlands
alo11e 100,000 per annum might have been obtained and the rookeries preserved, if
taken under proper restrictions; but in the eagerness of men they killed old and
young, male and female; little pups a few days old, deprived of their mothers, <lieu
by thousands on the beaches, carcasses and bones strewed the shores, and this productive fishery was wholly destroyed. It is estimatecl that iu the years 1H21 and 18:!'~
no less that 3~0,000 of these animals were killed at the Shetlands alone. An American captain, describing in after yean1 his success there, says: 'We went the first year
with one vessel and got 1,200; tho second year with two vessels, and obtained 30,000;
tlle third year with six vessels, getting only 1,700-all there was left.'
"A small rookery is still preserved at the Lobos Islands, off the river La Plata;
this, being carefully guarded under strict regulations by the Government of Buenos
Ayres, and rented to proper parties, yields about 5,000 skins per annum. As late as
the year 1854, a small island, hardly a mile across, was discovered by Americans in
the Japan Sea, where about 50,000 seals resorted annually. Traders visited it, and
in three years the club and knife had cleanecl them all ofl'. Not 100 a season can
now be found there."

Hon. C. A. Williams of Connecticut, who inherited the whaling aml
sealing business from his father and grandfather, speaking of the seal
in the South Pacific, gave the following testimony before the Congressional committee:
The history of sealing goes back to about 1790, and from that to the early part of
this century.
In the earlier period of which I speak there were no seals known in the North Pacific
Ocean. Their peculiar haunt was the South Atlantic. They were discovered by
Cook, in his voyages, on the island of Desolation; by WiJdall, in his voyages to the
south pole, on the island of South Georgia and Sandwichland; and hy later voyagers,
whose names escape me, in the islands of the South Pacific Ocean. When the number
of seals on those islands were first brought to the notice of British merchants, they
punmed the hunting of these animals on the island of Desolation.
The most authentic authority we have about the matter is derived from reports
made by these voyagers as t.o the number of seals taken from those places, and, although
they are not entirely accurate, I think they are fully as accurate as could be expected,
considering the lapse of time. On the island of Desolation it is estimated that 1,200,000
fur-seals were taken ; from the island of South Georgia a liken umber were taken, and
from the island of Mas-a-Fuera probably a greater number were taken. As to the
Saudwichlaud the statistics are not clear, but there can benodoubtthatover500,000
seals were taken from that locality, and in 1820 the islands of South Shetland, sout.h
of Cape Horn, were discovered, all(l from these islands 320,000 fur-seals were taken in
two years. There were other localities from which seals were taken, but no others
where they were found in such large numbers. ·
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'l'he cause of the extermination of seals in those localities was the indiscriminate
character of the slaughter. Sometimes as many as fifteen vessels would be haugincr
around these islands awaiting opportunity to get their catch, and every vessel would
be governed by individual interests. 'l'hey would kill every thing that carne in their
way that furnished a skin, whether a cow, a bull, or a middle-grown seal, leaving the
young pups jnst born to die from neglect and starvation. It was like taking a herd
of cattle and killing all the bulls and cows and leaving the calves. The extermination was so complete in these localities that the trade was exhausted, and voyages to
those places were abandoned. About 1870, nearly fift,y years after the discovery of
the South Shetland Islands, when the occupation of Alaska by the cession of Russia
to the United States of the Behring Sea was brought about-The CIIAIRl\IAN. I want to interrupt you to ask a question on that point. Were
those rookeries in the South Seas never nnder the protectorate of any government
at all 7
The WITNESS. Never. I was going to say that when the cession was made by
Russia to the United States of this territory, and the subject of the value of fur-seals,
or the possible value, was brought to mind, people who bad been previously engaged in that business revisited these soutbem localities after a lapse of nearly fifty
years, and no seals were found on the island of Desolation. These islands have been
used as the breeding place for sea-elephants, and that creature aan not be extermiuated on that island, for the reason that certain beaches known as "weather beaches"
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The sea breaks rudely upon these beaches, and it is impossible to lan:J upon
There are cliffs, something like 300 to 500 feet, of shore ice, and the sea-elefinds a safe resort on these beaches, and still preserves enough life to make the
of that animal worth following in a small way.
vessels there, and have bad, myself and father, for fifty or sixty years. But
is incidental. The island of South Shetland, and the iHlaud of South Georgia,
the iRland of Sandwichland, and the Diegos, off Cape Horn, a11d one or two other
points were found to yield more or less seal. In this period of fifty year~:~ in
localities seal life had recuperated to such an extent that there was taken from
in the six years from ll:l70 to 11;76 or 11:!77 perhaps 40,000 skins.
After they had been abandoned for fifty years T-A. Yes~ to-day they are again
sted. 'l'he last year's search of vessels in that region-I have tbe statistics here
from Stonington from the South Shetland Islands, reported in 1H88, and she
39 skins as the total result of search on those islands and South Georgia•.
of my own vessels procured til skins, including 11 pups, as the total result of
age; and, except about Cape Horn, there are, in my opinion, no seals remaindo not think that 100 seals could be procured from all the localities mentioned
close search. Auy one of those localities I have named, under properprotect.ion
ous, might have been perpetuated as a breeding place for seals, yielding
a number per annum as do the islands belonging to the United States.
trade in those localities is entirely exhausted, and it would be impossible
ry to restock those islands, or bring them back to a point where they woultl
a reasonable return for the investment of capital in hunting skins. That, in
completes the history of the fur-seal in the South Atlantic Ocean.
DANGER OF TilE EXTERMINATION OF THE ALASKA ROOKEIUES,

We have already mentioned that the present number of seals on St. Paul and St.
islands has materially diminished during the last two or three years. The
discloses the fact that a large number of British and American vessels,
y expert Indian seal hunters, have frequented Behring Sea and destroye<l
of thousands of fur-seals by shooting them in the water, and securing as m:111y
ca•·casses for their skins as they were able to take on board. The testimony of
ernment agents shows that of the number of seals killed in the wat.er not
than ono in seven, on an average, is secflred, for the reason that a wounded seal
kin the sea; so that for every thousand seal-skins secured in this manner
is a diminution of seal life at these rookeries of at least 7,000, Added to this is
fact that the shooting of a female seal with young causes the deat.h of both. If
shooting is before del1very, that, of course, is the end of both; if after, the young
dies for want of sustenance.
the season of 1885 the number of contraband seal-skins placed on the marover 13,000; and in 18t36, 25,000; in 18t:l7, 34,000; and in 1888 the number of
t skim; secured by British cruisers was less than 25,000, which number would
been largely iucreased had not the sea~on been very stormy and boisterous.
can citizens respected the law and the published notice of the Secretary of the
Lllr""""'"·v, and made no attempt to take seals.
this it appears that, during the last three years, the number of contraband
·skins placed on the market amounted to over 97,000, and which, according to
testimony, destroyed nearl)~ three-quarters of a million of fur-seals, causing a
of revenue amotmtiug to over $2,000,000, at the rate of tax and rental paid by
the lessee of the seal islands.
A'l'ION: THE LESSEE FORBIDDEN 1'0 KILL .ANY Ji'El\:IALE SEAL.

The following is an extract from the official report to Congress :
The lesllee is permitted to kilJlOO,OOO fur-seals on St. Paul ancl St. George Islands,
and no more, and is prohibited from killing any female seal or any seal less than one
year old, and from killing any fnr-seal at any time except during the months of June,
July, September, and October, and from killing such seals by the use of tire-arms or
other means tending to drive the seals from said islands, and from killing any seal in
the water adjacent to said islands, or on the beaches, cliffs, or rocks where they haul
up from the sea to remain.

Further extract from report : •
It is clear to .vour committee from the proof submitted that to prohibit seal killing
on the sea. I islands and permit the killing in Behring Sea would be no protection; for
it is not on the isla.nds where the destruction of seal life is threatened or seals are unlawfully killed, but it is in that part of Behring Sea lying between the eastern and
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western limits of Alaska, as described in the treaty of cession, through which
seals pass and repass in going to and from their feeding grounds, sQme 50 miles southeast of tho rookeries, and in their aunual migrations to and from the islands.

Extract from report of L. N. Buynitsky, ageut of the Treasury in
It will
be observc.'d that this report was made iu 1~70, before any <.li~'<put~ llad
arisen with the Canadian sealers.

1870, to Hon. George L. Boutwell, Secretary of tl10 Treasury.

\Yhen the herd bas been driven a certain distance from the shore a halt is matle,
and a sorting of the game as to age, sex, and condition of the fur is effected. 'l'llis
operation requires the exercise of a life-long experieuce, ancl is of the utnw~t importauce, as the killing of females, which are easily mistaken for young males, even
by the natives, would endanger the propagation of the species.

The same witness, when not au employe of the Treasury, gaye testimony on another point in 1889:
Q. Where are those seals born f Where do the female seals give birth to tlwir
young 7-A. They are born on the rookPriPs.
Q. Are they an aniwa] or a fish, or what are they; how: do yon classify them l-A.
They are hot-blooded animals born on the land; they are uot a fisll.
Q. And born on the United States terdtory, are they f-A. Yes; all those born on
the ishmds of St. Paul and St. George.
Q. That is in United States territory 7-A. Yes, sir. 1 ' Fisheries, is a misnomer
all the way throngh, and always was.

H. A. Glidden, an agent of the Treasury Department, was on the
Pril>Jlov Islands from 1\fay, 1882, to June, 1885. In describing before
tlw Congressional com mit tee the moue of killing seals by the lessee of
the islands the following occurred:
Q. Do tlley kill any females 7-A. They never kill females. I do not know 0£ but
one or two instances in my experience where a female seal was ever driven ut with
the crowd.

*

..

Q. Do you believe seal life can be preserved without Government protection over
them ?-A. I do not.

vV. B. Taylor, a

Treasury agent, was asked the same question as 1o

tlw killing-of female seals, and he said that "he bad never known but
one or two ldlled by the leesee on the islands, and they by accitlent."

He was further asked as follows:
Q. When they kill the seals in the waters, about what proportion of them do they
recover 7-A. I do 110t believe more than one-fourth of them.
Q. The others siuk 7-A. They shoot them and they sink.
Q. Have you ever noticed auy wouuded ones that carne ashore that have been
shot Y-A. No, sir; I do not think I did.

The same witness testified as follows:
Q. Yon do not think. then, that the value of the seal fisheries and the Real rookeries conld be preserved nuder an open policy ?-A. No, sir; l do not. I think if you
open it t.hey will be destroyed w·ithout question.
Q. Do yon think it necessary to protect the seals in the seaallll down in t.heir feediHg grounds in the Pacific, if possihle, in -order to preserve th eir full value aud the
pcrpct11ity of seal life 7 Do yoll think they ought t.o be protected everywhl"re as well
as on the rookeries 7-A. Yes, sir; I think they OJJgbt to he protected not alone on
the rookeries hut on the waters of the Behring ~ea. I do not think it is necessary to
go outside of the Behring Sea, because there is no considerable nmuuer of them.
Q. Are they so dispersed in the Pacific that they would not be liahle to destruction T-A. Yes, sir; they are scattered very much, and no hunters do much hunting
in the Pacific, as I understand. Another reason why they shonhl be protected in all
the waters of the Behring Sea is this: A large number of seals that are on t be islands
of course eat a great many fish every twent.y-four hours, and the fish have become
well aware of the fact tllat there are a good many seal on the seal islandA, and they
stay ont a longer rlistance from the islands, and they do not come near the shore. It
becomes necessary for the seal themselves, the cows, to go a good distance into the
sea in order to obtain food, and it is there where most of the damage is done by these
vessels. 'I'hey catch them while they are out

the rookeries they go out daily for food f-A. The cows go out every day
bulls do not go; they stay on the island all summer. The cows~ lb
and even farther-I do not know the average of it-and they nre going
all the mornin~ and evening. The sea is black with them around about
If there is a llltle fog and they get out half a mile from shore, we can
100 yards even. The vessels themselves lay around the islands there
k up a good many seal, and there is where the killing of cows occurs
ashore. I think this is worse than it would be to take 25,000 more seal
than are now taken. I think there is some damage done in the killshooting of the cows, and leaving so many young without their mothers.
it your opinion that a lar:rc•r number of seals may be taken annually without
to the rookeries f-A. No, sir· I would not recommend that. The time
but I think that one year with another they are taking all. they-ought to
s reason:
that the capacity of the bull seal is limited, the same as any other animal,
very frequently counted from thirty to thirty-five and even, at one time,
with one bull. I think if there were more bulls there would bel688
bull, and in that way the increase would be greater than now. While
of seal in the aggregate is not apparently diminished, and in fact there is
an increase, yet if you take any greater number of seal than is taken
of cows to one bull would be greater, and for that reason there would
ber of young seals, undoubtedly. I look upon the breeding of the seal
like the breeding of any other animal, and that the same care and r&judgment should be exereised in this breeding.

same witness testified as follows:
at will be the effect upon the seal rookeries if this surreptitious and unlawful
the Behring Sea is to be permitted f-A. In my judgment it would eventul.&~~rllllinl!l.te the seal.

U. A. Williams, of Connecticut, before referred to, testified as
:weuld like to know-1 do not know that it is just the proper time-but I
like to get the idea of those conversh.nt with the habits and nature of the seal
t their opinion is upon the effect of the indiscriminate killing of them while
to and going from the islands. -A. That is a question which I think
of us
can answer. If you note the conformation of the Aleutian Islands,
a wall, and note the gaps through which the seals come from the Pacifio
the haunt on these islands, that is the whole point. When they come
various passes, generally through the Oomnak Pass, the sea is reason' and the cows come laden with pups, waiting until the last moment in
go ashore to deliver, because they can roll and scratch and help themthan if they haul out when heavy with pup, so they stay in the water
t until their instinct warns them it is time to go ashore, and during that
are massed in great quantities in the sea.
Now. in that view of it, the destruction of them there is almost practically the
aa the destruction of them on the islandsf -A:. Yes, sir.
And the conditions are as bad f-A. Yes, sir; and often worse, for this reason:
kill a pup you destroy a single life, but in killing a cow you not only destroy
that may be. but the source from which life comes hereafter. and when they
there in the water by a shot-gun or a spear the proportion saved by the
is probably not one in seven. That was their own estimate: that out of eight
they would save one soal and seven were lost. If they were killed on the laud,
seven would go towards filling out their score.

same witness also testified as follows:
Have you instructed your agents to comply strictly with the laws and regulaof the Treasury Depart.ment f-A. In every cue; y~s.
Do you kill seals with fire-arms at the islands, or do you prohibit thatf-A. No,
; it is not allowed by the act.
you kill the female seals or allow them to be killed f-A. Never with our
Do yon kill ~ny during the month of August for thAir skins f-A. Not a seal; no.
Do you kill any seals under two years old f-A. Not that we are aware of.

same witness further testified:
Now, I would like to have your opinion as to the immotciency of the present
taken by the Government for the protection· of the rookeries, and yout
as to whether any additional safeguards are neceSt~ary for their protection.-
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A. That the present measures are somewhat insufficient is shown by the fact
for the last three or four year~:~ there have heen increasetl depredations anunally up
the rookeries. More seals are taken within the limits of the Bel1riug Stla. :Formerly seals were only takon ont:side of Behring Sea, as they pas:sed up to British Columbia, and o1I tho mouth of Pugot Sonnd, in the waters of the Pacilic Ocean. That
was a legitimate place to take them, and one against which no objection could be
raised. Seals which come up that way enter through the pas.-,agcs of the Aleutian
Islands nearest to the mainland, and it has alwa~'S been the custom in British Columbia and our Sound to inte;·cept the seal and get what they could. Within the
last two or three years marauders have followed them through the passages into Behring Sea, and have with gum; and spears taken the s<'als as they lay npou the water,
as I stated before, waiting to ha,ul ashore and have their pups. The cows are heavy
with pup, and they do 11ot lilw to go ashore nntil the la~;t momout, and so tlley lie
there in the wMor,.. and this affords an opportunit.~· for theso marauders to shoot alltl
~>pear them. This is done hy ga11gs of Indians which they have. They biro gangs
of India11s and take them with thmn. The effect.~; of this ~:~hooting is not alone upon
tho seals which are at that point, hut also upon tlw~e all around, and it startles them
and raises a suspicion in their miuds and there it~ a general fPeling of disturbance,
such as you notice among cattle when hears are about or something of that kind.

And again:
Q. Now, Mr. Williams, should it he finally ascertained and con:-;idered hy our Government that under the t.reaty of cc!3sion by which we acquired Alaska from Russia,
and under the laws of nations, the United States does possess and bas absolute dominion and jurisdiction over Behring Sea and the waters of Alaslm, would you think
it would be a wise policy to adhere to and maintaiu that jurisdiction and dominion
complete, or would it he wiser to declare it tlie high sea in the legal sense f-A. In
the light of to-day I should say, keep what you have got.
Q. Hold it as a closed sea f-A. Fisheries within those limits are yet to be deYeloped, and it ''ould seem to he vcrJ' unwise to open up possible fishery .contentions
which are very likely to arise hy such a course.
Q. Yon think that it would he, then, the wiser policy, to maintain such ,jurisdiction and dominion as we have, and to concE~de to the vessels of other nations such
rights as are not ineonsistent with the interests which ()Ur nat ion bas there and
which need protection ¥-A. Exactly that; the right oftransit through the sea whereever they please, hut positive protection to seal lifo.
Q. You do not thiuk it would he wh;e to grant anything elsoT-A. No, sir; not at
all.
Q. And in no case to surrender the power of policing the sea f-A. No, sir; , under
no circumstances.
Q. Could that power and ,jurisdiction be surrendered and yet preserve this soal
life on these rookeries and the valne of our fit;herics that may he developed there TA. Only with very great risk; b('causo, if that right is snrn·ndcre<l, and thereby the
right to police the sea, f,he depredations that are made upon the seal wherever they
may be found, wherever men thought they could carry them out without being taken
in the act would be carried out. So it would be difficult in regard to the lisheries.
\Vherevcr they could kill these seals they certainly would be there, and it would he
impossible to prevent them.

In the statements and statistics relative to the fur-seal fisheries, submitted by C. A. Williams, in 1888, to tlJC Committee of Congress on
Merehant Marine and Fisheries, appears the following:
Examination of the earliest rE:'conls of tho fur-seal fishery shows that from the date
of man's recognition of the value of the fur the pursuit of tho animal bearing it. has
been unceasing and relentless. SaYe in the few instances to be noted hereafter,
where governments have interposed for the purpose of protecting seal life, having in
vif'w hencfit.s to accrue in the future, the animal has been wantonly slaughtered,
with no regard for age, sex, or condition. The mature male, tho female heavy with
young, the pup, dependent for life on the mother, each and aH have been indiscriminately killed or left to die of want. This cruel and useless butchery has re~ulted
in complete extermination of tlw fur-seal from localities which were ouce frequented
by millions of the species; an<l, so far as these localities are concerned, has obliterated an industry whicl1 a lit tie more enlightened selfishness might have preserved in
perpetuity to the great LenefiL of all ranks of civilized society. Nothing less than
stringeut laws, with will power to enforce them against all violators, can preserve
for man's h<'ne1it the remnant of a race of animals so interesting and so nsefnl.
The most valnahlo "rookery," or breeding place, of these animals ever known to
man is now iu the por;sessiou of the United States. How it bas been cared for in former
year1:1 and brought to Hs prcsont state of value and usofulrwss will bo sh.owu lator OJl.

prese.tvation and perpetuation intact is the important
that this question may be considered intelligently
IW1Prel8eJilted of the wanton destruction that baR befallen these antmi!I.I8-.YJ
tJ)prot;ec1;ed by the law to man's greed and selfishness, which, it is fai
could be expected from the unlicensed hunter, whose nature seeks tmHv·id•H
immedhte gain, with no regard for a future in which he has no assurance
advantage.
tc,Jin~vin,a statistics are gathered from the journals of early navigators, and
coJIDnler·chtl records aR are now available are eubmitted:
La11d.-An island in southern Indian Ocean, discovered about 1772. Thethis island were teeming with f1rr-seal wheJ.l it first bPcame known. Bet~n.
fits discovery and the year 1800 over 1,200,000 seal skins were taken by the
Is from the island, and seal life thereon was exterminated.
'-""U'~tJ,,WJ.--'fhe Crozctt Islands, in same ocean an1l not fur distant, were also
over and the seal life there totally exhausted.
-An island in southern Pacific Ocean, latitude 3SO 48' south, longitude
came next in order of discovery, and from its !ihores in a few years
and sllipved 1,200,000 fur-seal skins.
chapter 17, pag~ 306, says of Mas-3-~'uera:
tho Americans came to this place in 1797 and began to make a business
seals, there is no doubt but there w~re 2,000,01)0 or 3,000,000 ot them on
I h~Lve mn.de au estimate of more than 3,000,000 that have be
from thence in the space of seven years. I have carried more than
and have been at the place when there wet·o the people of fourteen ships or
on the island at one time killing seals."
Shetla11ds.-In 1821-':l:~ tho South Shet.Iand Islands, a group nearly south from
became known to tlw seal hunters, and in two years 6ver 3~0,000 seals
lied and their skins shipped from these islands.
Georgia.- Later still, seal were found on the island of South Georgia, South
Ocean 1 and from this locality were obtained over 1,000,000 of fur-seal,
beaches bare of seal life.
,..,u.., .._,,.,, .••• -From the coasts of South America and about Cape Horn many thousand
have been taken, and of the life once so prolific there nothing is now left
remnants of former_herdaas shelter on rocks and islets almo,st in,.ccessible
ost daring hunter.
recorJ shows the nearly complete destruction of these valuable animals ill;
seas. Properly protected, Kerguelen Laud, Mas lt-},uera, the Shetlands, and
rgia might have been hives of industry, producing vast wealth, trainingfor hardy seamen, and furnishing employment for tens of thousands in the
markets where skins are dressed, prepared, and distributed. But the locali·
no man's lan<l, and no man cared for them or. their products save as through
MtlmctuJm they could be transmitted into a passing profit.
•
life of to-day available for commercial purposes is centered in three Joe Lobos Islands, situated in the mouth of the river La Plata, owned and
by the Uruguay Republic, and by that Government leased to private par~
the sum of $6,000 per annum and some stipulated charges. The annual
in skins is about 12,000. The skins are of rather inferior quality. . Insuftlre~ltriictiorts are placed upon the lessees in regard to the number of skins pertaken annually, consequently there is some waste of life; neverthele
of protection allowed has insured the preservation of the rookery, and
continue so to do.
Komandorski Couplet, which consists of the islands of Copper and Behring,
the coast of Kamchatka, in that portion of Behring Sea pertaining to Russia.
islands yield about 40,000 skins per annum, of good quality, and are guarded
fully restrictive rules as to the killing of seal1 analogous to the statutes of the
States relative to the same subject. The nght to take Reals upon them is
the Russian Government to an association of American citizens, who alao
lease of the islands belonging to the United States, and are thus enabled to
and direct the business in fur-seal skins for the common advantage and
all parties in interest. These islands can hardly be said to have been "Wlltrk,Ad'''':.. ·_..f'C>:
all for salted seal-skins prior to the cession of Alaska by Russia to .,....,.. ,,J.ua._u
and the United States Government now profits by the industry to
duty of 20 per cent. collected on the "dressed skins" returned to this nn1nn·F.W111r ·"'
London market. From 1873 to 1887, inclusive, this return has been

~t;rpl.led

Pribylov group consists of the islands of St. Panl and St.• George, and is a
lioveJ:nurleilt reservation in that part of Behring Sea ceded to the United States by
together with and a part of Alaska. So exhau!Uiive an account of these
aud their seal life bas been given by Mr. H. W. Elliott, special agent of
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'froasury Department in 1674, autl since intimately connected with tho Smi
Institution, which account has been made a. part of Tenth Census report,
would be iutru:sivo here to attempt to supplement aught, and therefore only
ali7;ations based on said report and snch statements of lifo and procedure on
islands to-day are presented as may be pertinent !n this connection.

In an article on fur-seals, which appeared in Land and Water, July
14, 1877, Mr. Henry Lee (Englishman), F. L. S., says:
It has been stated that during a period of fifty years not less than 20,000 tons or
sea-elephant's oil, worth more than £1,000,000, was annually obtained from New
Georgia, besides an incalculable number of fur-seal skins, of which we have uo statistics. Some idea may be had of their numbers in former years when we learn that
on t.ho island of Mas-a-Fuera, on the coast of Chili (an island not 2G miles in circumfenmco), Captain Fanning, of the American ship Betsy, obtaine(l in 179H a full crop
of choice ::~kins and cstinmtcd that there were left on tlw isla]}(L at least &00,000 seals.
Subsequently there were taken from this island litHe short-of a million skin~. The
seal catching was extcnsi vely prosecuted there for many ~'ears, tho sealing fleet on
the coast of Chili alone then numbering thirty vessels. :From Desolation Island, also
discovered by Cook, and the South Shetlands, discovered by Weddell, the unmber of
skins taken was at least as great; from the latter alone 320,000 were shipped during
the two years 1821 and 1822. China was the great market to which they were sent,
and there the price for each skin was from $4 to $6. As several thousand tons of
shipping, chiefly English ancl American, were at that time employed in fur-seal
catching, the profits of the early tratlers were enormous.
Dors the reader ask what bas become of this extensive and highly remunerative
southern fur trade Y It has been all but annihilated by man's grasping greed, reckle::~s improviUence, and wanton cruelty. The "woeful want" has come that "woeful
waste" bas made. Without tbonght of the future the misguided hunters persistently
killed every seal that carne within their reach. Old and young, male and female,
were indiscriminately slaughtereu, in season and out of season, and thousauus of little
pups uot thought worth the tronhle of knocking them on the head were left to die of
hnuger alongside the flayed and gory carcasses of their mothers. Every coast and
isltwd known to be the haunt of the seals was visited by ship after ship, and the
massacre left unfinished by one gang was continued by the next comers and comJlleted by others nntil, in consequence of none oftlie animals being left to breed, their
nuu1her gradually diminished, so that they were almost exterminated, only a. few
stragglers remaining- where millions were once found. In some places where formerly
they ga.therc<l together in such densely packed crowds upon the shore that a. boat's
crow conld not find room to land till they had dispcrse<l them for a space with oars
and boat-hooks, not one fur-seal was to be found even so long ago as 1835.

Dr. II. H. Mcintyre, superintendent of the seal fisheries of Alaska
for the lessees, testified before the Congressional committee as follows:
Q. What proportion of the seals shot in the water are recovered and the skins
takeu to marketf-A. I think not more than one-fifth of those shot are recovered.
:Many are badly wounded and escape. We find every year embedded in blubber of
animals killed upon tbe islands large quantities of bullets, sh(\t, and buckshot. Last
year my men brought to me as much as a double handful of lead found by them embedded in this way.

Q. I want to ask you whether or not the three-year-old seals, or many of them,
which should have returned this year did not return because they had been killed fA. Tl:at seems to be the case. The marauding was extensively carried on in 18B5
and 188(), and in previons years, and of course the pups that would have heen born
from cows that were killed in 11:585, or that perished through the loss of their mothers
during that year, would have come upon tile islands in 1888, and we should have had
that additional number from which to make our selection this year. Tho deficiency
this year is attributed to that canE~c-to the fact that the cows were killed. And I
would say further that if cows are killed late in the Reason, say in August, after the
l>nps are boru, the latter are left upon the island deprived of the mother's care, and .
of cours6 perish. The effect is tho Ramo whether the cows are killed before or after
the pups are dropped. The young perish in either case.

*
Q, It being conceded i,hat the islan(lR :tro their home, and no one being interested
ot,her 1han tho American aJHl Russian Governments, there would be no special reason
why otlwr nations woul<l oh,iect,?-A. Only the Governments of the Unitctl States aud
England aro intereHtetl in the Ala~>kan seal fisheries to any great extent. The United
States is interested in it a.s a producer of raw ~aterial, and England as a manufa.ct-

tf these two nations were a~reed that seal life should be protected,
be no trouble in fully protecting it.

It is a question of quite
number

-.·iitt.ATPRt. to England as to the United States, for she bas a large
W(]~rkme~n: and a large amount of capital engaged in this industry.

Elliott, of the Smithsonian Institution, who bas spent
in scientifically examining the seal islanlls and the habits of
thus describes the killing power of the seal hunter at sea:
to destroy them is also augmented by the .fact that those seals which ar"
to meet his flye and aim are the female fur-seals, which, heavy with
here slowly hearing the land, soundly sleeping at sea by intervals, and
to haul out from the cool embrace. of the water upon their breeding ~rounds
day, and hour even, arrives which limits the period of their gestatwn.
c sealer employs thPee agencies with which to secure his quarry, viz:
out Indians with canoes from his vessel, armed with spearR; he uses shotbuckshot, rifles and balls, and last, but most deadly and destructive of all,
read the "gill-net" in favorable weather.
gill-nets "uuderrun" by a fleet of sealers in Behring Sea, acroM these conpaths of the fur-seal, anywhere from 10 to 100 miles southerly from the Pribyl am moderate in saying that such a fleet could utterly ruin and destroy
rookeries now present upon the seal islands in less time than three o.r
years. Every foot of that watery road way •·f fur-seal travel above indtif these men were ·not checked, could and would be traversed by those deadly
; and a seal coming from or going to the islands would have, under the water
above it, scarcely one chance in ten of sa.fely passing such a cordon.
those waters of Behring Seu to unchecked pelagic sealing, then a fleet of hunvessels, steamers, ships, schooners, and what not, would immediately v.en·
them, bent upon the most vigorous and indiscriminate slaughter of these
; a few seasons of greediest rapine, then nothing would be left of those wonand valuable interests of our Government which are now so handsomely em·
on the seal islands; but which, if guarded and conserved as they are to-day,
for an indefinite time to come as objects of the highest commercial good and
the world, and as subjects for the most fascinating biological study.
fur-seals in the open waters of the sea or ocean with the peculiar shot and
used involves al) immense waste o( seal life. Every seal that is
wl1•nr•rtflll1 1 and even if mortally wounded at the moment of shooting, dives
ims away instantly, to perish at some point far distant and to he never again
its human enemies; it is ultimately destroyed, but it is lost, in so far as the
are concerned. If the seal is shot dead instantly, killed instantly, then it
picked up in most every case; but not one seal in ten fired at by the most
marine huntets is so shot, and nearly every seal in this ten will have been
, many of them fatally. The irregular tumbling of the water around the
the irre~nl:n heaving of the hunter's boat, both actin~ at the same moment
independent of each other, making the difficulty of taking accurate aim exgreat and the result of clean killing very slender.

George R. Tingle, U nit.ed States Treasury agent in charge of the
l islands from April, 1885, until Angnst, 1886, testified as folIt is Mr. Mcintyre's opinion that they have not only not increased, but have
T-A. There has been a slight diminution of seals, probably.
what do yon attribute that f-A. I think there have been more seals killed
than ever before by marauders. I estimated that they secured :10,000 skins
and in order to secure that number of skins they would have had to kill half
on seals, while this company in taking 100,000 on shore destroyed only 31
Those were killed hy accident. Some times a young seal, or one not intended
killed, pops up his head and gettt a blow unintentionally.
The waste of seallife was only 53 in 1887 f-A. Yes, sir; in securing 100,000 skins,.
these marauders did not kill last year less than 500,000. The logs of marauding
have fallen into my hands, and they have convinced me that they do not
more than one seal out of every ten that they mortally wound and kill, forthe
that the seals sink very quickly in the water. Allowing one out of ten, there
be :Jov,OOO that they would kill in getting 30,000 skins. Two hundred thouthose killed would be females having 200,000 pups on shore. Those pups
die by reu.son of the death of their mothertt, which added to the 300,000, makes
million destroyed. I am inclined to think, because the se.1ls show they are
lll.<lre:astng, or rather that they are at a stand-still, that more than 300,000 are
marauders.
You are of the opinion, then, that the maraudera are killing more ~ala than the
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AlaRka Comnwrcial Company f-A. At least fiye or Rix tim~s as mnny as the
Commercial Co111pauy are killing.
(l. Wltat will lm tlw e!l'ect. if 1noro string;cnt nwasnrcs are not taken to protl'ct,
Feals hy tho Gover:11nent~-A. If more stringent ntt•a;;nres a.re not tak1•11, it is only a
qHeHtion of t.ime when t.hese<wals will he driven ultimately to seek &mne other hom&
where they will not he mol,•sted. They will not continue to be harassed; and, i!
this marauding is continue1l, tlH.' Y will, in my opinion, either be gradually exterruinatell or will leave the islands permanently and lanu at some other place. They may
go on the Rnssiau side.
Q. Will marauding increase if the Government docs not take steps to prevent it f-A. I thiuk so.
Q. I.~ it practicable to prevent it f-A. Yes, sir. If we dill not allow these chePky,
persistt•Ht, insolent, British Columbia seamen to go there antl defy Lhe Uuited States
aud its anthorit.i<'s, it woulu very soon be stopped. 'Vhen our revenne cutters seize
the Bl'irish Rchoon<'rs, the captains are very insolent and dPfiant, and claim that tlwy
have a strong goYl'rmntmt at their bncks. I am now referring particularly to Captain \Varner, of the Dolphin. He said in 1887, when captured, '' \Ve have got a.
~trong govenuneut at our backs, and we will fight yon on this question."
"Very
well," says Captain Shepherd, "I have got a strong government at my back, and I am
going to do my duty. My government sends me to protect tbPse seal rookeries. I am
charged by this administration to enforce the law, and I will seize all marauders."
Q. Yon were ~<peaking a while ago in regard to the amount of seal life destroyed by
marauders, and that a captain had ghen the number of seals destroyed. Have you
sePn any of the log books of those vessels !-A. YPs, sir.
Q. Will yon state what yon remember with regard to the number of seals lost or
captured by those vessels f-A. I remember reading thn log-hook of the Angel JJolly,
which I eaptnretl. There was an entry in that. log-book that read as follows: '' Jssut>d to-day to my boats, three hundred rounds of ammunition. At night they came
in with the ammunition all expended, and one seal-skin."
<l. Tlwy had shot three hundred rounds of ammunition f-A. Yes, sir. Anotl1er
entry I Haw was: "Seven seals shot frorn the deck, but only seenrc<l ont>." All lost
but. one. Another entry: ''It is very discomaging to issue a large quantity of ammunition to your boats, and have so few Heals retnrnetl." An entry was made in another place, where he gave it as his opinion tha.t he did not secure one seal-skin ont
of every fifty seals wounded and killctl,
Q. Have yon seen seal-skins n pon the island that had been shot f-A. Very often,
We gatlwr l1antlfnls of Hhot every seaRon.
Q. Does that injure the ma.l'lwt value of the skins T-A. Undonbtellly. Any bole
is an injury to the skin.

Extract from Mr. Tingle's report to the T-reasury Department.
I am now convinc<>d from what I gather, iu questioning the men belonging to captnretll!lchootwrs :mel from reacliug the logs of tlw vessels, that not more than one seal
in ten ki 1lf~cl and mortally won ndt>tl is la.ndetl on the boats and skiunecl; thus yon
will see the w~tnton destruction of seal life without any benefit whatever. I tllii1k
:~0,000 skins taken thiA year uy the marauders is a low es~t.imate on this basis; :lOO,OOO
fur-seals were killed to secure that number, or three times as many as the Alaska
Comnuweial Company are allowed by law to kill. Yon can readily see that. this great
slaughter of seals will, in a few years, make it impossil>le for 100,000 skins to be taken
on the islands by the ll'ssee!'l. I earnestly hope more vigorous measures will be adopted
by the Government in dealing with these destructive law-breakers.

V/illiam Gavitt, au agent of the United States Treasury, gave this
testimony.
Q. I understand yon to say-for instance, taking 1887 or 1888-tllat the 100,000
seals taken upon the islands, and the 40,000 taken and killed in the water, if no greater
amount was taken, that tlwre would be no perceptible diminution in the number of
st)al; that hy the natural increase the company might take 40,000 more than now, if
it- were not. for the tlepredations ';-A, I had in mind an average between 25,000 killed
in 18tl1"! anu about 40,000 in 18M7.
Q. What J want to know is this: Is it your opinion that the number taken in the
sea, when tht>y are on tbe way from the islands to the feeding grounds, have a tentlency to dt>morltlize the seal and to break up their habits, their confide.ncc, etc. T-A.
It woulrl bo likely to do it. They are very easily frightened, and the discharge of
tire-arws has :t t01Hlency to frighten them away.
By Mr. MACDONALD:
Q. No sPa Is are killed by the company in this way T-A. No, sir; they are all killed
on the it~lanut:~ with cluus.

H. Moulton, an agent of the Government, testified:
think it essential to the preservation of seal life to protect the seal in
Alaska and the Pacific f-A. There is no doubt about it.
could be exterminated without taking them upon t1le islands f-A.
be exterminated by a system of marauding in the Behring Sea, but I
number killed along the British Columbia coast did not affect the number
ki!Jing on the if'llands at that time, because thero was apparently an increase
these years. There had been for five or six years up to that time. Since that
Behring Sea the seal have been gradually decreasing.
think their decrease is attributable to unlawful hunting in Behring Seatis no doubt of that.
result of yonr observation there, could you suggest any better method of
seal life in Behring Sea than that now adopted f-A. Not unless they furrevenue vessels and men-of-war.
patrol the sea closely f-A. I think so. I do not think the seals scatter
a-1illlrorlgn any great distance during the summer season, although very late in
smaller seals arrive. The females, after giving birth to th~iryoung,
out in Behring Sea for food. We know they leave the islands to go into ~he
because they are coming and going. They suckle their young the same as
,,'.Lol<•n•.~ao

hunters kill everything they :find, I believe, females or not f-A. Yes,

a female is nursing her young and goes out for food and is killed or
that results also in the death of her young f-A. Yes, sir. As her young
into the water, it does not do anything for some time, and can not swim
be taught.
seals are born upon those islands f-A. Yes, sir; they come there for that
They oome there expressly to breed, because if they dropped their young
the pup would drown.
think the value of the seals justifies the policy that the Government
their preservation an<l protection f-A. Yes, sir; I do.
onder a rigidly enforced system protecting seal life in the waters of these
yon think the herd could be materially increased f-A. I think it would. I
there is no doubt but what it would.

ward Shields, of Vancouver Island, a sailor on board the British
Caroline, engaged in seal bunting in Behring Sea in 1886, teaafter the vessel was seized, that the 686 seals taken during the
time they were cruising in the open sea were chiefly females .
• H. A. Glidden, Treasury agent, recalled, testified as follows:
From the number of skins taken you estimated the number killed f-A. That
I know there were thirty-five vessels in the sea., and we c::tptnre<l fifteen vesTbe catches of tho vessels were published in the papers when they arrived
and averaged from 1,000 to 2,500 skins each.
Yon estimate, then, that during the season 40,000 skins were taken f In killing
in the open sea they do not recover every seal they kill f-A. No, sir ; I do not
they do. In fact, I know they do not, judging from the amount of shot and
taken from the seals that are afterwards killed on St. Paul and St. George Islands.
So that the destruction of the seals in the open sea would be much in excess of
t,:,l{en, probably f-A. I have no very accurate information on which to
an opinion, but I should jndge that they lost from 40 to 60 per cent. o.f them. I
a good many shot from the boats as I was approaching, and think they lo t two
out of five or six that I saw them shoot at.
your observations have yon any recommendations or suggestions to offer,
an<,pt:lou of which would lead to the better preservation of seal life in these waters
is now provided by law f-A. There is a difference of opinion as to the construeof the law. I :firmly believe that the Government should either protect the islands
water in the eastern half Gf Behring Sea o~ throw up their interest there. If the
g Sea is to be regarded as open for vessels to go in and captnre seals in the
, they would be exterminated in a short time.
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No. 12.

Sir Julian Pauncefote to

Aft·.

Bla·ine.

[Extract.]

BRrt'ISH LEGATION,

lVashington, D. 0., March 9, 1890.
DEAR MR. BLAINE: I have the pleasure to send you herewith the
memorandum prepared by 1\Ir. Tupper on the seal fishery question, to
which he has appenued a note by 1\Ir. Dawson, an eminent Canadian
oflicial.

Believe me, etc.,
JULIAN P .AUNCEFOTE.
[Inclosure 1.)
SYNOPSIS OF REPLY TO MR. BLAINE'S LETTER TO SIR JULIAN FAUNCEFOTE, OF MARCil

1,

1~90.

Mr. Blaine's reference to indiscriminate slaughter-note in point.·-----·----Extraordinary productiveness of seals ....•......•. ·----··----··----·--·- ... .
HoolH~ries in South Pacific withheld extensive raids for years ................ .
None of Pacific fisheries ever equaled those of tho PrilJylov group ._.-.-- .... ..
Hit;tory of Son th Shetland Islands, a nil wholesale destruction thereon .......•
Destruction at Mas-a-Fuera ....•........ ·---·· ...•..........................
Chapel of opinion that 100,000 a year could have been taken from the Shetlands
under proper restrictions._ ............................................. .
Pups in thousands found dead ou beaches .................................. ..
Incorrect statement in report of the House of Representatives as to rookeries
oftbe world .........................••....••............•... ··---· ..... .
Russian memorandum of July 25, 18S8, enumerating rookeries ............... .
Cape of Good Hope rookeries, and the protection of same ....•....... _.......•
Destruction on these rookeries formerly-plague-revival of rookeries under
regulations.
Seals shot-statement that 1 only in 7 is shot-contradicted by Canadian hunters ...................... -... · - · · · · · - - · · · · · · · · · · · • · · - · · · · • · · -· · · · • • · • · • •
Mr. Elliott on unerring aim of Indian hunteri .............................. .
Practice pf bunters ...... _..... __ .... ___ ............... _... ·----· ...•...••••.
Statement of facts prior to anu at time lease of islands to Alaska Commercial
Cot pan.v (1870)-lessces permitted to take 100,000 a year ............... .
Slaughter un<ler Russian rnle ............................................. ..
Table showiu~ cat(·h 1~17-'GO ............................................... .
Undiminished condition of islands, 1868, though 6,000,000 taken 1841-'70 .... ..
50,000 seals killed on the island of St. George in 1868 ......................... .
150,000 killed on the island of St. Paul during the same year ................. .
General ouslaught-300,000 killed in 1869 ... _............. _.... __ ........ _... .
Notwithstanding the above destruction, 100,000 a year _might, Mr. Boutwell
stated, be killed with protection in and around the islands .........•..••...•
Mr. Vall of same opinion in 1870 (100,000 a year may safely be killed) ........ .
Tenure ofleasc allowed 100,000 a year-any male seal of one year or over-natives
to kill pnps for food ...•...................•.• ---· .... ---· ......•..........
Opinion of committee of House of Representatives that seals require protection
dnl'ing migration, and for 50 miles southeast of rookeries whilst searcbi.ng for
food, w l1ich differs from Mr. Blaine's proposition .. _........ _.... _....... _...
Mr. Glidden's testimony-merely his opinions, not based on practical knowledge
Mr. Taylor'A testimony ...............................................•.•.•••
On islands in 1H81-ns to seals' intelligence and hours for feeding.
No lmlls remain on islands all summer-writers and agents contradict this .. __ .
Mr. Taylor admits that killing occurs iusbnre, where the sea is black with seals.
This witness, while stating that yo1:ug pups are lost, does not instance
finding dead pups on the islands-his admission that seals have not
diminished.
Chief damage dne to insufficient protection of islands .............. __ ...... ..
Mr. Williams's testimony ............. __ ............... _..... __ ..... _....... .
No personal knowledge as to the seal-refers to want of protection on
islands anu danger of seals being taken when passing Aleutian Islandsincreased depredations upon the rookeries for last three or four years.
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e, Govornment agent, afterwards a superintendent of the company.
one-fifth only of seals shot are recovered-found seals with shot-~ .. - a.... ~--- deficiency of seals in 1888 to the fact that cows were killed-attempts to reduce estimate, as to number, of Elliott and Dall by one-halflarge decrease in '1887', 1t;88-decrease since 1882, especially since 1884considera.ble percentage of killed made up of males-40,000 skins in 1t;86
and 1&:i7 taken in Behring Sea-this merely a surmise-~0 or 90 percent.
of catch females-positive testimony of this witness on matters of opinion or hearsay-his statement that islands unmolested from 1870 to 188fl
incorrect, as well as statement as to decrease from 188-2 and 1884.
testimony .....•....••••..........•.......................•..... 34,36
re~~ar1diDtg him by Mr. Morri1:1 in 1879-Mt'. Elliott's evidence before
Con,~:tre~ISUI)ml.l committee goes farther t.han his previous writings-his
staten11entt regarding loss of wounderl seals contradicted.
testinwny • • • • • • • • . . . • • . . . • • . . . . . . • . • . • • • • • • . • . . • . . . . • • . • • • • • • • • 35, 36
l885to 1886-slight diminution probably-calcula.tion ot' catch
from entry in log of Angel Dolly-extraordinary log and extraordinary
crew of Angel Dolly-Mr. Tingle contradicts Mr. Mcintyre-increase
since Mr. Eliott's count, 1876, 2,137,000-criticism of Mr. Elliott's statement redecrease, and points out that Mr. Elliott was not on the islands
for fourteen years.
Gavitt's testimony .......••....•••.••.•..........•.....•...••..••••• 36,31
St. George Island, 1887, 1888-bad character of employes of compaQyno means of agents knowing of unlawful killing-no agent can say when
seals are captured off the islands-lessees buy seals killed at Oonalaskaagents drawing two salaries, one from Government and one from the
any.
.
37
......~.~H~~:'"testimony, 1877,1885 ...........•.........•.•...•...•.....••.••
in number of seals to 1882-decrease to 1885-opinion and evidence
to catch of mothers.
Shields, sailor, as to cat~h of 686 seals, chiefly females-custom of huntallt!kins of seals under those of mature seals as females.........
37
.' ULtuuL'In, recalled, based his et~timate of 40,000 catch from newspapers • • • • .
31·
Q»e·rie111ce of witnesses...... .. . ...••. .••••• .•••.• •••••• •••••• •••••• ••••••
31
A'OlBS·t~x~~mination of witnesses...........................................
37
ll ml'iniotlaR of witnesses.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • • • . • • . . . •• • • • • • •• • ••• • . • • • • .
37
opinions are substantially that females nursing go out for food-when
away from islands are shot-greater part of catch in Bohring Sea made n p
of females-many of the seals shot are lost.
joined on these by Canadian Government. Seals can be 1•rotected and in~
in number by (1) proper patrol of Islands, (2) killing of pups prohib(3) reduction of pups to be killed on islands, (4) limit ofmonths for kill(5) prevention of killing by Aleuts at the Aleutian Islands.............
37
between Honse of Representatives committee and Mr. Blaine as to
began to islands-1886 or 1885... • . • . . • • . • • • • • . . • • • . . . • • • • • • • •
38
bow how insignificant catch of Canadian sealers compared with
~pJ~ed:IJ.ti•~ns successfully survived by islands..............................
38
IY'~dat.ioras on islands and catch outside islands, 1870. . . • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
38
1872. .. •••. •••••. •••••• ••••
38
1874 ..•• ·-· ··-··· .••••• ••••
38
1875.......................
38
1876 ..•••••••••••••••••••••
38
1877 ..• - • • • • • • • . •.•••••• - • 38
38
1878 .••••• - ••.••••• - ••• - -- •
1879 ..•. ·-. ·-· •.•.•. -. --· ••
38
38
1880 .• - • - . . •••.•• - • - • • • • • • .
1881 ..•••...•• ··-··· .•••••.
39
1882 ••••••• -- •• - • - - •••• - -. •
~
1883 .••.••.•.••.• - ••.••• -..
39
1884 • - •• - ••••••• - •••.•• - - • .
39
1885 .•• - •..•••.•• - - - • • • • • • •
39
1886 .•• - ••...•••.•• - •••••• 39
of the depredations were committed by Canadian sealers..... • • • • • • • • • •
40
refers to increase and profitable pursuit of industry down to 1886..
40
and condition of islands better than ever.... • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •
40
[ompa1~ative offers for lease of islands 1870-1890 .......................... •..
40
rental and profits received by the United States from the islands...
40
expenses-$!l,525,283 received by the United States in excess of
·i)UJrchase price of Alaska.. . • • . • . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • •• • • • • • •• • •• •• • •• •••• •• • •
40
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Marvelous increase of ~eals in spite of depretlations referred to ............••.
1\:lli~), 1,728,000; 1814, 4,700,000; 1t:lt:l4, increasing; 1885, no change, countless
numbers; 18:::l7, :-;till on the increase; Ul8S, uo change.
·with tot:tl of 4,100,000 in H~74, Lieutenant Maynard of opinion 112,000 young
male seals can be safely killed annually ..................................... .
Reference to Maynar(l's and Bryant's report as to habits ,>f seals supports Canadian contention ........................................................... .
Canadian Go\'ermnent contends few females in calf ever taken in sea ......... .
More females in a herd tha.u males ............................................ .
Canadian contention supported hy following facts: (1) Seals on rookeries still
increasing: (~) ol .. bulls go into water at end of rutting season and do not
return to islands-Clark on males driving others off; (a) two-thirds of males
not permittl'd to land at rookerit·s-occasional visits to land-yearlings arrive
middle July-non-breeding male seals equn,l breeding seals (1,500,000)-bachelors not long on shore-females do not feed until you up; go into water ......
Bulk of seals confined to island until ice surrounds islands...................
Never ont until departure (see Mr. Mcintyre's report, p. 48)...... . • . • . . . . • . . .
BnllH prevent mothers taking to water.......................................
Rookeries full to July 25, and remain in limits...............................
No seals sick or dying on islands....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
Canadian contention supported by report on International :Fisheries Exhibition (London, 1883)--nature has imposed a limit to their destruction ...... .
Mr. Elliott, in 1874, agrees with the n,bove contention-the equilibrium of life
regula ted ..•..........................•......•.•.....•....................
Seals get their fish in North Pacific ...........................•..............
Mr. Mcintyre's report as to habits of seals, 18()9 ..........•....••...•.........
Seals take no food until their departure from islands in November ........... .
The dnty ofGoYcrnment to patrol islands-1\fr. Tingk in 1886 asks for cutters
to patrol islands-Mr. Morga11 recommends lannclws-Me. Wardmau alludes
to inadmtnacy of protection to islands ..................................... .
Mr. \Vill iams points ont insufficiency of protection to islands ................ ..
l\lr. Tn,ylor sayH, in 1881, the difficulty arises from the want of better protection-Mr. Glid1len agrees ...••.............................................
Mr. Boutwell, Secretary of the Treasury, in 1870, conceived the duty of the
Govemment was to efficiently guard " in and aromHl the isln,uds" .... ·...•..
1'he interests on behalf of a monopoly cause divergent views respe~ting the
l>rotection of seals ...............•...........•.......................... _.
1\lr. Bryant shows the valnc of the lease in conferring a monopoly-Mr. Moore
illustrates this..... . ...................•..................•..............
WIH'll the company took less than 100,000 seals it dicl so because the market did
not 1leman1l thern ........................................................ .
Mr. Mcintyre show~ that 800,000 were once thrown into the sea as worthies.~,
when the market was glnt.ted .........................................••..
J{iller-whal•~s and sharks the enemies of seals ............................... .
Man's assaults at sea small in comparison to the natural enemies of the seal. ..
Canadian system of hunting ................................................. .
Mr. Elliott shows that. if temporary di!Jiiuntion does occur on the islands of St.
Paul and St. George, the missing seals are prohn,hly on the Russian islands ..

41
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41
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[Inclosure 2.]

Mr. Tuppm· to Sir Julian Pauncejote.
THE ARLINGTON,
Washington, March 8, 1890.
DEAR SIR Jt:LIAN: I have the honor to incloRe herewith a memorandum prepa.red
l>y me in reply to the memorandum sent to you by Mr. Blaine, and which you handed
to me upon the 3d instant.
I send yon a copy for yonrself, one for Mr. Blaine, and one for M. de Struve, the
Russian ambassador.
I also have the honor to forward herewith a valuable paper upon the subject, prepared hurriedly by the assistant director of the geological survey of Canada, George
Dn,wson, D. S., F. G. S., F. R. S. C., F. R. M.S.
I may add that Dr. Dawson was in charge of the Yukon expedition in 1887.
Copies of his paper are also inclosed for Mr. Blaine and M. de Struve.
ram, etc.,
CHARLES H. TUPPER.
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[Inclo!<nre :!.]
ANDU.M ON MR llL.AlNE'S LETTER TO SIR JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE, DA'l'lW
.
MAl{CH I, 18!10.

In the appendix to Mr. Bla.ine'H letter of :March 1, on the 3<1 page, is an extract from
report to the House of R<·rweseutatives, as follows:
''In former yean! fur-se<tls were found in great numbers on various islands of the
Pacific Ocean, but after a comparatively short period of indiscriminate Hlanghrookeries were deserted, the animals having been killed or driven from their

"

le it is admitteu that indiHcriminate slaughters upon tbe rookeries are most
ns to the mainteuance of Sl'allife, it is denied that in the history of the fur·
dtu;try any iw;tance can be found where a rookery has ever been uestroye<l,
ted, or even injured hy the killing of seals at sea only.
Elliott, who is quoted hy Mr. Blaine, admits that the rookeries in the South
withstood atta.cks of the most extensive and destructive character for twentv
when young and olrl 111ales and females were indiscriminately knockefl on tlie
pon their breediug grounds; an<l Mr. Clark (H. R. Report :388:~, 50th C(mg.,
, p. 91) tPils ns that iu 1820 thirty vessels on the islands (South Shetlands)
in a few weeks 250,000 skins, while thousands were killed and lost. In 1821 and
:3:.:!0,000 skins w~re taken and 150,000 young seals destroyed. None of these
ds, however, were ever frequented by the millions which have been found on
Prihylov group for over twenty years.
These islands constitute the most valuable rookery or breeding place of these
1::> ever known to man. (H. R. Report 38tl3, 50th Cong., pp. 1ll, 112, Hon. C.
lliams's written statement.)"
Prof·,~~:oJ· Elliott (in his eviclene<', p. 142) mentions'one person who, when with him
ii'il:uuls, estin1atell the munber at 16,000,000.
report of the Congressional committee on the Ala.ska seal fisheries states th~
i~t~iuate slaughter in the early part, of the nineteenth century caused a deHm·~
of the rookeries, and it goes on to Hay tlmt in 1H20 and 18i1 :300,000 were takt•n
indiscriminate fashion at the South Shetlands, and, at the end of the second
the species hacl there bPen almost exterminated.
Hon. C. A. vVilliams, "'hose evidence is cited and relied upon by Mr. Blaine,
this Yiew (seep. 111, H. R. Report No. 3t3d:3, 50th Cong.); but, as a matter
while seals are admittedly not so plentiful in South Shetlan<ls as beretofor(l,
g to wholesale dt•struction on the breeding grounds, so prolific are they that, iu
8,000 skins of'· the choicest and richest quality were obtained from these islands.
next season 15,000 skins were taken tb.ere, and in 1874 10,000 skins, and frouk
181:)0 the sealing tleet, bronght home 9~,756 fur-seal skins from the Sonth Shetand the viciniiy of Cape Horn and Terre dell!'uego." (A. Howard Ulark, p.
402, Commission of Fisheries, Fislwry Industries United States, sec. 5, vol. ii, U:l.,7.)
In this regar<l, it may here be noted that this extract refers only to the catch of sealer!\
which fittecl ont at New London, Conn., aud does not embrace the operations of Benlers from other countries.
Mr. Clark <lc'scrihes tue manner in which the seals at Mas-a-Fuera were att.acke<l.
At Jl4'lge 407 of the article above cited he points out that between the years 179:3 and
1A07 :~,500,000 seals were obtained from this island by English and American vesseh>,
and in 18:24 the island was ''almost abaudoned by these animals.'' Mr. Clark also
showf! that in 1797 there were only 2,000,000 on the islands, and yet in seven years
more than :~,ooo,ooo were carried from the islands to Canton, China.
Me11tion is made, too, of fourteen ships' crews on the island at one time killing
scal:i. At page 40~ meution is m:ule of from twelve to fifteen crews on shore at. the
same time (American ancl English), and that ''there were constantly more or less of
Rhips' crews stationed here for the purpose of taking fur-seals' skins" -from 17~):3
to 11!07.
It is contended by the Canadian Government that a reference. to the history of this
island is entirely beside the contention on the part of the United States that it is
necessary to keep scaling craft lmnclrcds of miles away from rookeries in order to
preserve the seal life on the breeding grounds.
The canse of injury is the same in all the cases mentioned, and Mr. Chapel, in the
appendix to Mr . .Blaiue's letter, now under consideration, a.t page 5 well says:
"It is stated that at the Shetlands alone [which never equaled the present condition of the Pribylov group, mentioned by Hon. C. A. Williams, already quoted]
100,000 per annum might have been obtained and the rookeries preserved if taken under
proper restrictions; but, in the eagerness of men, old an<1 young male and female seals
were killed, and little pups a few days old, deprived of their mothers, died by thousands on the beaches-fit may here be observed that not a case of dead pups was ever
found on the Pri by lov group, so far as the reports on the island!! show ]-carcasses aud
bones strewed on the shores."
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This statement, cited in the United States' case, is direct authority for the
dian contentio11. It illustra\es three important point!!:
(1) That indiiicrimiuate slaughter on the breeding grounds is injurious and in
<lestmcti ve.
(2) That when the mothers are killed, the young pups, dying in consequence,
found on the island.
(:l) That reg11lations ofthe number to be kill('d on the island, with careful
vision, willmaiutaiu the rookerieH indt~pendently of prohibiting sealing in the
The report of the House of Representatives states:
"The only existing rookeries are those iu Alaska, another in the Russian part
Behring Sea, and a third on Lobos Island, at tho mouth of the river Plate, in Sou
America.~'

The statement is incorrect. Important omissions occnr, since the cases left out,
when examined, show that, notwithstanding all of the extraordinary and indiscriminate slaughter of past years, it is possible, by careful supervision of the rookeries
alone, and of the seals while on land, to revive, re8tore, and maintain lucrative
rookeries.
Quoting from an extract from a Russian memorandum· reRpecting the hunting of
seals, communicated by M. de Stael to the Marquis of Salisbury, and dated July 25,
1888, it is found that other rookeries are by no means deserted. The extract reads
as follows:
"The places where fur-seal hunting is carried on may be divided in two distinct
groups. The first group would comprise Pribylov Islands, Behring Sea, 100,000
killed in 1885; Comman<ler Islands (Behring and Copper Islands, 45,000; Seal Islands, Okhotsk Sea, 4,000); tot.al, 149,000.
"The second gronp, the sea near the coast of Victoria, 20,000; Lobos Islands,
15,000; islands near Cape Horn and the South Polar Sea, 10,000; islands belonging to
Japan, 7,000; Cape of Good Hope, 5,000; total, 57,000."
An important omission is the case of Cape of Good Hope, in reference to which the
committee of the Honse of Representatives, previous to their report, had been informed (see H. R. Report 38i:l3, 50th Cong., 2d sess., p. 114) that from the Cape of Good
Hope is~ands, under protection of the Cape Government, a yearly supply of 5,000 to
H,OOO skins is derived, and that from Japan, it was stated, sometimes 15,000 and
sometimes 5,000 a year are received. These islands are now rigidly protected by the
governments of the countries to which they belong; but Ilt'ither does the Government of the Cape, of Japan, nor of Urngnay, in case of the Lobos Islands, consider
it ueces"mry to demand the restriction of the pursuit of seals in the open sea.
United States' vessels have visited the islands off the Cape of Good Hope from 1HOO
to 1R:35, and hav.c taken on some days 500 to 700 skins, securing several thousands
of skins annually. In 1830 Captain Gurdon L. Allyn, of Gale's Ferry, Conn., mentions finding a tbonsand carcasses of seals at one of tho islands, the skins of which
had been taken. He lauded and took seals in considerable numbers. He was again
on a bealing voyage on this coast in 18:34, and shot seals on the rookeries.
In 1tl2K a plagne visited these rookeriPs, and 500,000 seals perished during the
plague (Clark in the report of the U. S. Com. of Fish and Fisheries, 1887, sec. v, vol.
ii, pp. 415, 416), and yet to-day we find a renewal of the industry by regulations applietl solely to the rookeries, and exclusive of the deep sea operations.
Upon page 7 of the appendix now under review, the report of the Congressional
committee on Alaska sea.l fisheries refers to testimony of United States Government
agents regarding the number of seal8 shot and not secured, and a calculation is referred to, to the efl'ect that one in every seven is alone secured by the hunter who
follows seals on the sea. TLe experience of Canadian hunters is directly opposed to
this theory, and sl10ws that a loss of 6 per centum is all that ever takes place, while
Indian hunters seldom loHe one. Solemn declarations to this effect have been made
under the Ca.natlittn statnte relating to extrajudicial oaths.
In confirmation of this, reference may be had to Mr. H. W. El1iott, in the United
States Fish Commissioner's report, vol. ii, sec. v, p. 489, where he says:
"'fhe Aleuts fire at the otter at 1,000 yards range, and that when hit in the head
nine times out of ten the shot is fatal."
ln the case of hunting tho seals, the practice of the white hunters, all expert
shots, is to paddle up to the seal while asleep in the water, shoot it in the head, and
at once haul it into the boat; while the Indians approach it in a canoe and spear
the seal, the beau of the spear separating itself and being attached to a rope by
which the seal is dragged into the canoe.
Reference is made on page 4 of the appendix to Mr. Blaine's letter to the limitations in the lease of 1870. These conditions, it is contended, are most inconsistent
with the present vie v-r of the United States regarding the danger to the presE>rvation of f;eallife. With respect to this the following facts should be carefully noted:
(1) Up to 1862 no law in Russia existed prohibiting or forbidding the killing of
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and in that year an inoperative law was promulgated. (~eo Hm~sian rnmuuMr. de StatH to Lord Salisbury, 25 July, 1888.)
ntyre, a special agent of the Treasury Department (H. H.. Ex. Doc. :36,
g., 2d. sess., page 18), records the catch taken from the Prihylov Islands
the Russian-American company as follows:
showing the nurnber of fur-seals taken by the Russians on St. Paul and St. George
·
Islands [1·orn 1817 to 1860.
Year.

Number
of seals.

Year.

60,188 1840 ................................... .
59,856 1841. .................................. .
52,.2.25 1842 ................................... .
50,220 I 1843 ................................... .
41,995 184! ................................... .
36,469 1845 .••. ······ ...••...•...••.••....••••.
29,873 1846 ..•..••...••••.•.......••....••..•••
25,400 1847 ..•.........•..••..•.•...•.•.•.•••••
30,100 1848 ..........•.....••...•••••...•......
23,250 1849 ................................... .
19,700 1850 ................................... .
23,228 1851. ..........•...•...•••..••.•.••...•.
20,811 1852 ............•..••........•••.••••.••
18.034 1853 ........•......•••..•.•...•••.••••••
16,034 1854. ................ ······ ·•••·•••·••••·
16,446 1855 ................•..••..•.•...•.•••.•
16,412 1856 ................................... .
15,751 1857 ................................... .
6,580 1858 .................................. .
6,590 1859 ......•.•...•..•.........•...••...•.
1860 ................................... .
6, 802
*(), 000
Total in forty-four years ....•.••••
*6, 000

Number
of seals.
*8.000
*8, 000
10,370
11,240
11,924
13,637
15,070
17,703
14,650
21,450
6,770
6, 564
6, 725
18,035
26,146
8, 585
23,550
21,082
31,810
22,000
21,590
765,687

• Approximative.

Referring to this table, Mr. Mcintyre says :
"The number of seals on St. Paul Island is variously estimated at from 3,000,000 to
including all classes, and on St. George at about one-third as many. I think
safely stated that there are not lPss than 4,000,000 on the two islands. 'l'he
from the records of the late Russian-American Company, appeaded to this reexhihits the number of seals taken from each island from 1817 to 1t:->37, and from
1860. Previously to 1817, says the late Bishop Veniamnoff, no records were kept.
same authority we learn that during the first few years following the disof the islands in 1781 over 100,000 skins were annually obtained; but this, it
was too large a number, for the decrease in the yearly return was constant
842, when they had become nearly extinct, amlin the next decade the whole
secured was 129,178, being in 1852 but 6,564; but from 1F342, nuder judiciom~
management, there appear~ to haTe been an increase, and in 1858 31,810 were taken,
which was the largest catch in auy ono year, uutil186i, when, as I uui informed, some
80,000 or 100,000 were secured, under the supposition that the Territory would soon
be transferred to the United States. 'The aecrease from 1817 to 1838,' says Bishop
Veniamnoff, 'averaged about one-eighth of the whole number annually, so that. in
1834 there were produced on both islands, instead of 60,000 to 80,000, only 15,751, and
in 1837, 6,802.' From the most careful computation I have been able to make, I am
of the opinion that no more than 100,000-75,000 on St. Paul and 25,000 from ~t.
George-can be annually taken without incurring the risk of again diminishiug the
yearly production, as we observe the Russians to have done in for"iner years."
See also Wick, chief of land service, Russian-American telegraph expedition, who
reported in 1868 on undiminished condition of the seal fishery (H. R. Ex. Doc. No.
177, 40th Cong., 2d sesM.).
Six million seals had been taken from this sea between 1841 and 1870. (Vide Dall
on Alaska and its resources, 1870, p. 492.)
(2) In 1868 Hutchinson and Morgan, the promoters and founders of the Alaska
Commercial Company, and afterwards lessees of the islands, saw that, unless restrictions were imposed u,pon the islands, there would he ruin to the rookerieH (H. \V.
Elliott, "Our Artie Province," pp. 2-l7, 248); consequently, hy act of Congress approved .July 27, 18lit!, tho killing of fnr-Aeals on the islands was prohihitc<l (W. H. McIntyre, special agent Treasury Department, II. R. Ex. Doc. No. :3u, 41st. Cong., 2<1
sess., p. 12). Notwithstanding the act to which reference hal:l bonn made, 50,000 were
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killed on St. George awl 150,000 on St. Paul by tratlor1:1 in ltlti::l (Dall, p. 4V6),
in 1869 (W. H. Mcintyre, II. R. Ex. Doc. No. :3u, 41~:~t Cong., p. 13).
Mr. Wanlmau, rm agent. of tho United States Trea~:mry at the Seal Isl:mds, in
"Trip to Alaska," pn blishetl lt3tl4, on page 92, sayH:
"General onslaught: tl.Jreatoniug extermination, by Amcriean vesl:!els during
interregnum of departure of RnssiPn aml installation of United States Hclvl'\rnm~mt.t
took place."
And tho same officer, in his sworn te.stimony given before th1J Congressional
mittce, sta,ted that :~oo,ooo were killed in 1869.
(:~) Notwithtstamling this condition of afl'airt>, Secretary Boutwell reported in
(H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 1;l9, p. ~,41st Coug., 2d scss.) that ''if tho animals arc pr<oteiCt{\d;;
it, iH probable that about 100,000 skins may be taken each year wHhout
tho ~:>npply," and that "gn'at care was necessary for tho prmwrvation of the
fisheries 'ltpon the islands of St. Pa11,l and St. George."
So Dall, in his book on Alaska ( 1870, p. 496), in rcfmri ng to shmghtcr hy nns:siltnM,
believed tlJat 100,000 seals could safely be kill eel annually under regulations, aml Mr.
Blaine, in his dispatch to Sir .Julian Pauncefoto of tho 27th of Jan nary, says:
"In tho course of a few years of intelligent and interesting experiment the number
tlJat could be safoly slaughtered was fixed at 100,000 per annum."
Mr. Boutwell, as will be seen on reference to his report, was opposed to a lease, and
rcma,rked that it was necessary in any event to maintain in and around the islandM an
enlarged ua val force for the protection of the same. Thits report was followed by the
legisbtion nuder which a lease was executed in May, li:S70.
(4) lu drawing the terms of the lease and regulations conccruing the islands the
United States permitted, in the then state of affairs, the lessees to take 100,000 sc;tls
a ~·car for twenty years, and they were permitted to make up this number from any
malo seals of one year of age or over.
(5) Tho llatives wore allowed to destroy on the il:!lands pup seals of either sex for
food, numbering in some years 5,000.
(G) Tho 100,000 could be killed by the lessees in the months of June, July, September, and October.
Upon page 8 of tho appendix to Mr. Blaine's note the opinion of the committee of
House of Hepresontatives is given to the effect that tlJe protection of the islands is
not enough, but that the seals must bo protected iu their annual migrations to and
from tho rookeries, and for 50 miles southeast of the rookeries to theirfeeding grounds.
This is a far tlifiorcnt propo~ttl from that submitted by tlJc Secretary of State, since it
clocs not emhraco the whole of tho Behring Sea, lmt locates the feeding grounds, MO
called, within 50 miles of the islands.
The other points, on pageS of the appendix to Mr. Blaine's letter to Sir Jnliau
J>anucefote of tho ::hl instant, need hardly be dealt with in discussing the necessity
for a close :season, reference being made therein to the sorting of the herd for killing
on land so as not to kill tho females. This is admittc<ll,V wiso, since the killing is
done Juno 14, when the pups are being dropped. The rest of page 8 of 1\fr. Blaine's
memorandum raises the point that a seal is not a fish.
So on page 9 testimony is cited touching the necessity for not killing females on
tho rookeries, when wholesale slaughter of 100,000 a year goes on, and this is not here
controverted. The opinion of Mr. Glidden, whoso experience was confined to the
land operations, regarding tho proportion of seals recovered when shot in deep sea,
ean uot be of weight. It is, therefore, unnecessary to dwell upon the fact that he is
a Govemment ernplo;ve, giving his views in favor of his Government's contention in
18tlB, a!'ter tlJe seizures of 18d5 had taken place. This officer was on St. George Island fro;~l tho ~5th of May to August in 18tH only. His opinion that an" open policy "
would not preserve the value of the sea,l fisheries, and that it is necessary to protect
i ho seali-! in Behring Sea., as well as on the islands, is not based upon much practical
knowlc(l"o. He further stated that not much hunting was done in the Pacific.
lion. ~lr. \Villiams, at page 107 of evidence before the Congresl:!ional commit1 1w,
&ays:
'' Throo miles beyond la,nd (in Pacific) you do not l:!ee them; where they go no one
knows."
•
The British Columbian sealers and the record of their catches in the Pacific for
twenty years weakens the standing of these witnesses as experts.
Mr. Taylor, another witness, ascribes to the fish of Behring Sea a very high order
of intelligence. He deposes that in Behring Sea tho seah eat a great many fish
every twont.y-folll' hours, and as "tho -!J.sh h~we become well aware of the fact that
there is a good many seals on the sealt;;lands, they keep fnr out to sea." He stands
alone in testifying so positively to what can, at best, be a mat.ter for conjecture, and
ho fails to show lw ha<l tlJe slightest means of ascC'rtaining this knowledge. Iln
furtlJer l:!t.atc<l t.hat tho bulls remain on the islands all summer.
This is contradicted by writers and other United States' witnesses, as will he HCen
hercaJter. lt is, t.horefore, ovit.lent that thi1:1 gentleman w~ts testifying simply to his

ulia.r theories regarding seal life upon very limited experience. He says, at
that while the cows are out (and they go, he tells us, 10 to 15 miles and
) the sealers catch them; while, at another place he states:
sea is blMk with them around the islauds, where they pick up a good many
and the1·e is u•here the killit~g of cows occurs-when they go asl!ort>.''
that, evidently, he may have seen cows killed when aronnd the islands, the only
at which he apparently could obscrvo them, and he has merely conjectured the
that they go from land and the number actually shot in deep water.
witneSR "thinks there is some damage done in killing and shooting of tho cows
so many young without their mothers." There would be less douht reng the cows being shot or lost if it was satisfactorily shown that large numbers
pups were found dead in tbe rookeries. The witness, if able, would have
y pointed to this. The reverse, however, is the fact; and, with the exception
witness before the Congressional committee, whose evidence will be examined
not an agent of tho Government nor a writer ever stated that pups were found
n any numbers on the islands from loss of mothers; tlw fact bein~ that motbertt
go far from their young until the young are well able to care for tbemselves.
itness, notwithstanding his alln~ion to snppoHed damage hy the killing of mothkilling of cows by vessels in shore-where the sea is black with them-had to
"the number of seal, in the aggrPgate, is not apparently diminished." Hit!
rnowl1ed,re is confined to one year ( lt!tl1), and we have better and undisputed testilong after this a great increase had taken place-an increase of millions.
lor, it should be observed, however, gave other testimony than that quoted
ine. He said thatThese predatory vessels are generally there (in Behring Sea) in the spring of the
when the cows are going to the island to breed * of • most of the seals that
killed by these marauding vessels are cows with young."
He estimates the number taken in 1881 at from 5,000 to 1::!,000.
"These vessels will take occasion to hang around the islands, and when there is a
vy fog to go on the rookeries very often."
chief damage, according to Mr. Taylor, is not the killing of motlwrs out at sea
their young are on shore depending upon the return of their mothers, as is conbut it is due, he says, to the insufficient protection of the iNland. This can,
pointed out, be remedied if the suggestions of Government agents are acted
in the line· or bettor police guarding of the rookeries.
Williams's testimony is next referred to on page 10 of the appendix to Mr.
letter. This gentleman was engaged in the whaling business for forty years
of evidence before Congrcssioual committee). Aii regards fur-seals, his
tnowl1ed!!'e is not based upon experience, but ''from reatling and from conversation
captains" (p. 73). He was called by request of attorney for the Alaska ComCompany, of which Mr. Williams was a stockholder.
·
portance, it is submitted, can be attached to his testimony regarding the
and nature of the seal after such a frank confession.
His evidence that females in pup maiis together in the sea hcfore lauding may therefore be dismi8sed, since be does not produce any authority 1ot· a statement which is
contradicted by expert testimony. Neither is his statement that hunters admit that
of eight shots they would save one seal only correct.
•
On pages 11 and 12 of the appendix Mr. Williams naturally gives his views for
holding the control over seal life in Behring Sea. It is not denied that every lessee
of the Pribylov group would agree entirely with him in this. It may be remal'ked
that he does not share the theory of the Unit~d States that the chief danger lies in
killing the mothers when out in the deep sea for food, having left their nurslings on
At pages 10, 11, and 12 of the appendix Mr. Williams is quoted to show that the
danger to tho females lies in the journey through the Aleutian Islands, with young,
to the breeding grounds. On page 90 of his evidence before the committee, he illustrates the ineffective means of protecting the rookeries by st.at.ing:
"Last fall a schooner landed at one of the rookeries and ri:.illed 17 cows and bulls
right on the breeding rookeries.''
Again, at page 106 he says :
"That the present measures are somewhat insufficient is shown by the fact that for
the last three or four years there have been increased depredations annually upon the
rookeries.
''A revenue-cutter goes upon the grounds and then is ordered north for inspection,
or for relief of a whaling crew, or something of that kind, and they are gone pretty
much the whol-e time of the sealing season, and there appears to be insuiliciency of
the method of protection."
On page 108 he says :
"They shoot them as they find them. • • • A vessel can approach within les~
than half a mile or a quarter of a mile of 1he island ~nd not be seen (on a~coqut at·
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fog), and can scml her boats on the beaches and get off fifty or a hundred skins before
tho inhabitants can tin(l it out.''
E\'i(lently Mr. Williams does not consider the !!hooting of females far from laud is
much indulged in, as he insists that the damage is done mshore, where no police proteetion is enforced.
The history of the rookeries, ~iven on pages 12, 13, and 14 of the appendix, has been
dealt with already iu this paper.
On pages 14 and 15 of the appendix an article on fur-seals, from Land and Water,
written in 1877 by a Mr. Lee, is referred to.
He merely alludes to the indiscriminate slaughter which was practiced on the
rookeries, which no one defends or justifies.
:Mr. Mcintyre, superintendent of the seal fisheries of Alaska for the lessees, is then
bronght forward by Mr. Bl:tine.
This gentleman went to the island as a Government a~Ant to inspect the operations
of the company. His reports were favorable to and highly eulogistic of the company,
and they were immediately followetl by his resignation as a Government official and
his appointment to a lucrative position under the company.
His testimony is naturally more in favor of the company and of t.he Government's
contention, which is so directly in the interest of the company, than the testimony of
any other witness.
He thinks only one-fifth of the seals shot are recovered, and his reason is that Lo
has fou11d seals with bullets in their blubbers on the islands. He attributes a deficiency in the number of seals in 18R8 to the fact that cows were killed. J fe mentions
that if cows are killed in August, and their young deprived of their mother's care,
the young perish. The young perish also if the mother is hilled before they are born.
In thi8 way he endeavors to represent such a practice obtains, but it is to be borne in
mind that he does not go so far as to say that pups are found dead on the islands in
any number. When this officer was reporting on the operations of the company, and
before\ the preseut contention was raised, he gave a glowing account of the increasin~ numbers of seals at the islands, as will be shown; but at page 116 of the evidence
before the Congressional inquiry he lal ors to reduce the estimates of both Elliott and
Dall by one-third or one-half. He concludes that the number of seal8 has largely decre~u;ed in the last two years (18~7 and 188R). The company, however, killed their
100,000 in each of these years. The Government had t,he discretion to reduce the
limit. The Government did not deem it necessary to do so. The number, this witness says, was increasing until H382, and then other parties began the killing of seals,
"especially since 1884." All this told upon the rookeries, and, he added, ''a considerable percentage" of the killing was made up of male seals (evidence, p. 117). Mr.
Mcintyre attempted to connt the catch in 1886 and in 1887, and stated that 40,000
nkins a year were taken, nearly all in Behring Sea water, and in a few instances by
raids 011 the land. How h1~ obtained this information is not shown. From his position on the island of St. Paul during all that time his statement is obviously a mere
surmise.
He could only know personally of the catch from raids which were made on the
island in 1~8() and 1887, and which were due to meffective protection of the islands.
After tt>lling us that a large percentage of the catch of the marauders was made up
of adult males, he entirely forgets this, a8 we find him saying (at p. 118):
"A majority of the skins taken by marauders, in fact 80 or 90 per ceut., are from
females."
It is submitted that this witnc8s, whose interest on behalf of the company (the
Ie:ssees) is shown in his c.mfession that it was at times necessary, in order to control
the price in the markets, for the company to take less than 100,000 seals (evidence,
p. 121) has not strengthened his testimony on the main point by speaking positively
to tbe following, which could only have been known to him by hearsay:
(a) H.ussia destroyed marauding vessels.
(b) A British vessel in 1887 took 450 seals in Behring Sea, secreted them on a small
islantl, left them, and returned to the sea for more.
(c) Marauders kill100,000 each season.
(d) It is not true that ves~els are 8eized when pursuing legitimate business.
He goes on to say that for the first fifteen years of the company's lease, viz, from
18i0 to 1Bt!5, the lessees were nnmolf'sted (p. 129), which statement has been shown
to ue iucorrect. He observed that since 1~82, and especially since 1884, other parties
ha\'e been destroying seals, "reducing the equilibrinmofthesexes." As will be submitted hereafter, be has been contradicted in regard to this by expert writers, historians, travelerA, ancl ag<'nt~ of the United States Government.
Mr. IT. ,V, J<~lliott, whose experience is limited to 1>::!72, 1874, and 1876, when, as
Mr. Mcintyre says, no injury was done by marauders, is next referred to by Mr. Blaine
(page lG of appendi .· ). He is referred to as a member of the Smithsonian Jnstitntion;
he was also a special agent of the Treasury. The following are extracts. taken from
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a'' report npon the customs districts, public service,

~nd resources of AlaRka Territory," by W. L. Morris, special agent of the Treasury Department, 1879:
"In the November number of Harper's Magazine, 1877, appears an article entitled
1
Teu years' acquaintance with Alaska, 1Cl67-'77.' The aut.horship is correctly ascribed to Mr. Henry W. Elliott, now connected with the Smithsonian Institution in
!Ill uofficial capacity.
This gentlemen was formerly a special agent of the Treasury
Department, under a special act of Congress, approved April2~, 1874, appomted for
the purpose of ascertaining at that timo the condition of t.ho seal fisheries in Alaska,
the haunts and habits of the seal, the preservation and extension of the fisheries as a
source of revenue to the United States, with like information respecting the fur-bearing animals of Alaska generally, the statistics of the fur trade and the condition
of the people or natives, especially those upon wllom the successful prosecution of the
fisheries and fur trade is dependent.
11
This report of Mr. Elliott will be furtl.Jer noticed hereafter, and, npon the threshold of criticising anything he has written upon Alaska, occasion is here taken to
give !Jim full credit for his valuable contribution in regard to fur-seals. It is to be
regarded as anthority and well conceived. The views of Mr. Elliott, however, in reference to other matters of moment in the Territory are so diametrically opposed and
antagonistic to my own that I feel constrained to review some of his statements, glittering generalities, and the wholesale method with which he brushe-; out of existence
with lJis facile pen and ready artist's brush anything of any essence of value, light,
shade, or shadow in the broad expanse of Alaska that does not conform precisely to
the rule of investigation and recital laid down by himself, and which contradicts his
repeated assnrances that outside of t.be seal islands ancl the immediate dependencies
of the Alaska Commercial Company there is nothing in Alaska.
"This magazine article bears a !:!ort of semi-official indorsement, its authority is
'Dilt denied, and with this explanation for using the name of Mr. Elliott in connection
therewith a few of its crudHies and nudities will be noticed."
11

THE SENSE- KEEPER OF ALASKA.

"So little is known about Alaska that whenever any thing comes up in Congress
relating to it information iR sought wherever it can readily be found. The 'infor
mant' is erer on han<l, with his work on fur seals comfortably tucked underneath his
left arm, to impart all the knowledge extant about the country, 'for he knows more
about Alaska til an any man 1i ving.'
"A decade has passed since we acquired this Territory, and for a decade it has
afforded employment and subsistence for its present sense-keeper; but the next decade
is warming into national existence, and it is about time this bubble was pricked and
the bladder not quite so much inflated.
"I am fully aware of all the consequences to be dreaded, the responsibility as
sumcd, when rash enough to dispute the heretofore self-established authority from
the Arctic Ocean to tho Portland Canal.
"This man seems to be the natural foe of Alaska, prosecuting and persecuting her
with the brush of the pencil and the pen of an expert whenever and wherever he can
get an audience. and I attribute the present forlorn condiLion of the Territory to-day
more to his ignorance and misrepresentation than to all other causes combined. He
is accused of being the paid creature and hired tool of the Alaska Commercial Com·
pany, and belonging to them body and soul. I have made diligent inquiry, and ascertain he is not in their employ, and furthermore they repudiate the ownership.
They should not L>e held responsible for the indiscreet utterings of the sense-keeper,
notwithAtanding the charge of ownership might cause him to be more readily listened
to.
"Doubtless when they have been attacked through the columns of the press they
have employed this imlividual, who is unquestionably possessed with the cacoethes
~rol'ibendi to reply to uujnstifi.able onslaughts, and paid him for it, as they would any
other penny-liner who makes literature and writing for the press his profession."
His evidence in 1888 is open advocacy of the Unite{l States' contention. His
writings an!l reports prior to .the dispute will be referred to, an~ it will he st~bmitt~d
that his statements and exper1ences before 1H88 hardly support h1s later theones. Il1s
statement on page 17 Qf the appendix, that wounded seals swim away to perish at a
point never to be seen again is contradicted by the last witness, Mr. Mcintyre, who
picked handfnls of buckshot, etc., out of seals clubbed on the islands. His theory of
the dill:lcnHy of slwoting seals is cont,rary to the known practice of the bunters tn
creep npou the seal as it lies floating in the calm waters of the sea, and by his own
testimony, before quoted, of the unerring aim of the Indian hunters.
Mr. Tingle, an agent of the Treasury, in charge of the fur-seal islands from April,
1d85, to August, 1886, is quoted by Mr. Blaine (appendix, p, 17).
Mr. Tingle is not able to go so far as Mr. Mcintyre, although he was at the islands
in1881> (evidence, p. 153), but he stated ''there has been a slight diminution of seal~:~,
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probably." He estimated 30,000 were taken by marauders, and to do this
that 500,000 were killed. This gentleman, as an agent of the Treasury, was
to the islands during his tenure of office (evidence, p. 153).
He bases his contention on the log of a marauding schooner which fell
hands. This log wa.a, it may be remarked, not produced, and no excuse is
wjthholding it. He produced what he said was a copy. As his opinions
upon this curious statement, his testimony can hardly be seriously pressed.
ti:fied to inROlence of sealers when seized, though he does not appear to
present at any of the seizures. The log· book, it should be observed, is said to
:belonged to the Angel Dolly.
This is not the name of a Canadian sealer, and it may here be stated that no
dian sealer has ever been found within the 3-mile limit. The operations
schooner Angel Dolly must have been rather expensive, and they do not cmTolxmld
tlie allegation that large catches were made, since three hundred rouuds of
tion (Mr. Tingle said) were wasted for the captnre of one seal. Another
entry in the log is most extraordinary for the captain of a sealer under any
stances to make. The statement referred to is as follows:
"It is very discouraging to issue a large quantity of ammunition to your boats
have so few seals returned."
There is not a magistrate's court in the country that would listen to this oral
mon1 as to the contents of a log. A reference to this pretended log-a copy of a
portion thereof only being produced by Mr. Mcintyre (p. 332 of evidence)-showe
t.ha.t the captain had an exceptionally bad crew. The captain described them in
following terms: "The hardest set of hunters in Behring Sea; 'J 'M "never will
caught with such a crowd again ; they are all a set of curs." The captain ad
however, that if "we only had hunters we would be going home now with 1,500
at the very least;" and, from the log, it would appear that be had no regular hunters on board. It is worthy of remark that the statements made by Mr. Tingle respecb
ing the entries in this alleged log are not confirmed by an inspection of the transcript
Mr. Mcintyre produces. (On p. 332 of evidence.)
Mr. Tingle contradicts Mr. Mcintyre regarding the number of seals on the island.
He sta.tes"(p. 162, evidence) that there had been an increa.ae of seals since .Mr. ElJiott's
oonnt in 1~6 of 2,137,500. He PXpressed natural astonishment (p. 163) at the statement of Mr. Elliott regarding a decrease. He says:
''I am at a loss to know how Mr. Elliot.t gets his information, as he has not been
on the islands for fourteen years."
Pushed by the chairman of the committee by the following question, viz, "It is
Mr. Mcint,.-e's opinion that they have not only not increased, but have decreased,"
the witness in reply stated that "there bas been a slight dimunition of seals, probably."
The next authority quoted by the United St.ates is William Gavitt, a special agent
of the Treasury at St. George Island from May, 1&7, to August, 1888. The evidence
of this witness is not referred to at any length by Mr. Blaine. The witness testified
before the Congressional committee, however, that the employes of t.be company
(tile lessees) did not respect the laws of God or man. He named particl\larly Mr.
Webstel', Doetor Luty, John Kirk, and John Hall (p. 180). And he added that the
rules of the company were violated (p. 181). The committee handled this witness
rather roughly, Mr. Jeffries saying to him (p. 188):
"You bad better understand what you are talking about."
On page 191 he rebnkes other officers of the Treasury who had testified positively
to matters without the means of knowledge. The witness was asked:
.
"What was the result of your observations and opinions that you deem reliable in
respect to the unlawful killing of seal annually f"
The witness answered that" We ha.ve no means of knowing that."
He was then pressed in this way:
"It is a. mere matter of estimate, of course, but I wish it based upon as reliable
information as you have."
When the witness said" think the first season the revenue-cutter captured 15,000 stolen skins (p. 191) ;
where they were stolen, whether in the sea or out of ft, no agM&t can truthfully Bay."
He also showed that the lessees of the islands were not so particular as other agents
pretend, when he tells ns (p. 191) that they brought from the natives at OonaJa.aka
5,000 seals killed by them there (p.196). The United States puts forward this officer
as a· reliable witness, and it is therefore but fair to llttach importance to a statement which weakens the force of the ez parte statement and opinion of the special
agents sent from time to time to the islands, and who have now been brought forward on behalf of the United States a.a witnessess in support of a case which concerns
pot merely the Goverament, but most directly the leasees. The witness states that
ooe of' t~e emplor6s of tpe comranr told him that when a. Governm~nt officer cam~
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there and got along with the company it was profitable. Upon being asked by the
committee before whom he was giving evidence to explain, he replied that" A maD could draw two salaries, like Mr. Falkner and Judge Glidden-one from
the Government and one from the company." (P. 191.)
Mr. Moulton's evide11ce is next presented (p. W of appendix). He was a Government agent from 1877 to 1885. He said that there was an apparent increase during
the first ii ve years, i. e., to 1882, then a decrease to 1885. (Evidence, p. 255.) In this
statement he has been contradicted by official reports, as will be shown.
The witness admits, however, that female seals, after giving birth to their young,
scatter out in Behring Sea; and he is of opinion that lawless hunters kill all they find,
and that they find mothers away from their nurslings. No special reason for this
opinion is given, however.
A sailor, Ed ward Shields, of Vancouver, formerly on the s~aling schooner Caroline,
is said to have testified, where and when it is not stated (p. 20 of appendix to Mr.
Blaine's letter), that in 1886 out of 61':!6 seals taken by the C4t.1·oline the seals were
chit'iiy females. Upon this it may be said that it is the custom among hunters to
class all seals the skins of which are the size or near the size of the female as
"females," for their guidance as to the quality of skins in the eateh. It may also
be remarked that it does not appear that these femalos were in milk, and this is
always known when skinning the seal. "Dry cows" are caught, as has been
allmitted, and taking this evid~nce, given ex parte a.s it was, it is at best, if true, an
exceptional case in a very small catch.
Mr. Glidden was recalleo by the committee, and explained that his estimate of
40,000 skins was based on newspaper reports of the catcjl of the sealers. He was, of
course, unable to show how many of these were taken near the Aleutian Islands, in
the North Pacific, or on the west coast of British Columbia, or in the Puget Sound,
unt he evidently credits the whole estimated catch to Behring Sea. Consequently
he was of opinion that sealing in Behring Sea should be ended, to lead to the better
preservation of seal life.
It is to be observed that not one of these witnesses, whose opinions are relied upon
both as to the catch, the habits, and sex of the seal in deep water and the method of
shooting, etc., has had any experience as a hunter or with hunters. They were not
experts. They were sent to the islands to see that the lessees performed tht>ir obligations as covenanted in the lease. The experience of most of them was limited to a
few years' residence on the seal islands, associated with and under the natural influence of a company admittedly a monopoly and desirous of restricting the catch so as
to control the market of the world as far as seals are concerned.
None of the witnesses were, moreover, submitted to a cross-examination, and they
were to a large ex~ent led by the examiners in the questions put to them. The only
facts that were possibly within their knowledge relate to seal life on the tslands, to
the mode of killing, and to the times when killed there, and to their habits when in
and upon the rookeries.
The opinions of the gentlemen given before the Congressional committee in 18!:3t!
for the most part, though sometimes contradictory, are in favor of the under-mentioned theories :
.
(1) That the female seals while nursing their young go great distanc~s in search
of food.
(2) That when out a great distance female seals are shot, and the pups on shore are
lost for want of their mothers' care.
(3) That the greater part of the catch in Behring Sea is made up of female seals.
( 4) That the destruction of the seals when hunted on the sea is great in consequence
of many wounded seals being lost.
All of these opinions are put forward in support of the main proposition of the
United States, viz, that since 1882, and especially since 188.!, the numLer of seals
usually collecting on the breeding ground has constantly diminished.
The Canadian Government joins issue upon this, and the counter assertion is made
that there has been no appreciable diminution of seals frequenting the rookeries, and
it is claimed that the seals are more numerous anu more valuable upon the rookeries
to-day than ever in their previous history; that this is the fact notwithstanding the
rookeries have been for twenty years practically unprotected fi·om frequent and most
dangerous raids upon the actual breeding grounds and many other injuries, all
within the control of the Government of the United States, as hereinafter specified:
The Canadian GovQrnment asserts that the seal life upon the islauds can not only
1Je maintained, but greatly increased, by the adoption on the part of the United States
of-

First. An cffiC:o.:mt means for the patrol and protection of the islands.
Second. By the prohibition of the killing of pups by the natives for food.
Third. By reducing the numbt=~r of yearling seals to be killed by the lessees.
Fourth. By not permitting ~ny killing of seals upon the islands, except in July,
August, and September.

Fifth. By preventing the Aleuts from killing seals on their migration ·f.hJrou.rJt.!
Aleutian Island8 on their way to and from the breeding groundij,
In Mr. Blaine's dispatch to Sir Julian Pa.nncefort: or the 27th of January,
pro~ds upon a somewhat different ground than the evidence already rA,,;,,.,.AJ.I->
order to show the necessity for prohibition of sealing in t.he waters of Beh
The ex parte evidence before the Congressional committee satisfied that coJumitq
that "the present number of seals on St. Paul and St. George Islands bas m!•te.ria~:
diminished during the last two or three years," viz., from 1886 to 11389, while
Mcintyre, whose evidence is so much relied upon by the United States, dates the
crease from 1882.
Mr. Blaine, however, adopts the view that the rookeries were in prime cond
and undiminished until 1885, when, as be says, Canadian sealers made their ad
into Behring Sea and the injury began.
It is therefore important to point out that the operations of the Canadian
were absolutely harmless compared with the numerous depredations upon the islauda
for the last century; which, however, have not yet begun to affect the value and
number of seals on these wonderful rookeries.
Already evidence has been cited in this paper establishing the fact that extraordinary slaughter occurred prior to 1870, and that after all this, when the total number
of seals on St. Paul and St. George Islands was admittedly less than now, it was
deemed safe to permit 100,000 male seals of one year or over to be killed annually for
twenty years, etc.
In 1870 Collector Phelps, of San Francisco, reported:
"I am assured the entire number taken south of the islands of St. George and St.
Paul will aggregate, say, 1 ,000 to 20,000 per annum." (H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 35, 44th
Con g., 1st sess.)
Ttie Acting Secretary of the Treasury Department, in September, 1870, gave permission to the company to use fire-arms for protection of the is(ands against marauder1.
(H. R., 44th Cong., 1st se&~., Ex. Doc. 83, p. 30.)
In 1872 Collector Phelps to Mr. Secretary Boutwell reports expedition fitting out
in Australia and Victoria for sealing in Behring Sea with the object of eapturing
seals on their migrations to and from St. Paul and St. George Islands. Secretary
Boutwell did not. consider it expedient to interfere with these operations if they were
carried on 3 miles from land.
In 1874 Mr. Secretary Sawyer, writing to Mr. H. W. Elliott, referred to British vessels taking fur-seals in United States wate~ and to the seals becoming more numerous.
In 1875 Mr. William Mcintyre, an assistant agent of the Treasury, describes having been told that the crew of the schooner Cygnet, as she lay at anchor in Zapadnee
Bay in 1874, were shooting seals from the deck, skinning them, and throwing the
carcasses overboard, which was alarming the seals and driving them from their
breeding grounds. And he said:
"I wished to give the captain of tbe vessel timely warning before proceeding to
barsh meMures. I had armed the natives with the intention of repelling by force
any attempts to kill seal on the rooktnies or t11ithin rifle-shot of the shore, if the crews still
persisted in doing so after the receipt of my ]otter to the capt.ain."
He described the operations of the Cygnet under t4e cliff near the rookeey, which
al rmed the seals so that they left the rookery in large numbers. (Ex. Doc. No. 83,
p. 124, 44th Cong., 1st se88.)
This vessel is again reported by Special Agent Bryant in May 12, 1875. (Ex. Doc.
83, p. 125, 44th Cong., 1st se88.)
From 1874 to 1878 Mr. F. J. Morgan, attorney for the Alaska Company, was on the
islands during the years1868, 1869, and from 1874 to 1878. He speaks of several raids
upon the islands in his time, and he says the whole question is one or more cruisers to
protect the mokeries on the islands. (H. R. Ex. Doc. 3883, 50th Cong., pp. 58, 71, 109.)
lll1875 the evidence of Darius Lyman contains the following information. (Report, Committee on Wa;ys and Means, Honse report No. 623, 44th Cong., 1st sess.)
Answering Mr. Bnrchand as to wllat he knew about the seizut·e of the San Diego,
lrlr. Lyman replied :
"There was a seizure made o the San Diego, a schooner, near St. Paul Island on
the 27th of July last (1875), on board of whicll were 1,660 fur·sealskins. The San
Diego wa.a sent down to California, and arrived there in Aognst."
On page 73 of the same 1'6port, Mr. Elliott, in answer to Mr. Chapin, says that the
skins taken from the San Diego were from Otter Island, one of the leased gt'OUp.
In 1880 Mr. Mcintyre reported ·the estimated annual slaughter of 5,000 pregnant
femalt~s on the Bri1 ish Columbia coast.
·
From reports of Special Agent Ottis and Captain Bailey respecting the people of
Alaska and their condition (Senate Ex. Doc. 1:i2, 46th Cong., 2d sess., vol. 4, p. 4),
Captain Bailey says :
''Doring April and May all the coast Indians, from the mouth ofthe.straits ofFoca
to the north end of Prince of Wales Island, find profitable &mployment in taking fur·
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which seem to be making the passage along the coast to the north, being proba portion of the vast number that finally congregate at the Seal Island later in
I am informed by tile Indians that most of the seals taken along tlli~t
are females, an 1 tlleir ski us find a market at the various Hudson Bay posts."
page 34 of the same report, in a list of the vessels boarcled, he gives tile United
schooner Loleta, Dexter master, seized at the seal islands by Special Agent
In a report by Special Commissioner Ivan Petroff in the year 1880, he says:
"As these seals pass up and down the coast as far as the Straits of l!'uca and the
of Columbia River, quite a number oftbem are secured by hunters, who shoot
them as they find them asleep at sea. Also small vessels are fitted out in
1''r;ll.n4~I·.sc~l), which regularly cruise in tllese waters for tile purpose alone of shootsleeping seal." (II. R. Ex. Doc. No. 40, 46th Cong., 3d sess., vol. 18, p. H5.)
t page 61 of the same report this officer speaks of the natives securing 1,200 to
g fur-seals in transitu throngh Oonalga Pass.
al Agent D. B. Taylor, in 1881, states that the company was powerless to prothe islands, but that if a harbor 1vas built and a steam~ launch stationed at each island
could be p1·otected. He states that vessels go to the islands and kill 10,000 to 1G,OOO
, and that one llundred vessels have been prowling about these islands fm· twenty years.
Ex. Doc. No. 31383, 50 til Con g., p. 58.)
Treasury Agent H. A. Glidden, who was on the islands from 1882 to 1885, shows
be troul>le is at the islands. The hunters go there on moonlight nights. He
that he took possession of a vessel while the crew were on shore killing seals.
Go,vernmt:mt, he goes on to say, did not keep vessels there in his .time, and he
mended that a revenue cutter should be kept there to guard the tslands. (H.
Doc. 388:l, 50th Cong., p. 2i:l.)
to the decision of the United States to arrest vessels outside the 3-mile limit
ng Sea experience had shown that the police force at the islands could not
t them from raids. This is illustrated in a letter fi'Om the Secretary of the
Mr. W. McCulloch, dated the 24th of February, 188fi, wherein he recomt $25,000 be obtained for the protection of seals and the enforcement of
laws.
"The seal fisheries"He statesannually to the Government a. revenue of about $300,000. The islands on
seals are taken are protected from incursions of marauding vessels alone
the cruising of the revenue-cutters. Last year the officers of the Corwin.
a. schooner engaged in taking seals unlawfully. Without the use of cutters
seal industry has no protection."
letter closes by asking for $25,000" in the estimates for next year." (H. R. Ex.
48th Cong., 2d sess., vol. 29.)
her 1, 1884, the Ham burgh schooner Adele was seized for violation of section
Revised Statutes United States.
In 1884 Captain McLean, master of the schooner Mary Ellen, was in Behring Sea
from the 8th of July to the 22d of August. He took 2,007 seals, and was not interfered with. (See his declaration under act for the suppression of extrajudicial and
voluntary oaths.)
Mr. George Wardman, an officer of the United States Government, was at the se~l
islands May, 1885. He was also there in 1879, and, in addition to his evidence before
the Congressional committee, he has reported to his Government and has written a
book upon Alaska and Behring Sea, "Wardman's Trip to Alaska," published in 1884.
A.t page 116 of this is gi v~n au account of the raiding of Otter Islandl:'l and the consequent request for a revenue-marine guard at that place during the sealing season,
which was granted.
In 1885 Captain McLean again visited Behring Sea. in the Mary Ellen. He was
there from the 4th of July to tile 3d of September. He took 2,300 seals, and was not
interfered with.
Captain Healy, in reporting on the cruise of the Corwin in the Behring Sea, in 1885,
when speaking of the seal fisheries, said:
''During the year quite a ntun ber of vessels have raided Alaskan waters for seals
and other fur-bearing animals." (H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 153, 49th Coug., 1st sess., vol.
32.)

In 1886 the gov-ernor of Alaska, in his report for that year (p. 43), states that au indiscriminate slaughter was carrietl on previo1ts to the seizures of 1885.
In 1886 Special Agent Tingle, to Secretary Fairchild, congratulated the Government on the arrest of the San Diego, which he called " an old offender." "ThiR,"
Mr. Tingle remarked, "will do much to break up marauding business aro~tnd thB
islands." He further urged the Government to keep a. cutter about the islands from
July 1 to the 1st of November.
·
The above references, it is submitted, establish conclusively the defenselesij con·
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~ition of the islands from the c1opreclations of the marauders or poacl1t1rs upon tl1e
rookeries (not one being a Canauian) ever since the islands camo into the possession of tho United States.
Mr. Blaine, in his uispa.tch of the 27th of January, 18DO, remarks tlmt" Proceeding by a elose obedience to the laws of nature, an<l rigidly limiting tho
number to be annually slaughtered 1 the Government succeeded in increasing the
total number of st>als and adding correspondingly and largely to the value of the
fisheries."
And in tl1e same dispatch he speaks of the profitable pursuit of this unsiuess down
to the year I Hci6.
1'o show that at the preA<'nt time the value of the islam1sis greater and their condition is better 1,1Jan ever, it is only necessary to observe that while the late lt>sse<>s
paid to the Government of tiJo United. States an annual rental of $fi0,000 in addition
to $·!.62t per skin for the total number taken, the ofl'ers, wben the islands were put
up for competition in 1890, were enormously exceedt>d, as will be seen on reference
to a schedule of the proposals submitted to the United States' Treasnry Department
in response to the advertisements of the Treasury inviting offers for the privileges,
dated December 24, 18139, and February 20, 1890.
Upon reference to the evidence before the Congressional committee (H. R No.
388:~, 50th Cong., 2d sess.), it will be seen that "the Government now, tl'ithout any
ca1·e or 1'i8k, gets $317,000 a year for the lease." And at page 99 of the same report
it is stated that the annual income from Akins to the Government was ~512,n6, and
that in sixteen vears the United States' Government received from the Alaskan furSflal industry $8:203,776.
It is further stated that the Government had then already been repaid the capital
sum paid for the whole 'rerritory of Alaska, and more, with "bcr many varied, and,
as I believe, incomparably great national resources, to represent the investment of
capital first made."
"FIFTH.-THE RECEIPTS AND EXPENSER OF THE GOVERNMENT ON ACCOUNT OF SAID
CONTRACT.

''The total amount paid by the lessees on account of said contract up to June 30, •
1888, inclusive, was $5,597,100. The total amount expended by tiJe Govemment during the same period was about $~50,000 for salaries and traveling cxpPuses of agents
of the Treasury Departmeut at the seal islands, and about $150,000 for the revenuecutters cruising Alaskan waters.
"To the amount already received direct from the company should be added the sum
received by the United States from customs c1uties ou .Alaskan dresse<l seal-skins imported from Europe, amounting to $3,426,000, to which :should be added the sum of
$50~,000 customs duties on imported seal-skins taken by said company under its contract with H,nssia, making an aggregate amount received by the Government on account of this industry of $9,525,2:~3, being $2,325,28~~ in excess of the amount paid to
Russia for the Territory" (Report of Congress, 1888.)
It can now be shown how marvelous has been thf\ increase ofseaJs on these islands,
notwithstanding the absence of the protection to the rookeries and 3-mile limit,
whether itround the islands or at the ditl'erent passes in the Aleutian range, where
t.he breeding seals in pup go twice a y<'ar.
In ltl69 Speci;tl Agent Bryant estimated the number of seals to be as follows (41st
Cong., :3d sess., No. 32, Senate, p. 7):
On St. Paul Island .•...•.•.••..... ·----·--·· •••••••.........•..••...•... 1, 152,000
Ou St. George Island ..• __ •. _. ___ .•••••• _•••••••.•• __ •.. _. _. . . . . . . . • • . . • .
576, 000
Total .•••••••••..•• ··--·· ......••. ··--·· ••••...•.•..•••.•••..• --·· 1, 728,000
In U374 Mr. Elliott, after examination, estimated the number of seals to be:
On St. Paul Island ......... _ . . . • . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . 3, o:w, 000
On St. George Islan(l: ··--· •.••.........• ---· •..... .•••.. ••.... •..•.. •...
16:3,420
Total ...... ·-·~·· ...••. ·-·-···-··-···---··---·· •.......•... ·----·. 3, 193,420
Exclusive of non·breeding seals, and adding those to the estimate of Mr. Elliott
just quoted, he himself said that the total would reach 4,700,000.
In 1884, 1on~ after the perio<l when Mcintyre stated that the seals were decreasingas he said since 1882-Mr. Wardman, when writing from the islands, tells us"'l'he number of seals is steadily increasing." (''A Trip to Alaska," p. 9:3.)
Mr. II. A. Gli<l<len, an agent of the Treasnry from 188i to the 8th of Jnue, 1885,
an authority quoted by Mr. Blaine in support of 1he United States' contention, told
the Congressional committee in 1 tl8, iu replying to the question, "What flo you say
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the increase or diminution of the number of seals on the rookeries of St. Paul
. GeorgeT"
did not notice any change. * *
I could not see any particular diffe:rence.
como and have their young and go aw~y. The period of gestation is eleveu
and then they come back in the spring following. They are there during
in countless numbers." (Evidence before Congressional committee, p. ~7.)
George R. Tingle, a special agent of the Treasury, gave his evidence before the
committee, and he is put forward by Mr. Blaine in support of the United States'
;-conte:nt1ion (Appendix to Mr. Blaine's letter to Sir Julian Panucofot.e, March 1, p .

.)

Confirming Mr. Glidden's opinion, as above quoted, Mr. Tingle said:
"From Mr. Elliott's statement I mHlerstand that there are no more seals now than
were in 1872. I am at a loss to know how Mr. Elliott got his information, as he
not been on the islands for fourteen years."
The same Mr. Tingle, in 1887, reporte(l to Secretary Fairchild that" He found the lines of occupancy extending beyond those oflast year, and the cows
quite as densely pac 1-ed on the ground on most of the rookeries, whil&,t on two rookeries there is some falling off. lt is certain, however, this va~::~t number of animals, so
valuable to the Government, are still on the increase. The cond.ition of all the rookeries coulcl not be better." (Appendix to report, Congressional committee, 1888, p.
359.)
In a report of tl1e Ala~::~ka Commercial Company (December 13, 1887), it is stated
that Mr. George R. Tingle, the agent appointed ·_by the Secretary of the Treasury,
substantially confirms Mr. Elliott in his view referred to above, excepting that, upon
a careful survey by himself in 1886, he estimated that the fur-seals upon the•two
islanushad increased in number about '2,000,000 up to that time. Mr. Tingle's estimate for 1886 is 6,537,750 (H. R. Ex. Doc. No. :n,50th Cong., 1st sess.), and in December the Alaska Commercial Company, in their report, said that the seals were on the
increase.
'The latest definite information appearing in the United States documents regarding the condition of the rookeries is contained in the report of Mr. Tingle, who, as
special agent of the Treasury Department, wrote from St. Paul Island, Alaska, July
31, 1888, as follows:
' ''I am happy to be able to report that, although late landing, the breeding rookeries are filled out to the lines of measurement heretofore made, and some of them
much beyond these lines, showing conclusively that seal life is not being depleted,
but is fully up to the estimates given in my report of 1887 ."
From the above United States officials it is clear that, with only partial protection
on the islands, the seals have increased in an amazing degree. These islands, containing in 1874 the largest number of seals ever found in the history of sealing at any
place, contain to-day a more astounding number.
When the number was less than half of what it is at present, Lieut. 'Vashbnrn
Maynard, of the U.S. Navy, was instructed to make an investigation into the condition of the fur trade of the Territory of Alaska, and in 1874 be reported that 112,000
yonng male seals had been annually killed in each year, from 1870 to 1874, on the
islands comprising the Pribylov group, and he did not think that this diminished the
nnmbers. Lieutenant Maynartl's report (44th Cong., 1st sess., H. R. No. 43), as well
as that of Mr. Bryant in 1869 (Ex. Doc. No. 32, 41st Cong., 2d sess. ), largely supports
the contention of the Canadian Government respecting the productiveness of the seal
and their habits (luring the breeding season.
It is not denied that seals enter Behring Sea for the purpose of resorting to the
islands to propagate their species, and hecause the immense herd is chiefly confined
to the islands for this purpose during the breeding season it is that the seals have so
constantly increased.
Notwithstanding the lax efforts on th~ part of the United States to guard or patrol
the breeding islands, the difficulty of approaching the rough coasts thereof, the prevalence of fogs and other causes have, in a large degree, prevented too destructive or
too numerous raids being made upon the rookeries.
The Canadian Government contends that while seals in calf are taken on and off
the coasts of British Columbia and California, and also during their migrations pear
the Aleutian Islands by Indians and Aleuts, the bulk of the seals taken in the open
sea of that part of the Pacific Ocean called Behring Sea are bulls both old and youngbut chiefly young-and that most of the cows when taken are known as "dry cows,''
i. e., cows that have nursed and weaned their young, or cows that are barren, or those
that have lost pups from natural causes. .
It must also be noted that there are more females than males in a herd of seals.
('Trip to Alaska," Wardman, p. 94.)
The position tal{ en by the Canadian Government is supported:
(1) By the history of the rookeries as above given and the great increase shown
despite the constant killing and raidR upon the i~ilauds dnring the past century.
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(2) By the fact that the old bulls that have been able to hold their position on
rookeries go into the water at the end of the rutting season, between 1st and lOth of
August. (H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 83, 44th Cong., 1st sess., app., p. 132.)
Mr. Clark, on the Antarctic seal fisheries, in "The Fisheries and Fishery Industries
in the United States," 1887, pp. 423, 424, says:
"ln very stormy weather, when they (the seals) are driven into the sea, they aro
forced to betake themselves to the sheltered side of the island, hence tho. men find that
stormy weather pays them best. Two or three old males, termed "beach masters,"
hold a beach to themselves and cover it with cows, but allow no other males to haul
up. The males fight furiously, and one man told me that he had seen an old male
take np a younger one in his teeth and throw him into tho air. The males show fight
when wllipped, and are with great difficulty driven into the sea.
"They are sometiLiles treated with horrible brutality. 'fhe females give birth to
the young soon after their arrival.
"After leaving the rookeries the bulls do not return to them again that season."
(3) By the fact that two-thirds of all the males that are born are never permitted
to land upon the Rame ground with the females. This large band of bachelors, when
it visits land, herds miles away from the breeding grounds. (H. W. Elliott, H. R. No.
3883, 50th Con g., p. 112.)
·
They are driven off into the water. (Clark's article on Antarctic seal fishery industries of the U nitefl States, sec. v, vol. ii, 1H87, p. 431.)
Young seals are prevented from landing on rookeries. (Ex. Doc. 83, 44th Cong.,
1st sess., p. 93; see also Elliott, H. R., 44th Con g., 1st sess., Ex. Doc. No. 83.)
Yearling seals arrive about the middle of July accompanied by a few of the mature
males, remaining a greater part of the time in the water. (H. H. Mcintire, 41st
Cong., 2u sess., H. R. No. 36, p. 14; also H. R. Ex. Doc. 43, lstsess., 44th Cong., p. 4.)
Mr. Samuel Falkner, assistant Treasury agent, writing from St. George Island
August 1, 1873, to Mr. Bryant, Treasury agent for the seal islands, says:
"I notice on some of the rookeries the passage ways, formerly occupied by young
bachelors in hauling upon the background, are completely blocked up by females,
thus preventing the young seals from landing, and, as the greater portion of this island shore is composed of high cli:ffs, it renders it difficult for any great number to
efl'ect a landing. There are also numerous old males constantly guarding the shore.
line, which makes it still more difficult for the young ones to work their way on the
background."
'fhen, again, it must be remembered that the non-breeding seals, consisting of all
the yearlings and all the males under six or seven years of age, nearly equal in number the bree<ling seals, and Mr. Elliott estimated, when there were 4,700,000 seals on
the island, 1,500,000 of this number were non-breeding seals. (Elliott, app. to H. R.
Ex. Doc. No. 83, 44th Cong., 1st sess., p. 79.)
On thick, foggy days bachelor seals numbering over a million will often haul out
on different hauling grounds, and on the recurrence of fine weather disappear into
the water. (Elliott, p. 144, H. R., 44th Cong., 1st sess., Ex Doc. ~3.)
The young bachelors do not remain on shore long at a time. (P. 4, 44th Cong., 1st
sess., Ex. Doc. No. 43.) They are so numerous, however, that thousands can be seen
upon the hauling grounds, as all of them are never either on shore or in the water at
the same time. (Ibid., p. 44.) By the fact that the cows remain with their pups and
suckle them until all have left.
.
They flo not go on the rookeries until three years of age. (H. R. Ex. Doc., 44th
Cong., 1st sess., No. 4:3, p. 4.)
They do not go far from shore until the young are reared. Peron says that both
parent elephant seals stay with the young without feeding at all until the young are
six or seven weeks old, and that then the old ones conduct the young to the water.
(Clark's article on Antarctic seals, p. 424.)
The young are suckled by the females for some time and then left to themselves,
lying on the beach, where they seem to grow fat without further feeding. ("The
Fisheries and Fishing Industries of the United States," sec. v, vol. ii, 1887, p. 424.)
For this reason those that are pupped in June are off in the water in August.
So, also, on the African coast the seal remains until the young can take care of
the~selves. (Ibid., p. 416.)
The bulk of the seals are confined to the islands until ice surrounds them. (H. R.
Ex. Doc. No. 45, 44th Cong., 1st sess., p. 2.)
The seals never leave their places, seldom sleep, and never eat anything from May
to August, when they take to the water, but, it is believed, take no food until their
final departure in November. (H. H. Mcintyre, H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 36, 41st Cong.,
2d sess., vol. 5.) Mr. Elliott says, "perhaps she feeds." (P. 130 his report on Alaska,
1Cl74, H. R. No. 83 Ex. Doc., 44th Cong.)
The bulls, while on the island, prevent the mothers taking to the water. (Marine
mammals, by Captain Shannon, "United States Revenue Marine," 1874, p. 152.)
From lOth to 25th of J nly the rookeries are fuller than at any other time during tile
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as tho pups have all been born, and all the bulls, cows, and pups 1·emain tdihin
(H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 43, 44th 0ong., 1st sess., p. 3.)
been shown that when in the rookeries mothers were destroyed, the young
found dead, etc., but Professor Elliott, in reference to the Pribylov Islands,
the exception of those animals which have received wounds in combat, no
dying sea18 are seen upon the islands.
nt of the great munbers, thousands upon thousands of seals that mm~t die
year irom old age alone, not one have I ever seen here. They evidentl.v give
eir·lives at sea." (His report on Alaska, 1874, II. R. Ex. Doc. 8:l: 44th Uo11g.,
tr)o.)
To fnrther prove that the contention of the C:!uadian Government is not at all
i11nreasontahle, it may" be said that at the International Fisheries J<jxhibition, London,
. Brown Goode, of the U. S. Fish Commission, having stated the regulations
United States concerning the Pribyiov group, the official report upon the extion, says:
very animal, both in sea and on laud, reproduces its kind in greater numbers
can possibly tlxist. In other words, all animals tend to multiply more rapidly
their food; many of them must in consequence either die or be destroyed, and
may rest satisfied that so far as the open ocean is concerned, the fish which he
if he abstain from destroying, would perish in other ways. With respect
(seals), I have already pointed out that the restriction which the United
Government has placed on the destruction of seals in the Alaskan islands seem
necessarily large."
He added that nature bas imposed a limit to their destruction.
Professor Elliott himself was of the opinion in 187 4 (see his report on Alaska already
rred to, pp. 88, 89) that" With regard to the increase of the seal life, I do not think it within the power of
human management to promote this end to the slightest appreciable degree beyond
its present extent and conJition in a state of nature; for it can not fail to be evident,
from my detailed dtsci·iption of the habits and life of' the fur-seal on these islands
.during a great part of the year, that, could man havo the same supervision and control over this animal during the whole t~eason which be bas at his command while they
visit the la.nd, be might cause them to multiply and increase, as be would so many
cattle, to an indefinite number, only limited by time and means; but the case in question, unfortunately, takes the fur-seal six months out of every year far beyond the
reach, or even cognizance of a.ny one, where it is exposed to known powerful antl destructive natural enemies, and many others probably unknown, which prey upon it,
and, in accordance with a well-recognized law of nature, keep it at about a certain
number, which has been for ages, and will be for the future, as affairs now are, its
maJ·imurn lirnit of increase. This law holds good everywhere throughout the animal
kingdom, regulating and preserving the equilibrium of life in a state of nature. Did
it not hold good, these seal islands and all Behring Sea would have been literally
covered, and have swarmed with them long before the Russians discovered them;
hut there were no more seals when first seen here by human eyes in 1786-'87 than
there are now, in 1874, as far as all evidence goes.
1f
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"What can be done to promote their increase f We can not cause a greater number of females to be born every year; we do not touch or disturb these females as they
grow up and live, and. we save more than enough males to serve them. Nothing more
can be done, for it is impossible to protect them from deadly enemies in their wanderings for food.
"This great body ~f four and five millions of hearty, active animals must consume
an enormous amount of food every year. They can not average less than 5 pounds
of fi~;h eacb per diem (this is not half enough for an adult male), which gives the consumption of over th?-ee million tons of fish every year!
'' 'l'o get this immense food supply the seal~; are compelled to disperse over a very
large area of the North Pacific and fish. This brings them into contact more and
more with their enemies as they advance south, until they reach a point where their
annual destruction from natural foes is equal to their increase, and at this point their
number wlll remain fixed. About the seal islands I have failed to notice the least
disturbance among these animals by anything in the water or out, and from my observation I am led to believe that it is not until they descend well to the south in
the North Pacific that they meet with sharks and voracious killer-whales." •
The following extract from the report of Mr. H. H. Mcintyre, special agent of the
Treasnry at the islands in 1869, largely supports the foregoing views:
"The habits of the fur-seal are peculiar, and in considering the action necessary
"''In the stomach of one of theso animals (year before last) fourteen small harp•
seals were fouml."-MiohaelCar1·oll's 1·epurt, Canadian .Fisheries, ltl72.

to their protection deserve careful attention. From the statementa of
of the late Ru!)Sian-American Company, the information derived from the
nati\te chief of St. Paul Island, and my own ohservation during the sum
I have reached the following conclusions: The seals reach the islands of St.
St. Georg-e iu May, June, and July of each year in the following order: firs
number of old male seals, known as wigs, visit the islands ve yearly in the
as. soon as the ice has melted sufficiently to allow them to reach the rocks
shore. Their obje;}t at this time seems to be solely to reconnoiter their old
with a view to re-occupy them, if they have not been disturbed, and the
understanding it, avoid any noise likely to alarm them, and in case the
such direct.ion as to carry the smoke from the settlement towards the ro<,ke1rie••
fires are extinguished. After a few days these pioneers take their departure,
the season advances, if they have been undisturbed on the occasion of their first
they retnrn, bringing with th6Dl all the males of mature age, above fh·e or six
old, who are able to maintain their places in the breeding rookeries. Climb
on the rocks, each seal selects his position and tak~s possession of and
through t.he season, if sufficiently strong, from 1 to 3 square rods of ground.
"Still later in the season, when the ice has nearly disappeared, the females
conveyed by the young males above one year of age, who are unable to occupy
rookeries with their seniors. The females, immediately on reaching the shore, are
propriated by the old males and taken to the places respectively selected by
the season, which is generally the same for many successive years. It is
the same male seal has been known to occupy one rock for more than twenty sei1.Muu11...--.
The young seals above one year of age, called bachelors, take their positions
the eclges of the rookeries or remain in the water, and are constantly trying to
the females fro th~ir respective masters, who also rob each other of their families,
by stealth or strength, whenever occasion offert~, and thus an incessant quarrel is
maintained at all point.s, which keeps the old males constantly on the alert. They
never leave their ·places, seldom sleep, nor do they eat anything whatever during the
entire sPason from May to August, when .they go into the water, but', as far as can be
ascertained, take no food until their final departure in November. It may be remarked, however, that they are very fat on arrival and qnite as lean at the time of
leaving, in autumn. The young seals are supposed to feed while in the watei'1 but
this has not been definitely proved, nor is the nature of tb8ir food well known, since
an examination of their stomachs Reldom reveals more than a green, mucilaginous
matter. Following all otherR, the yearling seals arrive about the middle of July, accompanied by a fe of the older males, and remain for the greater part qf the time
in the water. Soon after their arrival, in the months of June and July, the females
bring fot.th their yonng.'' (Ex. Doc., 41st Cong., 2d sess., No. 36, p. 14.)
Reference has been made to the raids upon the rookeries, and to the fact that inufficient care has been taken of the breeding ground. It is contended that it is the
duty of the Government drawing an enormous rental from these islands to carefully
guard and protect them, and it is undoubted that with efficient protection the increase
of ~allife will be more marvelous than ever.
Mr. Tingle, in 1886, in hiR report to Secretary Fairchild, urges the Government to
keep a cutter around the islandR from the 1st of July to the ht of November.
Mr. Morgan, in 1888 in his evidence before Congress (p. 23), said there were not
sufficif>nt cutters for the protection of the islands, and Mr. Wardman, special agent
of the Treasury at the islands, 1881 to 1885, said:
''I think the Government ought to keep at least one rev.enne steamer therein and
about these two islands up until the middle of October at least. The trouble bas
been in the revenue marine service. The appropriations were all right, and a fellow
would be sent up to nominally protect the seal islands, but he 1fOuld also be ordered
to look for the north pole as well~ watch the seal islands. He might fintl the north
pole, but not around th' seal islands. He would be away just at the time. he would
be nee<led around there.
(Evidence before Congressional committee, p. 38.)
The Hon. Mr Williams said:
" )'he Government practice, through the Treasury Department, has been to protect
these waters so far as they could with the -revenue-cutters which are at their command. Still, it has frequently happened that a revenue-cutter go~ upon the seal
ground and then is ordered north for inspection, or for the relief of a whaling crew or
something of that kind, and they are gone pretty much the whole time of the sealing
Beason, and there seems to bean tnsufficiency in the method of protection.'' (Evidence
before Congressional committee, p. 106.)
Mr. Taylor, special agent of the Treasury in 1881, said before the same .committee
(p. 5f:S):

..

.

"The difficulty heretofore has been that our revenue-cutters have been obliged to
cover a territory of 800 miles long and 700 or 800 miles wide, north and south, and they
-would get around to the seal iRlands about twice during a season. They never happened to be there when needed, and, a1:1 far as rendering any service whatever is con-
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, they were practically useless so far as the seal is1am1s were concerned. That
the experience, I believe, of all who have been there."
is officer recommended steam-launches for Government agents at the islands.
ucc heforo Congressional committee, p. 109.)
. Glid1len, another agent of the Treasury from 1882 to 1885, says (evidence Cououal committee, p. 28) when he was at the islands tho Government kept no vesthere.
"They landed our officers on a little island 6 miles from St. Paul to watch. *
In every report I made I recommended that they should keep a revenue-cutter there.
Our Vt'Hscl can not protect those islands and visit the Arctic Ocean besides. 'The
rniHiug ground is far too extensive, covering, as it does, a distance of several thonand miles, and while the cutter is ab!.-lent in the Arctic much damage can be done by
he marauding vessels to the seal islands."
That Congress regarded it at the outset as the duty, at least, of the administration,
to simply guard and regulate the islands is clear from the act first dealing with the
snhject .
.Mr. Boutwell, the Secretary of the Treasury, reported in 1870 (41st Con g., 2d sess.,
Ex. Doc. 109) as follows:
"A suggestion bas been made to this Department, in various forrus, that the Gov..
ernment should lease these islands for a long period of time to a company or firnr, for
an annual sum of money, upon the condition that provision should be made for the •
uhsistence and education of the natives, and that the fisheries themselves should be
preser ·ed frum injury. This piau is open to the very grave objection that it makes a,
mouopoly of a branch of industry, important not only for the people of the islands
but to the people of the United States, if the preparation and manufacture of the
skins for use should be transferred from Loudon to this country. Such a monopoly
is contrary to the ideas of the people, and not many years would pass before serious
eft'orts would be made for its overthrow. Moreover, the natives of the islands wonl1l
be un<ler the control of the company, and, as the expiration of the lease approachccl,
tho inducements to protect them and preserve the fisheries would diminish, especially
if the company saw, as would probably be tho case, that it bad no hope of a renewal
of its privileges. Under these circumstances the Government of the United StatPs
wonld necessarily be subjected to great expense and trouble.
"For these reasons, briefly stated, but valid as they appear to me, I can not concur
in the suggestion that the islands should be ieased to any company for a period of
years.
"Imsmuch as it will be necessary for the Government of the United States to maintain in and around the islands a military and naval force for the protection of its interests under any plan that can be devised, I am of opinion that it is better that the
Government should assume the entire control of the business of the islands. and exclude everybody bnt its own servants and agents; that it should establish a rigid
system of police, excluding from the islands distilled spirits and fire-arms, and subject
vesRels that touch there to forfeiture, except when they are driven to seek shelter or
for necessary repairs. The conditions of such occupancy and control by the GoveruniPnt of the United States seem to me to be these:
''First, the exclusion of other parties; second, the supply to the natives of sueh
articles as they are accustomed to use; third, compensation to th~ natives for their
labor, and the payment of a sufficient additional sum each year to enable them to
live in the manner to which tbey have been accustomed; fourtll, an equitable division
of the value of the skins over the payments ma(le to the natives, and the cost to the
Government of the United States of maintaining such force as is necessary for the
protection of the business.
"The portion of the surplus equitably belonging to the natives might be set asi,le
fnr the purpose of education and religions teaching, the erection of more suitable
dweUings than they now possess, and generally for their physical, intellectual, and
moral improVf~ment.
"If the Government were to lease the islands it would not be possible to withdraw
rutirely tto military and naval forces, or to neglect a careful supervision, and the
atlclitional expense consequent upon retaining possession of the business of the islands
in the bauds of the Government would not be large.
''Ordinarily, I agree in the opinion that a government, especia11y one like that of
the United States, is not adapted to the management of business; but this clearly is
a business which can not be left, open to individual competition; and if it is to be a
monopoly, whether profitable or otherwise, the interest of the Government js so
large, and the expenses incident to the protection of these islands so great, that it
can not afford to substitute to any extent the monopoly of an individual or of a com·
pany for its own lawful supervision.
"Should the Government fail in the attempt to manage tbe business through ita
own agents, there will theu be opportunity to lease the fisheries to private parties;
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lmt my opinion is that a larger revenue can be obtained from them by actual man·
agement than by a lease.
"Iu further reply to the resolution, I have to say that the skinR taken in 1868 were
removetl by Messrs. Kohl, Hutchinson & Co., the Solicitor of the Treasury being of
opinion that the Government bad no legal authority to detain them. Those taken
in lt-:69 are upon the islands, but no decision bas been made touching the rights of
1he Government.
''In concluding this report, I desire to call the attention of Congress to the fact
that it is necessary to legislate immediately so fer as to provide for the bnsiness of
tho prese t year. The natives will commence the capture of scnls nbout the 1st of
JmH~.

"If the islands are to be leased for the present year it should be done immediately,
If the business of
t11e prl'seut year is to be conducted by the Government, as I think it should be, whatever our future policy, legislation is necessary; and I suggest that the Secretary of
the Treasury be authQrized to appoint agents in Alaska, who shall be empowered to
superintend the capture of the seals and the curing of the skins; and that an appropriation shall be made of $100,000, out of which the natives shall be paid fo!: the labor
performed by them and the other expenses incident to the business met.
"The Secretary of the Treasury should also be authorized to sell the skins at public auction or upon sealed proposals at San Francisco or New York, as be may deem
most for the interest of tho Government.
''It shonld be observed in this connection that the Government derived no benefit
what ever from the seal fishery of the year 1868, and that the skins taken in 1869 are,
11ominully at least, the property of two companies, while the Government, during
the Lst year, has furnished protection to the natives and the fishery, and bas no assurance at present that it will derive any benefit whatever therefrom.
.
''If legislation is long <lelayed the business of the year 1870 will be but a repetition
ofthat of 1869."
·while the Canadian contention is supported, as has been seen, by many extracts
from the reports of officials of the United States Government, it is apparent that the
desire of the lessees, and indirectly that of the officials, bas been to create a monopoly
in the fur-seal industry, since in this way the market for the skins is largely enhanced and the value of the islands greatly increased.
This is no doubt one reason for the divergent opinions entertained as to the best
regulations for the preservation of seal life between those who control the islands nnd
tbose who are compelled to hunt the seals in the ocean.
In support of the above assertion the following authorities are in point:
Mr. Bryant, in 1869 (Senate Ex. Doc. No. 32, 41st Cong., 2d sess.), stated that the
large number taken in 1867 and in 1868 decreased the Lon<lon valuation to $3 and $4
a skin.
Mr. Moore, in a report to the Secretary of the Treasury (H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 83, p.
196, 44th Cong., 1st sess. ), says, when alluding to the ad visaLility of killing more seals
than prescribed by the act of .July 1, 1870:
"It seems that the 100,000 fur-seals from our own islands, together wit.h the 30,000
obtained by them from Asiatic islands, besides the scatter;ng fur-seals killed in the
south seas, are all the market of the world can conveniently take. In fact, it is
pretty evident that the very restriction of the nnmLers killed is auout the most
vnluable part of the franchise of the Alaska Commercial Company, and it is only another proof of the absurdity of the frequent charges made against them that they surreptitiously take from our islands 20,000 to 30,000 more seals than they are entitled
to take.
tlta t the lessee may make provision for the business of the year.

-If
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"'!'here does not exist any doubt, nor indeed is it denied by the Alaska Commercial
Company, that the lease of the islands of St. Paul and St. George is highly lncrative.
The great success of this franchise is, however, owing, as far as I could ascertain,
to three principal causes: First, the Alaska Commercial Company, owing to the
fvct that they have the !:!Ole control of the three Asiatic island!i on which furs •als arc found, as well aM on our own islands, as St. Paul and St. George, virtually
uanage the sale of 80 per cent. of all the fur-seals killed annually in :be world ;
secondly, the arbitrary and somewhat eccentric law of fashion bas raised the price of
fur-seals in the markets of the world during the last four years fully 100 per cent. in
value; thirdly, time and experience have given this controlling company most valnable advantages. For instal).ce, in the island of St. Paul, wbert~ a reputed number
of from 3,000,000 to 3,toO,uOO of seals congregate, the comparatively small quantity
only of formerly 75,000 and now 90,000 a.re killed. The company employs experts in
selecting easily tho kiud that are the wost valuable in the market, and have no difficulty in getting 90,000 out of a flock of 3,000,000 to 3,500,000, which are the select of
the select; antl it is owing to this cause, and to the ~are taken iu avoiding cuts in
thf.' skins, as also m properly preparing them for the market, th:tt the high prices are
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Indeed, the fact is that a fur-seal selling now in London ft•r £2 lOs. or £3
is, owing to its superior quality and excellent condition, cheaper than the furseals which five years ago fetched 30 shillings sterling. The former mode of the indiscriminate killing of fur-seals was as detrimental to the valne of the skins as it was
to the existence of the breed. With such a valuable franchise, secured by a con tract
that has still fifteen years to run, but which could, without notice, be terminated by
the Secretary of the Treasury for cause, it would indeed be a suicidal policy on the
part of the company to infringe on the stipulations of the contract."
All this is explained in the evidence before the Congressional committee, pages
77, 101, 105, and 121, where the company is shown not to have taken the full quota.
in two years.
"Not because we could not get enough seals, but because the market did not de
manu them. Tltere were pleuty of seals." (Evidence before Congressional Commit
tee, p. 121.)
Mr. Mcintyre, ouce a special ageut, ba~ already been quoted, and was afterwards
in the service of the company, reportetl, in 186H, to the Speaker of the Honse of Representatives, Mr. Blaine (H. R. Ex. Doc. No. 36, 41st Cong., 2d sess.), that''Tbe number of skins that may be secured, however, should not be taken as the
criterion on which to fix the limit oftbe yearly catch, but rather the demand of the
market, keeping, of course, always withiu tho annual production. It appears that
under the Russil;\n management a much larger number was sometimes killed than
could be advantageously disposed of. Thus, in 1803, after the slaughter had been
cou(lucted for some years without regard to t.he market, an accumulation of 800,000
skins was found in the storehouses on the islands, 700,000 of which were thrown into
the sea as wm·thless. At several tillles sinee that date the market bas been glutted,
and sales almost or quite suspended. A few mouths previously to the transfer of
Alaska to the United ::;tates seal-skins were worth in London only $1.50 to $3 e~ch,
and several thousand skins owned by the Russian-American Company were sold to
parties in San Francisco, at the time of the transfer, at 50 cents to $1.25, a snm insufficient to pay the present cost of securing aud transporting them to that city. Soon
afterwards, however, fur-seal garments became fashiona.ble in Europe, and in the expectation that the usual supply would be cut off by reason of the transfer of Alaska,
prices advanced to $4 to $7 per skin; contrary to the expectation of dealers more
than 200,000 skins were taken by the various parties engaged in the bnsin~ss on the
islands in 1868, and the London price bas declined to $:~ to $4 per skin; ar:d I am assured that if the raw skins now held by dealers in London were thrown upon the
market, a sufficient sum to pay the cost of transportation from the islands could hardly
be realized. The number of raw skins now npon the market is not less than 350,000,
and it is predicted that several years must elapse before the demand will again raise
the Fice above the present rate, if, indeed, the large surplus of skins does not carry
it much lower before reaction begins."
Many of the dangers to seal life have been mentioned, aud it has been shown that
the herd still thrives; but the wonderful productiveness of tlte seal is further shown
by an allusion to a danger greater than all the assaults of man in the deep se~t- a
daugrr ever existing, which naturally tends to keep the seals inshore, or, when outside, to scatter.
Reference is made to tbe killer-whales and sharks. (H. R. Ex. Doc. 83, 44th Cong.,
1st sess., p. 177, and pp. 80,87 of appendix to the same document; also page 35!) of evidence before Congressional committee, 1888.)
"That 1 bese animals are preyed upon extensively by killer-whales (Orca gladiator)
in ~>special, and by sharks, and probably other submarine foes now unknown, is a.t
once evident; fllr were they not held in check by some such cause they would, as
they exist to-da.y on St. Paul, quickly multiply, by arithmetical progressioD, to so
great an extent that tho island, nay, Behring Sea itself~ could not contain them.
The present annual killing of 100,000 out of a yearly total of over a million males does
not in any appreciable degree diminish the se~tl life, or interfere in tho slightest with
its regular, sure perpetuation on the breeding grounds every year. We may, therefore, properly look upon this aggregate of four and five millions of fur-seals as wo 8()0
them every season on these Pribylov It>lands as the maximum limit of increase assigned to them by natural law. The great equilibrium which nature holds in life
upon this earth must ho sustained at St. Paul as well as elsewhere. (Elliott's report,
pp. 6:l, 64.)
"When before the Committee of Ways and Means on the 17th of March, 1876, on
the investigation before alluded to, Mr. Elliott made a similar statement, giving in
somewhat gL·eater det~l the reasons for his conclnsion'i. His ovi(lence will he fonncl
annexed to tbe repor£" of the committee." (Report No. 62:3, II. R., 44th Uong., lHt
sess.)
Respecting the practice of sealing as known in Canada, it may be said: Canadian
sealers start ont upon their sealing voyages some time in tho beginning of the year.
'fhe vessels go dowu to a point off ~an l!,rancisco, and from thence work north. The
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seals taken by them oft' the coast are of both sexes, many in pup, some
very few old bulls run in the Pacific Ocean.
The catch of eaeh vessel will average between 500 and 700 seals a year
of January and the end of May.
When an untrained cr~w is taken, many shots may be fired without hi
6cals at all, since the novice expects he can hit when at considerable t
seals in such caRes escaping entirely; but with Indian hunters and expert
seal is nearly always captured when hit. Au expert never shoots until after
arrived at close quarters, and ~enerally when the seal is asleep.
In Behring Sea the catch is lllade up largely of young bachelors.
Sealing captains contend that no male becomes fit for the rookeries until six
of age. This contention is supported by the authorities to whom reference has
been made.
It is further contended that should a. temporary uiruinut.ion of seal life become
parent. upon the islands ofthe Pribylov groupJ it woul<l not follow that the herds
decreasing. Professor Elliott, in his report of 1874 upon Alaska, so frequcn
ferred to in this paper, argues on page~:~ 205 and 266 that in such a case a co:rr~1spon1
ing augmentation may occur in Copper or Behring I~>land, since "these ani
not particularly attached to the respective places of their IJirth."
"Thus it appears to me necessary that definite knowledge concerning the
mander Islands and the Kuriles should be possessed; without it I shoultl not
to say that any report made by an agent of the Department as to a visiiJle dim
of the seal life on t.he Pribylovs due, in biB opinion, to the effeet of killing
conducted was without good foundation; that this diminution would have
noticed just the same in alllikclibood bad there been no taking of seals at all on
islauds, and that the missing seals are more than probably on the Russian grounds.

[Inclosure 4.]

NOTE ON THE QUESTION OF THE PROTECTION OF THE FUR-SEAL IN THE
NORTH PACIFIC.
(By Mr. George Dawson, D. S., F. G. S., F.R.S. C., F. R. M.S., Assistnnt Director of the Geological
Survey of Canada.)

The mode of protection which is apparently advocated by the United States Government in the c..'tse of the fur-seal, viz, that of l•Jasing the privilege of killing the
anirual on the breeding grounds and prohibit.ing its capture elsewhere, is a, new departure in the rua.tter of such protection. If, indeed, the whole sweep of the Paeitic
Ocean north of the CtlUator waH domiua.tetl and effectively controlled by the United
States, t>omething might be said in favor of some such mode of proto• tion fmm a commercial point of view; but in the actual circumstances the results would be so entirely in favor of the United States, and so completely oppot>ed to the interests and
natnrall"ights of citizens of all other countries, that it is preposterous to suppose that
such a moue of protection of these animals can be maintained.
Such an assumption can be based in this case on one or other only of t.wo grounds:
Stated briefly, the position of the United Statrs in the matter appears to be based
on the idea of allowing, for a money consideration, the slaughter of the maximum
· posslble number of seals compatible with the continued existence of the animals on
the Pribylov Islands, while, in order tha~ this number shall not be reduced, no seal ·
ing is to be permitted elsevvhm·e.
(1) That Behring Sea is a ma1·e clausurn.
(~) That oacb and every fur-seal is the propert.y of the United States.
Both claim~:~ have been made in one form or other, but neither has, so far as I know
ucen officially formulated.
'
The first i.~:~ ::;imply dispro~ed ~~' ~lw geo~rapbical featur~\,l of Behring Sea, by the
fact that thrs sea and Behrmg Strart contnbute the open htghway to the Arctic aud
to part of the northern shore of Canada, by the pr('vious action of the United States
Governmel?t when this sea was nearly surrounded by Rus:-~ian territory, and by the
fact that from 1842 to the datu of the purchase of Alaska fleets of United States a.ud
other whalers were annually engaged in Behring Sea. It is scarcely posl:!ihle that
any serious attempt will be made to support this contentio 1. (Ba:wroft's Ili~:~tory
vol. :~:~. Alaska, p. 5H:J et seq.)
'
Tlw second gronud of claim is candidly advanced by H. \V. Elliott, who writ.cs:
"The fur-seals of Alaska, collectively and indrvidnally, are the property of the
General Government. " • * Every fur·seal playing in the waters of lleb.ring Sea
around abo11t the Priby1ov Islauds, no rnatter if found so doing 100 miles away from
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rookeries, belong there, has been begotten and born thereon, and is the animal
explicit shield of the law protects. No lega.l sophism or quibble can cloud
truth of my st.atement. * "' * The matter is, h,)wever, now thoroughly
p ....., .....,_. and understood at the Treasury Department, and has been during the
r years, as the seal pirates have discovered to their chagrin and discomfiture."
lOth Census, vol. 8, Fur-Seal Isla.nds, p. 157.)
ving for the moment. the general objection which may he raised to the enforcesuch a principle on the high seas-an enforcement which the United States,
interest of the Alaska. l''ur Company, appear to have undertaken-the facts
hich the assumption are based may be questioned. Mr. Elliott, in fact, him' on the same page (referring to the presence of a large sealing fleet in
g SPa), that it could not fail" in a few short years in so harassing and irrita.tbreeding se~tls as to cause their withdrawal from the Alaska rookeries, and
retreat to those of Russia-a source of undoubted Muscovite delight and
t and of corresponding loss and shame to us.''
ark implies tha.t the seals m;ty resort to either the Pribylov or the Russian
according to circumstances; and who is to judge, in the case of a particular
, in which of these places it has been born T The old theory that the seals
ed each year to the same spot has been amply disproved. Elliott himself oohis, and it is confirmed (op. cit., p. 31) by Capt. Charles Bryant, who resided
in the Pribylov Islands as Government agent, and who, having marked
in 1870, on St. Paul Island, recognized, the next year, 4 of them in different
on that island and 2 on St. George Island. (Monograph on North American
: lllliJ..II:llll:l~, Allen, 1880, p. 401.)
.
noreover, by no means certain that the fur-seals breed exclusively on the
and United States seal islands of Behring Sea, though these islands are no
ir principal ann important breeding places. They were formerly, according
n Shannon, found in consider able numbers on the coast of California; and
ant was credibly informed (" .Marine Mammals of Coast of Northwest North
p. 152, 154, quoted by Allen, op. cit., p. 332) of the existence in recent
small breeding colonies of these animals on the Queen Charlotte Islands of
Columbia. Mr. Allen further quotes from the observations of Mr. James G.
, field assistant of the United Stat.es Commissioner of Fish and Fisheries.
~r. Swan" (I quote from Mr. Elliott) "has passed nearly an avbrage life-time on
Northwest coast, and has rendered to natural science and to ethnology efficient
valuable service."
etatements may therefore be received with respect. He writes:
fact that they (the fur-seals) do bear pups in the open ocean, off Fuca Strait,
established by the evidence of every one of the sealing captains, the Indians,
own personal observations. Dr. Power says the facts do uot admit of dispute.
It seems as preposterous to my mind to suppose t.hat all the fur-seals of the
Pacific go to th~ Pribylov Islands as to suppo:so that all the salmon go to the
bia or F:aser River or to the Yukon."
this Prof. D. S. Jordon, the weH-known naturalist, adds:
may remark that I saw a live fur-seal pup at Cape Flattery, taken from an old
just killed, showing that the time of bringing them forth was just at hand."
On these statements Mr. Allen himself remarks:
These obserYations, a!!ide from the judicious suggestions made by Mr. Swan, are
int.erest as confirming those ma'de some years ago by Captain Bryant, and
urietly recorded in tbii! work. They seem to show that at least a certain numfnr-seals repair to secluded places, suited to their needs, as far south as the
e of Cape Flattery, to bring forth their young." (Allen, op. cit., pp. 411, 772,
. Elliott, of .course, stoutly denies the authenticity of all these observations, it
necessary to do so in order to maintain his contention as to the ownership of
United States Government, or the Alaska Fur Company, as the case may be, in
seals.
hail further beon often stated that the killing of fur-seals in the open sea off the
Pacific coast is a comparatively new departure, while it is, as a matter of fact,
certain that the Indians of the whole length of that coast have pursued aml
these animals from time immemorial. As the value of the skins has, however,
of late years become fully known and appreciated, it is naturally difficult to obmuch trnstworthy evidence of this without considerable research. Some facts
however, IJe adduced. 'l'hns, Captain Shannon described the mode of hunting
m canoes ernploye<l by the Intlians of Vancouver Island, and refers to the captof Keals hy the Intlia.ns off t.he Straits of Fuca, wherE', he adds, they appearSome years as early as the lst of March, and more or less remain till J nly or Anbut they are mo'lt plentiful in April and May. During thue two months tht
ndiqns dtn:ofe nearly all the-i1· time to sealing when tk~ weatker wilt perntit."
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In 1843 to 1A64 only a few <1ozen skins arc known to have been taken
in 1b69 fully 5,000 were obtained. Mr. Allen, writing in 1~80, states that"During the winter months consideral.lle numbers of seal-skins are taken
natives of British Columbia, some years as many as 2,000." (Allen, op. cit.,
371, 411.)
The protection of tlte fur-seals from exterminatien has from time to time been
cionsly advanced as a sufficient reason fur extraordinary departures from the
usually paid to private property and to international rights; but any protecti
on the l~ase of the breeding grounds of these animals as places of sl .. u1,;u.,.,.,
attempt to preserve the seals when at largt' and spret~.d over the ocean, as
during the greater part of each year, is unfair in its operation, unsound in
and impracticable in enforcement.
Referring to the interests of the Indians of the Northwest coast, it is true
certain number of Aleuts now on the Pribylov Islands(398 in all, according to
are dependent on the sealing business for subsistence, but these islands were
ited when discovered by the Russians, who brought these people here for
convenience. Further south along the coast the natives of the Aleutian
the southeast coast of Alaska, and of t,he entire coast of British Columbia
and still are, accustomed annually to kill considerable numbers of seals.
would be unjust tQ interfere with, even were it possible to carry out any regn
with that eflect. The further developm~nt of oceanic sealing affords employ men
a.nd serves as a mode o:i advancement and civilization for, these Indians, and is
of the natural industries of the coast. No allusion need be made to the prescriptive
rights of the white sealers, which are well known.
The nnsonndness of this principle of conservation is shown by what has occurred
the southern hemisphere in respect to the fur-seals of that region. About the begin·
ning of the century very productive sealing grounds existed in the Falkland Islands,
Kerguelen Islands, Georgian Islands, the west coast of Patagonia, and many other
places similarly situated, all of which were in the course of a few years almost absolutely stripped of seals, and in many of which the animal is now practically extinct.
This destruction of the southern fur-sealing trade was not caused by promiscuous
sealing at sea, but nntirely by hunting on and around the shores, aud, had these
islands been protected as breeding places, the fur-seals would in all probability be
nearly as abundant in the south to-day as they were at the date at which the trade
commenced.
The irnpracUcability of p-reventing the killing of seals on the open sea and of efficiently patrolling the North Pacific for this purpose is sufficiently obvious. The seals,
moreover, when at sea (in marked contrast with their boldness and docility in their
breeding places), are extremely wary~ and the number which can be obtained by
legitimate hunting at sea must always be small as compared with the total. Elliott,
in fact, states that the seal, when at sea, "is th~ shyest and wariest your ingenuity
can define." (Op. cit., p. 65.)
The position is such that at the present time the perpetuation or the extermination
of the fur-seal in the North Pacific as a commercial factor practically depends entirely
on the regulations and restrictions which may be applied by the United States to the
Pribylov Islands, and now that this is understood a regard for the general interest of
its own citizens, as well as for those of other countries, demands that the extermination
or serious depletion of the seals on their breeding islands should be prevented. It is
probably not necessary for this purpose that the killing of seals on these islands
should be entirely prohibited. Both Elliott and Bryant show good reason for believing that a large number of seals may be killed annually without reducing the average
aggregate number which can find suitable breeding grounds on these islands, and after
the very great reduction in numbers which occurred, owing to an inclement season
about 1836 (Elliott), or 1842 (Bryant), the seals increased very rapidly again, and in
a few years being nearly as numerous as in 1873, when the total number on the islan•ls was estimated at over 4,700,000.
By ret ining an efficient control of the number of seals to be killed on the Pribylov
Islands, and by fixing this number anew each season in accordance with circumstances, the United States Government will be in a position to counteract the effect
of other causes tending to diminish the number of seals, whether climatic or resulting
from the killing of a larger number at sea. There is no reason to apprehend that the
number of seals which might thus be safely killed on the islands would nuder any circumstances be su small as to fail to cover the cost of the administration and prot~ction
of the islands. If such a policy as this, based on the common interests in the preservation of the seals, were adopted, it might be reasonable to agree (for the purpose of
safeguarding the islands and for police purposes) that the jurisdiction of the United
States iu this matter should be admitted to extend to some greater distance than this
usual one of 3 marine miles, though, as shown ftUther on, the necessary distance
would uot be great,

situation of the Pribylov Islands and the habits of the seal together cause the
of its preservation to be one of extreme simplicity if approached from the
view of protection on and about the islands, hut one of very great difficulty
at from an other stand-point. The long-continued and presumably accnnhi~Ar·vn ..t:'im·•~ which have been made on the habits .uf the seals show that during
in~ season they are very closely confined to the immediate shores of
,_ ..... vv,... u,.. islands, and that neither in arriving nor in departing from these islands
schools or appear together in such numbers as to render promiscuous
at sea possible. The old hulls actually remain on shore during the entire
ng season, while the females, though leaving their young from time to time for
water, are described as haunting the immediate vicinity of the shores just beyond
line of surf. Even the bachelor seals (Elliott, op. cit., pp. 45. 64 et passirn; Allen,
p. 386), which constitute a distinct body while ashore and are not actually
in breeding or protecting the young, are Raid to remain close to the shore.
' "-··- ·--· -, any Beals are to he found at this time gping to or returning from the
some distance from land, these belong to the "bachelor" class, which is the
selected for the xilling by the fur company. The young females, after leavislands in the year of their birth, do not return at all till after 1·eaching main their third year. (Allen, op. cit., p. 402.)
evidence obtained by Captain Bryant shows that while "small groups of small
(aJ>pa,rCJrrtly one and two years old)" are met }Vith at large in Behring Sea durand August, no considerable numbers of schools are to be found. (Allen, op.
p. 411.)
is thus apparent that the perfect security of the seals actually engaged in breedd sucklin·g their young may be secured without extending the limits of protecbeyond the usual distance of 3 miles from the shores of the breeding islands, but
for the purpose of increasing the facilitieM of supervision a somewhat wider limit
reasonably be accorded. Possibly by defining an area inclosed by lines joining
3 miles off the extreme headlands and inlets of the Pribylov group, an ample
uno!J:iectionable area of protection might be esta.b1ished.
is allowed by all naturalists that the habits of the fnr-seal sof the southern hemiare identical with those of the seal of the North Pacific, and it is therefore adto quote the observations of Dampier on Juan :Fernandez Island in further
tion of the fact that these animals go only for a very short distance from ·
g the breeding season, even when in immense multitudes on the shore.
writes:
are always thousands, I might say possibly millions of them, either sitting
bays or going and coming in the sea round the islands, which is covered with
as tbuy lie at the top of the water playing and sunning themselves) for a mile
the shore." ("A New Voyage Round the World," 1703; quoted by Allen,
p. 334.)
rookeries have, like -others in the South, been long since depleted and a bancircumstance that the female fur-seal becomes pregnant within a few days after
birth of its young, and that the period of gestation is nearly
twelve months, with
1
fact that the skins are at all times fit for market (tho ugh for a few weeks, exfrom the middle of August to the end of September, during the progress of
ng and renewal of the longer hair, they are of less value) show that there
natural basis for a close season generally applicable. Thus, should any close
be advocated, its length and the time of year during which it shall occur, can
determined as a matter of convenience and be of the nature of a compromise
~'b~ltVIreen the various interests involved. The pelagic habits of the seals during fully
of each year, and the fact that they are during the entire winter season
ely dispersed over the Pacific, constitute a, natural aud unavoidable close season.
thus only possible, from a commercial point of view, to kill the seals during the
of their approximate concentration for migration or when in Behring Sea.
is the period fixed by nature during which seals may be taken, and any artificial close season can bt\ effective only if applied to the further curtailment of the
time at which it is possible to carry on the fishery. It IIMI.Y be assumed, therefore, as
Buch a close season for seal hunting at sea must be purely arbitrary and artificial,
that any close season proposed by the United States or the lessees of the seal islands
will be chosen entirely in the interest of sealing on shore, and so arranged as to render the time of sealing on the open sea as short and unprofitable as possible. It is
thus important that the sea-going sealers should at least kave an equal voice in the
matter of the time and duration of a close period if such should be contemplated.
GEORGE M. DAWSON.
MARCH 5, 1890.
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Ex. 31·- 6 1

No.13.
Sir Julian Paunoefote to Mr. Blafne.
WASHINGTON, .April -, 1890. (Received April
BLA.IN"E: At the last sitting of the Oouference
Behring Sea Fisheries question, you expr(:'ssed doubts, after
memorandum of the Canadian Minister of Marine and
which by your courtesy has since been printed, w ether any
ment could be arrived at that would be satisfactory to Canada.
Yon observed that the proposal of the United States had now
two years before Her Majesty's Government, that there was
further to urge in support of it; and you invited me to make a c
proposal on their behalf. To that task I have most earnestly
myself, and while fully sensible of its great difficulty, 9wiug to
conflict of opinion and of testimony which has manifested itself in
course of our discussions, I do not despair of arriving at a solution
will be satisfactory to all the Governments concerned. It has
mitted, from the commencement, that the sole object of the ne2'01tia1tioJil~
is the preservation of the fur-sea] species for the benefit of man
and that no considerations of advantage to any particular nation, or
benefit to any private interest, should enter into the question.
Such being the basis of negotiation, it would be strange indeed if
should fail to devise the means of solving the difficulties which
unfortunately arisen. I will proceed to explain by what method
result can, in my judgment, be attained. The great divergence of views
which exists as to whether any restrictions on pelagic sealing are neces·
-sary for the preservation of the fur seal species, and if so, as to the character and extent of such restrictions, renders it impossible in my opinion to arrive at any solution which would satisfy public opinion either
in Canada or Great Britain, or in any country which may be invited to
accede to the proposed arrangement, without a full inquiry by a mixed
commission of experts, the result of whose labors and investigations,
in the region of the seal fishery, would probably dispose of all the points
in dispute.
As regards the immediate necessities of the case I am prepared to
recommend to my Government for their approval and acceptance, certain
measures of precaution which might be adopted provisionally and withoat prejudice to the ultimate decision on the points to be investigated
by the commission. Those measures, which I will explain later on,
would effectually remove all reasonable apprehension of any depletion
of the fur seal species, at all events, pending the report of the commission.
It is important, in this relation, to note that while it has been contended on the part of the United States Government that the depletion .
of the fur seal species has already commenced and that even the extermination of the species is threatened within a measurable space of time,
the latest reports of the United States agent, Mr. Tingle, are such as
to dissipate all such alarms.
·
Mr. 'lingle in 1887 reported that the vast number of seals was on the
increase and that the condition of an the rookeries could not be better.
In his later report, dated July 31, 1888, he wrote as follows:
DEAR MR.

I am happy to be able to report that, although late landing, the breeding rookeries
are filled out to the lines of measurement heretofore made and eome of them much
beyond those lines, showing conclusively that seal life is not beiBI.: de.Pletetl but ia
fully up to the estimate given in my report of lt587.
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Elliott, who is frequently appealed to as a great authority on the
affirms that, such h; the natural increase of the fur-seal species
animals, were they not preJ·ed upon by killer-wilales (orca
), silarks, aml other submarine foes, would multiply to such an
that ''Behring Sea itself could not contain them."
Honorable Mr. Tupper has shown in his memorandum that the
tion of seals caused by pelagic sealing is insiguiticant in comwith that caused by tileir natural enemies, and Ile gives figures
g the marvelous increase of seals in spite of tile depredations
plained of.
in the destructive nature of tile modes of killing seals by spears
-arms has apparently been greatly exag-gerated as may be seen
the affidavits of practical seal hunters which 1 annex to this lettiler with a confirmatory extract from a paper upon the ''Furcries of the Pacific Coast and Alaska," prepared and pubin San Francisco and designed for the information of eastern
States Senators and Congressmen.
Canadian Government estimate the percentage of seals S\l
ed or killed ai1d not recovered at 6 per cent.
view of the facts above stated, it is improbable that pending the
of the inquiry, which I have suggested, any appreciable diminuof the fur-seal species should take place, even if the existing cons of pelagic sealing were to remain unchanged.
in order to quiet all apprehension on that score, I would propose
following provisional regulations.
That pelagic sealing should be prohibited in the Behring Sea. the
of Ochotsk, and the adjoining waters, during the months of May
June, and during the months of October, November, and Decemwhich may be termed the "migration periods" of the fur-seal.
That all sealing vessels should be prohibited from approaching
·ng islands within a radius of 10 miles.
regulations would put a stop to the two practices complained
tending to exterminate the species; firstly, the slaughter of female
with young during the migration periods, especially in the narrow
of the Aleutian Islands; secondly, the destruction of female
by marauders surreptitiously landing on the breeding islands
cover of the dense fogs which almost continuously prevail in that
ty during the summer.
. 'faylor, another agent of the United States Government asserts
the female seals (called cows) go out from the breeding islands
day for food. The following is an extract from his evidence :
The cows go 10 and 15 miles and even farther. I do not know the average of it-and
are going and coming all tlle morning and evening. Tho sea is black with
round about the islands. If there is a little fog and they get; out half a mile
shore we can uot see a vessel 100 yards even. Tho vessels themselves lay
the islands there where they pick up a good many seal, and there is where
killing of cows occurs when they go ashore.

Whether the female seals go any distance from the islands in quest
food, and if so, to what distance, are questions in di&pute, but pendtheir solution the regulation which l propose against the approach
ing ves~els within 10 miles of the islands for the prevention of
bn .....""'+ 1"tious landing practically meets Mr. Taylor's complaint, be it
ded or not, to the fullest extent; for, owing to the prevalence
the risk of capture within a radius of 10 miles will keep vessel~
at a much greater distance.
This regulation if accepted by Her Majesty's Government would cer-

tainly manifest a friendly desire on their part to co-operate
Government and that of Russia in the protection of their roo
in the prevention of any violation of the laws applicable thc~reto;:
bave the honor to inclose the draughtofa preliminary convention
I have prepared, providing for the appointment of a mixed com
sion who are to report on certain specified questions within two
The draught embodies the temporary regulations above ue~SicrtllM!
together ith other clauses which appear to me necessary to ghre
eftect to them.
Although I believe that it would be sufficient during the" migra
periods"' to prevent all sealing within a specified distance from
passes of the Aleutian Islands I have out of a deference to your
and to the wishes of the Russian minister, adopted the fishery I
s~ribed in Article V, and which was suggested by you at the ou
our negotiation. The draught, of course contemplates the concl
of a further convention after full examinalton of the report of the mixed
commission. It also makes provision for the ultimate settlement
arbitration of any di1l'erencefj which the report of the commission may
still fail to adjust, whereby the important element of finality is secured,
and in order to give to the proposed arrangement the widest international basis, the draught provides that the other powers shall be invited to accede to it.
The above proposals are, of course, submitted ad referendum, and it
only now remains for me to commend them to your favorable consideration and to that of the U.ussian minister. They have been frame&
by me in a spirit of justice and conciliation, and with the most earnest
desire to terminate the controversy in a manner honorable to all parties anrl worthy of the three great nations concerned.
I have, etc.,
JULIAN P AUNCEFOTE.
[Inclosure 1.]

THE NORTH AMERICAN SEAL FISHERY CONVENTION.
TITLE.

Convention bet'lceBn Great Britain, Russia, and the United States of
Amerioa in relation to the fur-seal fishery in the Behring Sea, the Sta
of Oohotsk, and the adjoining waters.
PREAMBLE.

The Governments of Russia and of the United. States having represented to the Government of Great Britain the urgency of regulating
by means of an international agreement, the fur-seal fishery in Behring
Sea, the Sea of Ochotsk, and the adjoining waters, for the preservation
of the fur·seal species in the North Pacific Ocean; and differences of
opinion having arisen as to the necessity for the proposed agreement,
in consequence whereof the three Governments have resolved to institute a full inquiry into the subject, and, pending the result of such inquiry, to adopt temporary measures for the restriction of the killing of
sea1M during the breeding season, without prejudice to the ultimate decision of the questions in difference in relation to the said fishery.
The said three Governments have appointed as their respective plenipotentiaries, to wit:

after having exchanged their full powers wbi ch were found to
good and due form, have agreed upon the following articles:
ARTICLE

I.

MIXED COMMISSION OF EXPERTS TO BE APPOINTED.

High Contracting Parties agree to appoint a mixed commission
who shall inquire fully into the subject and report to the
tracting Parties within two years from the date of this con' the result of their investigations together with their opinions
mendations on the following questions:
Whether regulations properly enforced upon the breeding islands
n Island in the Sea of Ochotsk and the Commander Islands and
Pribylov Islands in the Behring Sea) and in the territorial waters
nding those islands are sufficient for the preservation of the furs!
not, how far from the islands is it necessary that such regulashould be enforced in order to preserve the species'
In either of the above cases what should such regulations pro-

''"'"''H".,1""'

If a close season is required on the breeding islands and terri-

waters, what months should it embrace t

If a close season is necessary outside of the breeding islands as

what extent of waters and what period or periods should it em-

'

ARTICLE

II.

OF COMMISSION QUESTION OF INTERNATIONAL REGULA·
TIONS TO BE FORTHWITH DETERMINED.

receipt of the report of the Commission and of any separate reports
may be made by individual commissioners, the High Contracting
will proceed forthwith to determine what international regula' if any, are necessary for the purpose aforesai1l, and any regulaso agreed upon shall be embodied in a further Convention to which
accession of the other powers shall be invited.
ARTICLE

III.

ARBITRATION.

In case the High Contracting Parties should be unable to agree npon
regulations to be adopted, the questions in difference shall be reto the arbitration of an impartial g·overnrnent, who shall duly
der the reports hereinbefore mentioned, and whose award ~o~hall be
and shall determine the conditions ofthe further Convention.
ARTICLE

IV.

PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS.

Pending the report of the Commission and for six months after the
te of such report, the High Contracting Parties agree to adopt and put
in force as a temporary measure and without pr~judice to the ultimate
decision of any of the questions in difference in relation to the said
sbery, the regulations contained in the next following articles Nos. 5
to 10 inclusive.
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AH!L'JCLE Y.
SEAL FIRHERY LDH<:.

A line of demarcation· to be called the "seal fishery line " shall be
drawn as follows:
From Point Anival at the southern extremity of the Island of Sa.gbalien in the Sea of Ochotsk to the point of intersection of the 50th parallel of north latitude with the 160th meridian of longitude east from
Greenwicb, thence eastward along the said 50th parallel to its point of
intersection with the 160th meridian of longitude west from Greenwich.
ARTICLE VI.
CLOSE TIME.

The subjects and citizens of the High Contracting Parties shall be prohibited from engaging in the fur-seal fishery and the taking of seals by
land or sea north of the seal fishery line from the 1st of May to the
30th of June, and also from the 1st of October to the 30th of December.
ARTICLE VII.
PREVENTION OF MARAUDERS.

During the intervening period in order more effectively to prevent
the surreptitious landing of marauders on the said breeding islands,
Yessels engaged in the fur-seal fishery and belonging to the subjects
and citizens of the high contracting parties, shall be prohibited from
approaching the said islands within a radius of ten miles.
ARTICLE VIII.
FURTHER PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS.

The high contracting parties may, pending the report of the commission, and on its recommendation or otherwise, make such further temporary regulations as may be deemed by them expedient for better
carrying out the provisions of this convention and the purposes thereof.
ARTICLE IX.
PENALTY FOR VIOLATION OF PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS,

Every vessel which shall be found engaged in the fur-seal fishery contrary to the prohibitions provided for in articles 6 and 7, or in violation
of any regulation made under article 8, shall, together with her apparel, equipment, and contents, be liable to forfeiture a11d confiscation,
and the master and crew of such vessel, and every person belonging
thereto, shall be liable to fine and imprisonment.
ARTICLE X.
SEIZURE FOR BREACH OF PROVISIONAL REGULATIONS.

TRIAL OF OFFENCES.

Every such offending vessel or person may be seized and detained by
the naval or other duly commissioned officers of any of the high contracting parties, but they shall be handed over as soon as practicable
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the authorities of the nation to which they respectively belong, who
alone have jurisdiction to try the offence and impose the penalties
the same. The witnesses and proofs necessary to establish the ofshall also be sent with them and the court adjudicating upon the
may order such portion of the fines imposed or of the proceeds of
condemned vessel to be applied in payment of the expenses occathereby.
ARTICLE
RATIFICATION.

COMMENCEMENT

XI.

A.l.~D

DURATION OF CONVENTION.

Tllis COJlVention shall be ratified and the ratifications shall be exged at - - - in six months from the date thereof or sooner if possiIt shall take effect on such day as shall be agreed upon by the high
ting parties, and shall remain in force until the expiration of
months after the aate of the report of the commission of experts
be appointed under Article I ; but its duration may be extended by
sent.
ARTICLE XII.
ACCESSION OF OTHER POWERS.

The high contracting parties agree to invite the accession of the
er powers to the present convention.

[Inclosure 2.]

t from pamphlet entitled "Fnr Seal Fisheries ofthe Pacific Coast and Alaska,"
pn\•lished by C. D. Ladd, 529 Kearny street, San Francisco, CaJifornia.l
It is claimed thn.t many seals are shot that sink aml are lost.

Undoubtedly there are some lost in this way, but tho percentage is light-probably
in thirty or fort.y, not more than this. It is also claimed thn.t ten nrc shot and
nded that die to one that is secure<l. This is also an error. Many sealH are shot
at that are not bit at. all, but when a seal is wounded so that in the elHl it rill die, it
is most always sec.nred by the hunter, who may have V) sboot at it several times in
order to get it, as tbe seal iu tbe water exposes only its bead, and when frightened
exposes only a small portion of that, so that together with the constant diving of the
seal, the motion of the boat, etc., makes it very bard to hit. This is where it is
claimed that ten are shot and wounded to one that is secured; but it is nearer the
troth that one is lost to ten that are secured, for the reason that when a seal is
nded it can not remain under water any length of time and therefore the hunter
can easily follow it up and secure it.
THOMAS HOWE.

In 1886, on board the Theresa and Pathfinder, I got for the season 397 seals and lost
about 20. In 1887, on the schooner Penelope, I got 510 and lost about 30. In 1888, on
the Lily Lad, I got 316 and lost 12. In 181::39, on board the Vit•a, I got G87 and lost 27.
THOMAS HOWE.
FREDERICK GILBERT.

I am a seal hunter. I have been four years on board sealing vessels; one year I was
a boatrower and three years a hunter. I bave always been with white hunters, and
have used the folhot-gun and rifle for shooting seals.
In 1887 I got518 seals and lost 14; in 188~ I got 244 ancllost 5; in 1889 I got 454 and
lost 16; or in tho three years I got 1,216 and lost 3G, or 2!- per cent. I never shot or
saw pups with the cows in the water, nor have I ever heard of such a case. Some
bunters lose a few more than I do, but the most unlucky hunters I have met with did
not lose twice as many.
FRED. Gn.BERT.
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

September 12, 1889.

I am a master mariner, and have been seal hunting on the Pacific coast
tln'ee of which I was in Behring's Sea as well. One year I had Indian
..ud the three years I had white hunters only-all on the schooner t'a,h}i~na:BT.
perience wid! Indian hunters is that they lose none-at most a
the
spear. The spears are "'bearded," some with one, some with two beards, and
the seal is struck, capture is certain.
White hunters use shot-guns and rifles, according t'o distance and state of
On smooth water and at long ranges the rifle is generally used, but the maj
hunters use the shot-gun, and the great majority of se~ls are shot with
').'he number of seaTs lost by white hunters does not exceed six: in one .uul.lu...-oul1.11'!
many hunters lose much less than that number. About half of the
ta
the coast are cows, and perhaps two-thirds of the cows are with
vessel's catch at four hundred, and from one hundred and fifty to one
seventy-five might be cows with young. In Behring's Sea the average of cows
young killed will not average one in one hundred, for the reason that as soon as
cows reach the sea they go to the breeding islands, where their young are born.
I never saw cows in the water with their young with them. I do not thin,k
is any decrease in the number of seal entering Behring's Sea. I never
many seal along the coast as there were this year; and in Behring's Sea. they
more numerous than I ever saw before. This year I shot forty-four seals and

WM ••O'LEARY.
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

September 12, 1889.

CAPTAIN SIEWARD,

I have been a master sealer for two years. In 1888 I commanded the Araunak and
1889 the Walter L. Rich, and during botil years sealed along the coast from off
Point Northward to Behring's Sea. In 1808 I had Indian huntersand this year
w.hite hunters. The Indians lose very few seals, for if the spear strike the seal
is got, and if the spear misses the seal of course escapes unhurt. The white hunters
use rifles and shot-guns, the latter much more than the former. Rifles are used only
by good shots, and the}\ at only long range. The seals lost by white hunters after
be ng shot or wounded do not, on the lower coast, exceed six: in one hundred, and on
the Alaska coast and in the Behring's Sea not over fottt in one hundred.
On sailing I generally take ten per cent. additional ammunition for waste shot ; that
is1 if calculating on a catch of 3,000 seals I would take ammunition for 3,300 shots.
Tnat was double the excess the hunters would consider necessary and I never knew
th~ percentage of waste shot to be used. I never saw a female seal with her young
beside her in the water. Out of catch of 1,423 seals this year I had only 55 seAls under
two yeats old, i. e. between one and two yt\ars old.
When at Ouna!_aska this year I learned that the Alaska Commercial Company last
ear fitted out two small schoonerb, belonging to private parties, with large deep
nets several hundred fathoms long, which were set across the passes from Behring's
Sea for the purpose of catching young seals. One of these schooners got 700 of
these young seals about four months old, and sold them to the Alaska Commercial
Cmnpany at $2.50 apiece.
A schooner, the SpfJ'IIem' F. Baird, 10 or 12 tons, was then at Onnalaaka fitting up to
go to Akontan Pass for the same purpose this fall. The law forbids the killing of all
fnr-bearing animals in Alaskan waters by any hunters except the natives, yet such
is done every year at Kodiak, Saua.ka, and the Aleutian Islands by ~bite hunters,
fitted out by the Alaska Commercial Company, under the agreement that the furs
must be BQid to the company.

in

H. F. SIEWARD,
Maater ...4merioan &kocnuw Walter L. RicA.

BRITISH COLUMBIA,

...4ugust 10, 1889.
GBORGE HOWE.

My first year's sealing, 1886, was on board the Tktwesa, from San Francisco to Victo:tia. We left San Francisco on the 20th January, and arrived at Victoria bn the 7th
Aptil. I got 159 seals, of which I lost about 7. I used a shot-gun principally, the rifle
only for long range shooting, say from :iO to 60 yards. At Victoria I left the Tl~eresa
and joined the Patkftn.der. The Pathfinder left Victoria on the 4th of May for Behring's
Sea, and that trip I got 442 seals and lost about 20. In 1887 I joined the PeneZope and
left Vietoria on the 3d February. I got 618 seals during the season and lost 31. In
1888 I did not go sealing, but in 1889 I was engaged on the schooner PitJa. We left
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Victoria on the 19th Jannary, au<l I got i:~4 seals during the season ann lost :li. I
never saw a young pnp alongside its cow in the water.
About one-third of tbe seals taken on the coast are cows with pup or cap:~ble of
being with pup. In Behring's Sea I got four cows with pups in them.
GEORGE HOWE.
WILLIAM FEWINGS.

I have beenthree years hunting seals on the Pacific coast ann in Behring's Sea. In
1887 I was on board the sealing schooner Favourite, in 1888 on the Viva, and in 18t:l~l
on board the Tri1m~ph. In each year the vessel I was on entcre<l Lhe Behring'H Sea
early in July and left the sea the latter part of August or early in SeptemlJer, except
this year, when the Triumph left the sea on the 11th Jnly nuder threat of seizure, after
searched by the United States cutter Rush. In U!87 the hunters I was with were
partly Indians and partly whites.
In the two last years the hunters were all w!Jites,
using shot-guns and rifles. 'rhe rifles were used by the more experienced hunters
and better shots for long range shooting, up to 100 yarrls, but few hunters attempted
that range. The general range for rifles is not over 50 yards and most shots are
made at a less range.
A few hunters used the rifle for all distances. I used either rifle or shot-gun, according to the distance and position ofthe seal and the condition of the water.
My first year I got about four hundred seals. In getting this nnmber I failed to
about twenty-five shot at, or killed or wounded, but whieh esca.peu. :in my
second year I got overiive hundred, and lost about thirty. This year I got one hundred and forty, and lost only one. I have frequently shot from two to five seal in a
bunch, and got them all. One day in 1887 I got two bunches of :five each, and another of four, and got the whole fourteen.
Indian hunters use spears, and either get every seal they throw at or it escapes unhurt, or but slightly wounded. Indians, it can be safely said, get every seal they
kill.
.
Oscar Scarr, a hunter on the Viva, in 1888 got over six hundred seals, and lost only
about twenty. The average number lost by white hunters does not exceed six in
one hundred, aud by the Indian uot six in one thousand. I have never shot, nor
have I ever seen, a female seal with a young one beside or with her. It is very seldom a female is killed in Behring's Sea carrying her young with her, and out of one
~·tllonRll.l'l!l killed on the coast earlier in tho season less than one-third are females
carrying their young.
WM. PEWINGS.
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

August 9, 1889.
WALTER HOUSE.

I was a hnnter on uhe schooner Walter L. Rich on her sealing voyage this year. It
was my first year on the Pacific coast, hnt I hacl seven years' experience on the Newfoundland coast catching hair-seals. This year on the Rich I got one hundred and
eighty-five seaJs and lost five, which sank lJefore I reached them. I used a shot-gnu.
TM bunters on the Rich lost about the same Jlroportion, some a few more, some Jes.'l.
I never saw a cow seal in the water with her young beside her or near her, nor have •
I ever heard of such a case.
WALTER HOUSE.
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

August 10, 1889.
JAMES WILSON.

I was carpenter on board the sealing schooner Triurnph on her voyage this year.
One of the hunters was drowned just before entering Behring's Sea, and I took his
place. I was out hunting seals auout a week, but the weather was bad and I got
only twenty-three seals. I had had no experience. I use<la breech-loading shotgun,
and shot seals at a. range of from 10 to 15 yards. I lost one seal through the carelessness of the boat hands running the boat over the seal, which sank directly under the
boat.
·
Most of sealH lost by hunters are shot at long ranges with the rifles. One hunter on
the Triumph this year got over sixty seals and only lost one. I never saw a cow seal
with her yonng beside her. Out of the twenty-three I got, five or six were cows carrying their young.
JAMES WII.SON.
VIOTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA,

.Augn.qt !), 1889.

CAPT. J.D. WARREN.

I am a master mariner. and have been actively engaged in the deep-sea
ness for twenty years. 1 have owned and commanded sealing vessels on
the Pacific coast from 47 or 48 north latitude to 56 or 57 north latitude
ing Sea. I have generally employed Indians except in 1886 and 1887, the l
I was out, when I bad white hunters as well. White hunters use rifles and
entirely, Indian hunters use spears. Bulletsweigbingfrom :300to.400 grains
with rifles, and ordinary buckshot with guns. Both rifles and shotguns are
loading and of the best make. Seals are approached by the hunters iu boats,
15 yards, lying generally asleep on the water. Frequently seals are taken ali
asleep, especially by the Indians, who, in their canoes, get within from a
length (14 or 15feet) to :30 feet before they throw. Indians rarely lose a
strike, and if one escapes it is always but sliO'htly wounded. Of seals killed by
hunterM, probably not over 10 per cent. are killed with rifle, which is generally
for only a long range.
.
Sealers divide tho seals for hunting purposes into two classes, "sleepers" and "
ers" or "travelers. Sleepers'' are almost always shot at from 10 to 15 yards
and are seldom lost. "Feeders'' are shotatjnst as their heads emerge from the
}"'rom this fact the range is always from a few feet to 100 yards, though tew ar~ .fired
at that distance. Hunters use a "gaff," a pole about 10 or 12 feet long, with one to
three hooks upon it, with which they catch the seal and bring it into tho boat. If
the seal sinks, the "gatl'" is run down, and the seal booked np. The British sealing
vessels employ more Indian than white hunters. My experience with white bunters
is not so extensive as with Indians, but from what I have seen while engaged in sealing I can say that not over six in every one hundred seals killed by white hunters are
lost or escape.
Experienced hunters seldom lose a seal; the losses are chiefly made by inexperienced bunters, only a few of~whom are employed, for the reasonJ~1at as hunters are
paid so much a skin, inferior men can not make good wages. I have noticed no diminution in the number of seals during the twenty years I have been in the business,
lmt if any change at all, an increase. Of the seals taken along the coast about onehalf are females, and of the females not more than one-half are with young. In Behring Sea not one in one hundred of those taken by the hunters are females with
young, hecanse as soon as the females carrying their ~-onng get into the sea t.hey gg.
to the br('Pding islands or rookeries, a1Hl in a few llays their young are horn. The
cows remain with their young until they are quite able to take care oHhemselves. I
do not think t.hat. on t. of tlro seals taken hy Indian and white hunters more than 30
per cent. are females actually breeding or capable of breeding.
"Old bullA," "bachelors," "two-year old pups,'-' and "bane cows" make up the
great majority. Cows actually breeding are very watchful, and while on the voyage
northward are ever on thA alert, so they are difficult to take. On the other band, the
other classes above named make up the great class of" sleepers," from which fully 90
per cent. of the whole catoli of hunters is derived. I never saw or heard of a "cow"
having her young beside her in the water, either on the coast or iu Behring Sea.
J.D. WARREN.
VICTORIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA, August 10, 1889.

No.14.

The Marquis of Salisbury to Sir Julian

Pauncejo~

[Left at the Department of State on June 5 by Sir Julian Pauncefote.]

No. 106.]
FOREIGN OFFICE, May 22, 1890.
SIR: I received in due course your dispatch No.9, of the 23d January,
inclosing copy of Mr. Blaine's note of the 22d of that month, in answer
to the protest made on behalf of Her Majesty's Government on the
12th October last, against the seizure of Canadian vesselB by the
United States revenue-cutter Rush in Behring Sea.
The importance of the subject necessitated a reference to the Govermnent of Canada, whose reply has only recently reached Her Majesty's Government. The negotiations which have taken place between
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Blaine and yourself afford strong reason to hope that the difficulattending this qneRtion are in a fair way towards an adjustment
lt will be satisfactory to both Go ~ernments. I think it right, bowto place on record, as briefly as possible, the views of Her l\lajGovernment on the principal arguments brought forward on
alf of the United States.
Mr. Blaine's note defends the acts complained of by E~.r Majesty's
nment on the following grounds:
1. That "tlw Canadian vessels arrested and detained in the Bo: ''ing
were engaged in a purRuit that is in itself contt·a bonos mores- a
it which of necessity involves a serious and permanent injury to
rights of the Govrrnment and people of the United Rtatcs."
2. 'rhat the fisheries had been in the undisturbed pm;;e Rion and
d('l' the e.~ elusive control of Hussia from their diseovcry until the ceRof Alaska to the United States in 1867, and that from this date
wards uutillSSG they had also remained in the undisturbc1l po,'session
the United States Governm('llt.
~. 'l'bat it is a fact now hel<l beyond denial or doubt that th<> taking
seals in the open sea rapidly leads to the extinction of the species,
d that therefore nations not posse~sing the territory upon which seals
increaRe their numbers by natural growth should refrain from the
nghter of them in the open sea.
Mr. Blaiue further arg-ues that the law of the sea ancl the liberty which
couf(~rs do uot justify acts which are immoral in themseh~es, and
ich iuedtably tend to results c gainst the iutcrests and against the
fare of mankind; and he proceeds to justify the forcible resistance
the United States Go\ernment by the neC(lssity of defending not onl.v
ir own traditional and long establisheu rights, but also the rights of
good morals and of good go,ernment the world over.
Be declares that while the U11ited StateR will not withhol<l from any
tion the privileges which they demanded for themselves, when Alaska
was part of the Hussian Empire: they are not disposed to e.·(•rcise in
the t>OF:sessious aequired from Russia any less power or authority than
tliey were willing to concede to the imperial government of Russia
when its so\ereignty extended over them. Be claims from friendly
nations a recognition of the same rights and privileges on the lauds
and in the waters of Alaska which the same frieu<.lly nations always
conceded to the Empire of Hussi'a.
With regard to the first of these arguments, namely, that the seizure
of the Canadian vessels in the Bebri11g's Sea was justifiecl by the fact
that they were" engaged in a pursuit that is in itself contra bonos moresa pursuit which of necessity involves a serious and permanent injury to
the rights of the Government and pt>,ople of the United StateR," it is
ob,Tious that two questions are invoh·e(}: first, whether the pursuit and
killing of fnr-seals in certain parts of the open sea is, from the point of
view of international morality, an offense contra bonos 'mores j and
secondly, whether if such he the case, this fact justifies the seizure on
the high Rea~ and subsequent confiscation in time of peace of the private
Yessels of a friendly nation.
It is an axiom of international maritime law that such action is only
admissible in the case of piracy or in pursuance of special international
agreement. This principle has been universally admitted by jurists,
and was very distinctly laid down by President T,rler in his special
message to Uongress, dated the 27th February, 1843, when, after ~.c
knowledging the right to detain and search a vessel on suspicion of
piracy, he goes on to Ray: " \Vith this single exception, uo nation has,

in time of peace, any authority to detain the ships of another
high seas, on any pretext whatever, outside the territorial ju.... o•~•v,uava
Now, the pursuit of seals in the open sea, under whatever
stances, has never hitherto been considered as piracy by any
state. Nor, even if the United States had gone so far as to rna
killing of fur-seals piracy by their municipal law, would th
justified them in punishing offenses against such law committed
persons other than their own citizens outside the territorial jurJlS<llCtJLOq
of the United States.
In the case of the slave trade, a practice which the civilized
has agreed to look upon with abhorrence, the right of arresting
vessels of another country is exercised only by special internation
agreement, and no one Government has been allowed that general co
trol of morals in this respect which Mr. Blaine claims on behalf of the
United States in regard to seal-hunting.
·
But her Majesty's Government must question whether this pursuit
can of itself be regarded as contra bonos mores, unless and until 1 for
special reasons, it has been agreed by international arrangement to forbid it. Fur-seals are indisputably animals ferm naturm, and these have
universally been regarded by jurists as res nullius until they are caught;
no person, therefore, can have property in them until he has actually
reduced them into possession by capture.
It requires something more tbau a mere declaration that the Government or citizens of the United States, or even other countries interested
in the seal trade, are losers by a certain course of proceeding, to render
that course an immoral one.
ller Majests's Government would deeply regret that the pursuit of
fur-seals on the high seas by British vessels should involve even the
slightest injury to the people of the United States. If the case be
proved, they will be ready to consider what measures can be properly
taken for the remedy of such injury, but they would be unable on that
ground to depart from a principle on which free commerce on the high
seas depends.
The second argument advanced by Mr. Blaine is that the" fur-seal
fisheries of Behring Sea bad been exclusively controlled by the Government of Hussia, without interference and without question, from
their original discovery until the cession of Alaska to the United States
in 1867 ," and that " from 1867 to 1886 the possession, in which Hussia
had been undisturbed, was enjoyed by t.he United States Government
also without interruption or intrusion from any source."
I will deal with these two periods separately.
First, as to the alleged exclusive monopoly of Russia. After Russia,
at the instance of the Russian-American Fur Company, claimed in 1821
the pursuits of commerce, whaling, and fishing from Behring Straits
to the 51st degree of north latitude, and not only prohibited all foreign
vessels from landing on the coasts and islands of the above waters, but
also prevented them from approaching within 100 miles thereof, Mr.
Quincy Adams wrote as follows to the United States minister in Russia:
The United States can admit no part of these claims; their right of navigation
and fishing is perfect, and has been in constant exercise from the earliest times
throughout the whole extent of the Southern Ocean, subject only to the ordinary exceptions and exclusions of the territorial jurisdictions.

That the right of fishing thus asserted included the right of killing
fur-bearing animals is shown by the case of the United States brig
Loriot. That vessel proceeded to the waters over which Russia claimed
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exclusive jurisdiction for the purpose of hunting the sea-otter, the
killing of which is now prohibited by the United States ~tatutes applicable to the fur-seal, and was forced to aban<lon her voyage and leave
waters in question by an armed vessel of the Hussian navy. .l\ir.
For~yth, writing on the case to the American minister at St. Petersburg on the 4th of May, 1837, said:
It is a violation of the rights of the citizens of the United States, immemorially
exercis,ed and secured to them as well by the law of nations as by the stipulations
of the first article of the convention of 1824, to fish in those seas, and to resort to
the coast for the prosecution of their lawful commerce upon points not already occupied.

From the speech of Mr. Sumner when introducing the question of the
purchase of Alaska to Congress, it is equally clear that the United
States Go\Ternment did not regard themselves as purchasing a monopoly. Having dealt with fur-bearing animals, he went on to treat of
fisheries, and after alluding to the presence of different ~::;pecies of
whales in the vicinity of the Aleutians sai(l: ''No sea is now mare
claus'ltm j all of these may be pursued by a ship under any flag, except
directly on the coast or within its territoric:tl limit."
I now come to the statement that from 1867 to 1886 the possession
was enjoyed by the United States with no mterruptiou and no intrusion
from any source. Her Majesty's GoYernment can not but think that
Mr. Blaine has been misinformed as to the history of the operation~ in
Behring Sea during that period.
The instances recorded in Inclosure 1 in this dispatch are sufficient
to prove from official United States sources that from 1867 to 1886
British vessels were engaged at intervals in the fur-seal fisheries with
the cognizance of the United States Government. I will here by way
of example quote but one.
In 1872 Collector Phelps reported the fitting out of expeditions in
Australia and Victoria for the purpose of takiug seals in .Behring Sea,
while passing to and from their rookeries on St. Paul and St. George
Islands, and recommended that a steam-cutter should be sent to the
region of Ounimak Pass and the islands of St. Paul and St. George .
.l\Ir. Secretary Boutwell informed him, in reply, that he did not consi<.ler it expedient to send a cutter to interfere with the operations of
foreigners, and Rtated: "In addition, I do not see that the United
States would have the jurisdiction or power to drive off parties going
up there for that purpose, unless they made such attempt within a
marine league of the shore.''
Before leaving this part of Mr. Blaine's argument, I would allude to
llis remark that "vessels from other nations passing from time to time
through Behring's Sea to the Arctic Ocean in pursuit of whales have
always abstained from t:1 king part in the capture of seals," which he
holds to be proof ":· we recognition of rights held and exercised first
by Russia~·!~ tl.len by the United States.
Evrn if the facts are as stated, it is not remarkable that \essels
pu~hing on for the short season in which whales can be captured in
the Arctic Ocean, and being fitted specially for the whale fisheries,
neglected to carry boats and hunters for fur-seals or to engage in an
entirely different pursuit.
The whalers, moreover, pass through Behring Sea for the fishing
grounds in the Arctic Ocean in April and May as soon as the ice breaks
up, while the great bulk of the seals do not reach the Pribylov Islands
till tTnne, leaving again by the time the closing of the ice compels the
wbalers to return.

The statement that it is '' a fact now held beyond denial
that the taking of seals in the opell sea rapidly leads to their exti
would admit of reply, and abundant evidence could be adduced
other side. But as it is proposed that this part of the question
be examined by a committee to be appointed by the two Govern
it is not necessary that I should deal with it here.
Her Majesty's Government do not deny that if all sealing were
irr Behring Sea except on the islands in possession of the 1es1se4~~
the United States, the seal may increase and multiply at an
more extraordinary rate than at present, and the seal fishery on
island may become.a monopoly of increasing Yalue; but they can
admit that this is sufficient ground to justify the United States in
cibly depri\Ting other nations of any share in this industry in
which, by the recognized law of nations, are now free to all the
It is from no disrespect that I refrain from replying specifically
the subsidiary questions and argumeuts put forward by Mr. Blain
Till the Yiews of the two Governments as to the obligations attaching,
on grounds either of morality or necessity, to the United States Government in this matter, have been brought into closer harmony, such a
cou:r.se would appear neetlle.ssly to extend a controversy which Her Majesty's G vernment are anxious to keep within reasonable limits.
The neg-otiations now being carried on at Washington prove the readiness of' Her Majesty's Government to consider whether any special
iBternational agreement is necessary for the protection of the fur-sealing industry. In its absence they are unable to admit that the case put
forward on behalf of the United States aft'or<l's any sufficient justification for the forcible action already taken by them against peaceable
subjects of Her Majesty engaged in lawful operations on the higa seas.
''The President," says Mr. Blaine, "is per~uade(l that all friendly
nations will concede to the United States the same rights and privileges
-on the lands and in the waters of Alaska which the same friendly nations
always conceded to the Empire of Russia."
Her Majesty's Government have no difticulty in making sueh a conces~ion. 1n strict accord with the views wllich, previous to the present controversy, were consistently and successfull,y maintained by the
United State111, they have, whenever occasion arose, opposed all claims
to exclusive privileges in the non-territorial waters of Behring Sea. The
rights they have demanded have been those of free navigation and fishing in waters which, previous to their own acquisition of Alaska, the
United States declared to be free and open to all foreign vessels.
That is the extent of their present contention and they trust that, on
consideration of the arguments now presented to them, the United
States will recognize its justice and moderation.
I have to request that you will read this dispatch to Mr. Blaine and
leave a copy of it with him should he desire it.
I am, etc.,
SALISBURY.

[Inclosure.]
n 1870 Collector Phelps report('ld "the barque CyaM has arrived at this port (San
Francisco) from Alaska., having on board 47 seal skins." (See Ex. Doc. No. 83, ~.,orty
fourth qongress, first session.)
In 1872 he reported expeditions fitting out in Australia and Victoria. for the pur~Ose of taking seals in Behring Sea., and was informed that it was not expedient to
Interfere with them.
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1874 Acting Secretary Sawyer, writiug to :Mr. Elliott, speci.tl agent, said:
having been officially reported to this Department by the collector of customs
Townsend, from Ncen.-ah Bay, that British \·ess{\ls from Victoria cross over
American waters and engage in taking fur seaL (which he repn•sents are annn·
becoming more numerous on our immediate coast) to the great llljnry of onr sealboth white and lqdian, you will give such proper attention to the examination
subject as its importance may seem to you, after careful inquiry, to dmua!!d,
"th a view to a report to tho Department of all facts ascenaineu." (Ditto, May
117, p.ll4.)
Mr. Mcintyre, Treasur,v agent, described bow "before proceeuing to har::;h
he had warned the captain of the Cygnet, who was shooting seals in Za·
Bay, and ~:~tated that the captain appeared astonished that ho was breaking
. (Ditto, Marcil 15, 1Si5, No. 1:30, p. 1~4.)
, tho fur-seal trade of the British ColnmbhL coast wa:i of great importanee.
vcs~;els were then engaged in the fishery, of which tho greater number were, in
and !1·87, oeized by the United States 'Government in Behring Sea.
1884, Daniel and Alexander McLean, both British :subjects, tool- the A.meriean
San Diego to Behring Sea, and were so successful that they retnrne<l there
from Victoria, with the ][m·y Ellen and the Fat•onrite.

No 15.
Sir Jul,ian

Pa~tncefote

to JJfr. Blaine.

WASHINGTON, Jlfay 23, 1890.
I have the honor to inform you that a statement having appeared
the newspapers to the effect that the United States revenue cruisers
received orders to proceed to Behring Sea for the purpose of prethe exercise of tlw seal fishery by foreig-n vessels in non-terria! waters, and that statement having been confirmed yester<lay by
I am instructed by the Marquis of Salisbury to state to _yon that a
protest by Her Majesty's Government against auy such interwith British vessels will be forwarded to ~·ou without delay.
I have, etc.,
JULIAN

P AUNCEF01.'E.

No. 16.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEP.A.RTMENT OF Si'.A.TE,

lVashington, May

~6,

1890.

SIR: I have the honor to acknowle(lge the receipt of your note of

e 23d instant, in which you inform me that Her Britannic ,Majesty's
will formally protest against certain action recently taken
this Government for the protection of the Alaskan seal fisheries.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.
H.Ex-.450-5

~ uovj~rnment

No. 17.

Mr. Blaine

w Sir Julian Paunoefote
DEPARTMENT OF ~h'ATE,

Washington, May 29,
SIR: Your note of the 23d instant, already acknowledged
this Government that you" have been instructed by the ..........,4"' ... ,.,,
Salisbury to state that Her Majesty's Government would forw
out delay a protest" against the course which this Government has
it necessary, under the laws of Congress, to pursue in the waters of
Behring Sea.
•
In turn, I am instructed by the President to protest against the
of the British Government in authorizing, encouraging, and pr~ot€~cti:ili
vessels which are not only interfering with American rights in
Behring Sea, but which are doing violence as well to the rights of
civilized world. They are eugaged in a warfare against seal life,
regarding all the regulations which lead to its protection and commili'--'.:l
ting acts which lead ultimately to its destruction, as has been the
in every part of the world where the abuses which are now claimed
British rights have been practiced.
The President is surprised that such protest should he authorized by
Lord Salisbury, especially because the previous declarations of his
lordship would seem to render it impossible. On the 11th day of November, 1887, Lord Salisbury, in an official interview with the minister
from the United States (Mr. Phelps), cordially agreed that ''a code of
regulations should be adopted for the preservation of the seals in Behring Sea from destruction at improper times, by improper means, by the
citizens of either country.'' And Lord Salisbury suggested that Mr.
Phelps "should obtain from his Government and submit to him (Lord
Salisbury) a sketch of a system of regulations which would be adequate
fOl' the purpose." Further interviews were held during the following
month of February (1888) between Lord Salisbury and the American minister, and between Lord Salisbury and the American minister accompanied by the Russian ambassador. In answer to Lord Salisbury's request Mr. Phelps submitted the ''regulations" which the Government
of the United States desired; and in a dispatch of February 25 Mr.
Phelps communicated the following to Mr. Bayard, Secretary of State:
l . ord Salisbury assents to your proposition, ·to establish by mutual arrangement between the governments interested 7 a. close time for fur seals, between April 15 and
November 1, and between 160 degrees of longitude west and 170 degrees of longitude east in the Behring Sea. And he will cause an act to be introduced into Parliament to give effect to this arrangement so soon as it can be prepared. In his opinion
there is no doubt that the act will be passed.
He will also join the United States Government in any preventive measures it may
be thought best to adopt, by orders issued to the naval vessels of the respective governments in that region.

Early in April (1888) the Russian ambassador~ Mr. de Staal, advised
the American charge "'that theRussianGovernment would like to have
the regulations which might be agreed upon for the Behring Sea ex-.
tended to that portion of the latter in which the Commander Islands
are situated, and also to the Sea of Okhotsk, in which Robben Island is
situated."
On the 16th of April, at Lord Salisbury's invitation, the Russian ambassador and Mr. White, the American charge (Mr. Phelps being absent
from London) met at the foreign uffice ''for the purpose of discussing
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Lor•l Salisbury the details of the proposed conventional arrange
for the protection of seals in Behring Sea."
With a Yiew to meeting the l~ussian Government's wishes respectthe waters surrounding Robben Islanu, his lordship suggested that
the whole of Behring Rea those portions of the Sea of Okhotsk
of the Pacific Ocean north of north latitude 47, should be included
the proposed arrangement. His lordship intimated furthermore,
t the period proposed by the United States for a close time, from
15 to November 1, might interfere with the trade longer thau
tely necessary for the protection of seals, and he suggested Ou~
1, instead of a month later, as the termination of the period of
tection." Furthermore, Lord Salisbury "promised to have a.
convention prepared for submission to the H.ussian ambassador
the American minister."
"
n the ~0d of April the American charge was informed by Lord
bury that "it is now proposed to give effect to a seal convention
order in council, not by act of Parliament." It was understood that
s course ;vas proposed by Lord Salisbury in or<ler that the regulan~eded in Behring Sea might be vromptly applied.
ou will observe, then, that from the 11th of November, 1887, to the
of April, 1888, Lord S.1lisbnry had in every form of speech assented
the necessity of a close season for the protection of the seals.
The shortest period which he named was from the 15th of April to
1st of October-five and one-half mouths. In addition, his lordship
ted that the closed sea for the period named should include the
of the Behring Sea and should also include such portion of the
of Okhotsk as would be necessary to protect the Russian seal fishery
Robben Island; that the closed season be extended as far south as
the 47th degree of north latitude-120 miles sonth of the northern
bounrlary of the United States on the Pacific Ocean. He promised
further to draft a convention upon the subject between England, Russia, and the United States.
These assurances were given to the American minister, to the American charge, to the Russian am hassador, aU<l on more than one occasion
to two of them together. The United States had no reason, therefore,
to donut that the whole dispute touching the seal fisheries was practie:tlly settled. Indeed to have distrusted it would have been to question the good faith of J.Jord Salisbur.v. In diplomatic intercourse
between Great Britain and the United States, be it said to the honor of
both governments, a verbal assura,nce from a minister has always been
equal to his written pledge. Speaking the same language, there has
been no room for misunderstanding between the representatives of the
two governments, as may easily happen between those of different
tongues. For a period of six months, therefore, without retraction or
qualification, without the suggestion of a doubt or the dropping of a
hint, tbe understanding between the two governments, on the assurance
of I.Jord Salisbury, was as complete as language could make it.
On the 28th of April, five days after Lord Salisbury's last pointed
as~u:ance, five days after he bad proposed to perfect the scheme, not b;v
the delay of Parliament, but by the promptness of an order in counci1, the American charge was informed that the act of Parliament would
be necessary in addition to the order in council, and that neither act
nor order could be drafted "until Canada is heard from."
For several weeks following April 28th, there were many calls by the
American charge at the foreign office to learn whether '' Uanada had
been heard from.'' He called alone and called in company with the RusH. Ex. 37-62

sian ambassador. Finally, on the 20th of June, Lord
him that an urgent telegram had been '~sent to Canada a
with respect to the delay in its expedition," and that a reply
''received by the secretary of state for the colonies, saying
matfier will be taken up immediately." Mr. White, relying entirely
these assurances, ventured to "hope that shortl.v after Mr. Phelps'
turn the British Government will be in a condition to agree upon
terms of the proposed convention."
Mr. Phelps returned to London on the 22d of June, two days
Mr. White's interview with Lord Salisbury, and immediately after
urgent telegram had been sent to Canada. On the 28th of July
Phelps had received no assurances from Lord Salisbury, and
graphed the department of state his "fear that owing to uana41tan
opposition we shall get no.convention.'; In a dispatch to his Go
ment of the 12th of Sep~ember, he related having had interviews with
Lord Salisbury respecting the convention, which, he says, had been
"virtually agreed upon, except in its details." Mr. Phelps goes on to
say:
The consideration of it has been suspended for communication by the British Government with the Canadian government, for which purpose an interval of several
months had been allowed to elapse. During this long interval the attention of Lord
Salisbury had been repeatedly called to the subject by the American legation, and
on those occasions the answer received from him was that no reply from the Canadian
authoritiesliad arrived.

Mr. Phelps proceeds in the dispatch of September 12 to say:
I again pressed Lord Salisbury for the completion of the convention, as the extermination of seals by the Canadian vessels was understood to be rapidly proceeding.
His lordship, in reply, did not question the propriety or the importance of taking measures to prevent the wanton destruction of so a valuable industry, in which, as heremarked, England had a large interest of its own ; but his lordship stated that the
Canadian government objected to any such restrictions, and that until its consent
could be obtained Her Majesty's Government was not willing to enter into the convention.

It was thus finally acknowledged that the negotiation into which
Lord Salisbury had cordially entered, and to which he had readily
agreed, even himself suggesting some of its most valuable details, was
entirely subordinated to the judgment and desire of the Canadian government. This Government can not but feel that Lord Salisbury would
have dealt more frankly if, in 'the beginning, he had informed Minister
Phelps that no arrangement could be made unless Canada concurred in
it, and that all negotiation with the British Government direct was but
a loss of time.
When you, Mr. minister, arrived in this country a year ago, there
seemed the best prospect for a settlement of this question, but the Russian minister and the American Secretary of State have had the experiences of Mr. Phelps and the Russian ambassador in London repeated.
In our early interviews there seemed to be as ready a disposition on
your part to come to a reasonable and friendly adjustment as there has
alwa;ys been on our p~rt to offer one. You will not forget an interview
between yourself, the Russian minister, and myself, in which the lines
for a close season in the Behring Sea laid down by Lord Salisbury were
almost exactly repeated by yourself, and were inscribed on maps which
were before us, a copy of which is in the possession of the Russian
minister, and a copy also in my possession. A prompt adjustment
seemed practicable-an adjustment which I am sure would have been
honorable to all the countries interested. No obstacles were presented
on the American side of the question. No insistance was made upon
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Behring Sea as mare clausum; no objection was interposed to the
of British ships at all times on all commercial errands through
the waters of the Behring Sea. But our negotiations, as in London,
suddenly broken off for many weeks by the interposition of Canada.
When correspondence was resumed on the last day of April, you made
n offer for a mixed commission of experts to decide the questions at
issue.
Your proposition is that pelagic sealing should be prohibited in the
Behring Sea during the mouths of May, June, October, November, and
December, and that there should be no prohibition during the months
July, August, and September. Your proposition involved the con.
that British vessels should be allowed to kill seals within tO
of the coast of the Pribylov Islands. Lord Salisbury's proposition of 1888 was that during the same months, for which the 10 mile
rivilege is now demanded, no British vessel hunting seals should come
nE.larer to the Pribylov Islands than the 47th parallel of north latitude,
about 600 miles.
The open season which you thus select for killing is the one when the
areas around the breeding islands are most crowded with seals, andespecially crowded with female seals going forth to secure food for the
hundreds of thousands of their young of which they have recently been
delivered. The destruction of the females which, according to expert
te-stimony, would be 95 per cent. of all which the sealing vessels might
readily capture, would inflict deadly loss upon the rookeriPs. The destruction of the females would be followed by the destruction of their
young on the islands, and the herds would be diminished the next year
by this wholesale slaughter of the producing females and their ofl'spring.
The 10-mile limit would give the marauders the vantage ground for
killing the seals that are in the water by tens of thousands searching
for food. The opportunity, under cover of fog and night, for stealing
silently upon the islands and slaughtering the seals within a mile or
even less of the keeper's residence, would largely increase the aggregate
destruction. Under such conditions the British vessels could evenly
divide with the United States, within the 3-mile limit of its own shores
and upon the islands theruselves, the whole advantage of the seal fish~ries. The respect which the sealing vessels woul(l pay to the 10-mile
limit would be the sarue that wolves pay to a tlock of sheep so placed
that no shepherd can guard them. This arrangement, according to your
proposal, was to continue for three months of each Jear, the best months
in the season for depredations upou the seal herd. No course was left
to the United States or to Russia but to reject the proposition.
The propositions made by Lord Salisbury in 1888 and the propositions
made by Her Majesty's minister in \Vashiugton in 1890 are in significant contrast. The circumstances are the same, the conditions are the
same, the rights of the United States are the same in both years. The
position of England has changed, because the wishes of Canada have
demanded the change. The result then with which the United States
is expected to be content is that her rights within the Behring Sea and
on the islands thereof are not absolute, but are to be determined by one
of Her l\'Iajesty's provinces.
The British Government would assuredly and rightfully complain if
an agreement between lwr representative and the representative of the
United States sl~ould, without notice, be broken off by the United States
on the ground that the State~fCalifornia was not willing that it should
be completed. California has a governor chosen independently of the

~Ilttr~t.n<~e

axecntive power of the National Government; Canada has a uo 17'A1'·nm
appointed by the British Orown. The Jegislatnre of Cali
en
laws with which the executive power of the United States bas no
whatever to interfere; Canada enacts laws with which the Avt>nnhu<a>'~
power of Great Britain can interfere so far as absolutely to annul.
he Government of the United States be expected to accept as fin
decision of the Government of Great Britain that an agreement
t)le United States can not be fulfilled because the province of Ca
objects!
1.'his review of the circumstances which led to the present trou
on the Behring Sea question, has been presented by directiou of
President in order to show that the responsibility does not rest with
this Gpvernment. The change of policy made by Her Majest:y's Government without notice and against the wish of this Government, is i'n
the President's belief the cause of all the difl'erences that have followed.
I am further instructed by the President to say that while your propo als of April30 can not be accepted, the United States will continue
the negotiation in hope of reaching an agreement that may conduce to
a good understanding and leave no cause for future dispute. In the
President's opinion, owing to deht~~s for which this Government is not
responsible, it i8 to~ late to conclude such negotiation in time to apply
i~ resnlt the present season. He therefore proposes that Her Majesty's
Government agree not to permit the vessels (which in his judgment do
injury to the property of the United States) to enter the Bellring Sea
for this season, in order that time may be secured for negotiation that
s'bal not be disturbed by untoward events or unduly influenced by
popular agitation. If this oft'er be accepted, the President believes
that before another season shall open, the friendly relations existing
between the two countries and the mutnal desire to continue them, will
lead to treaty stipulations which shall be permanent, because just and
honorable to all parties.
I have, etc.,
J.A.MES G. BLAINE.
1

No. 18.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Paunce{ote.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,
Washington, June 2, 1890.
MY DEAR Sm JULIAN: I have had a prolonged interview with the
President on the matters upon which we are endeavoring to come to an
agreement touching the fur-seal question. The President expresses
the opinion that an arbitration can not be concluded in time for this
season. Arbitration is of little value unless conducted with the most
careful deliberation. What the President most anxiously desires to
know is whether Lord Salisbury, in order to promote a friendly solution of the question, will make for a single season the regulation wllich
in 1888 he oft'ered to make permanent. The President regards that as
the step which will lead most certainly and most promptly to a friendly
agreement between the two Governments.
I have, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE .

•
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No. 19.

Sir Julian Pauncejote to Mr. Blaine.
BRI1'ISH J_;I£GATlON,
:3, 1890.
DEAR MR. BLAINE: In reply to your letter of yesterday e\·euiug,
touching the- fur-seal question, I beg to state that I am in a position to
answer at once the inquiry" Whether Lord Salisbury, in or(le1· to promote a friendly ~olution of the question, will make for a single season
the regulation which in 1888 be oif'ered to make permanent."
The words which I quote from your letter have ref~.:;rence no doubt
to the proposal of the United States that British sealing vessels should
be entirely excluded fi·om the Behring Sea during the seal fishery season. I shall not attempt to discuss here whether what took place in
the course of the abortive negotiations of 1888 amounted to an ofl'er on
the part of Lord Salisbury "to make such a regulation permanent."
It will suffice for the present purpose to state that the further examination of the question which has taken place has satisfied His Lordship that such an extreme measure as tbat proposed in 1888 goes far
beyond the requirements of the case.
Her Majesty's Government are quite willing to adopt all measures
which shall be satisfactorily proved to be necessary for the preservati.ln
of the fur-seal species, and to enforce such measures on British subjects
by proper legislation. But they are not prepan•d to agree to such a
regulation as is suggested in your letter for the present fishery season,
as, apart from other considerations, there would be no legal power to
enforce its observance on British subjects and British vessels.
I have, etc.,
JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE.

Washington, D. G., June

No. 20.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEPAR1'l't'IENT OF STATE,
Washington, June 4, 1890.
SIR: I have your favor of the 2d instant. The President sincere1y
regrets that his considerate and most friendly proposal tor adjustment
of all troubles connected with tbe Behring Sea should be so promptly
rejected. The paragraph in your note in which you refer to Lord Sa1isbury's position needs explanation. I quote it in full :
lt will suffice for the })resent pnrpose to state that the fnrtber examination of the
question which bas taken place has satisfied His Lordship that snch an extreme measure as that proposed in 1888 goes far beyond the requirements of the case.

I do not know what may have been the "examination of the question" that "has satisfied Lord Salisbury that such an extreme measure
as that proposed in 1888 goes far beyond the requirements of the case."
I only know that the most extreme measure proposed came from Lord
Salisbury himself in suggesting a close season as far south as the fortyseventh parallel of latitude, to last from Aprill5 to October 1 in each
year.
At the close of his negotiations with Mr. Phelps in September, 1888,
His Lordship, still approving the ''measures to prevent the wanton
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destruction of so ,.,.aluable an industry," declared, apparently with
gret, that "the Canadian Government objected to any such T'AA.r.n•flt•'"""!
tions" (i.e., as those which His Lordship had in part proposed and
wholly approved), and tllat ''until its consent would be obtained Her
Majesty's Government was not willing to enter into the convention."
It is evident, therefore, that in 1888 Lord Salisbury abruptly closed
the negotiations because in his own phrase ''the Canadian Government objected." He assigned no other reason wllatever, and until
your note of the 2d was received this Government bad never been
informed that Hig Lordship entertained any other objections than
those expressed in September, 1888.
It is proper to recall to your recollection that at divers times in personal conversation I have proposed to you, on behalf of this Government, a close season, materially 8horter, in point of time, than was volun-.
tarily ofterecl by Lord Salisbury and much less extended in point of space.
Instead of going as far south as the forty-seventh parallel I have frequently indicated the willingness of this Government to take the dividing line between the Pacific Ocea,n and the Behring Sea-the line which
is tangent to the southernmost island of the Aleutian group-being as
near as may be the fiftieth parallel of north latitude.
Early in April you will remember that you suggested to me the advantagf\ that might follow if the sailing of thP- revenue cutters for Behring Sea could be postponed till the middle of May. Tllough that was
a matter entirely under the control of the Treasury Department, Secretary \Vindom promptly complied with your request, and by the President's direction a still longer postponement was ordered in the hope
that some form of equitable adjustment might be proposed by Her
Majesty's Government. Even the rm.,.enne cutter, which annually passes
througlt Behring Sea carrying supplies to the relief station at Point
Barrow in the Arctic Ocean-seventy-second degree of North latitudewas held back lest her appearance in Behring Sea might be misrepresented as a non-observance of the understanding between us.
It is perfectly clear that if your claim for British vessels to kill seals
within 10 miles of tlle Pribylov Islands, directlj~ after the mothers are
delivered of their young, should be granted, the Behring Sea would
swarm with vessels engaged in sealing-not forty or fifty, as now, but
many hundreds, through the summer months. If that privilege should
be given to Canadian vessels, it must, of course, be conceded at once
to American vessels. If the rookeries are to be thrown open to Canadians, they would certainly, as matter of common right, be thrown open to
citizens ot the United States. The seal mothers, which require an arpa of
from 40 to 50 miles from the islands, on all sides, to secure food for their
young, would be slaughtered by hundreds of thousands, and in a brief
space of time there would be no seals in tile Behring Sea. Similar
causes have uniformly produced similar eff'ects. Seal rookeries in all parts
of the world have been destroyed in that way. The present course of
Great Britain will produce the same eff'ect on the only seal rookery of
any value left in the waters of the oceans and seas of the globe. The
United States have leased the privilege of sealing because only in that
way can the rookeries be preserved, and only in tllat way can this Government derive a revenue from the Pribylov Islands. Great Britain
would perhaps gain something for a few years, but it would be at the
expense of destroying a valuable interest belonging to a friendly natioqan interest which the civilized world desires to have preserved.
I observe that you quote Treasury Agent George R. Tingle in your
. dispatch of April 30 as showing that, notwithstanding the depredations
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marauders, the total num bAr of seals had increased in the Behring
The rude mode of estimating the total nnm ber can readily lead
to mistakes ; and other agents have difiered from Mr. Tingle. But
aside from the correctness or incorrectness of Mr. Tingle's conclusions
that point, may I ask upon what grounds do the Canadian vessels
a claim, unless they assume that they have a title to the increase
the seal herd¥ If the claim of the United States to the seals of
Pribylov islands be well founded, we are certainly entitled to the
f. lllcr~ea~~e as much as a sheep-grower is entitled to the increase of his
ftock.
Having introduced Mr. Tingle, who bas ver~r extensive knowledge
touching the seals in Behring Sea, as well as the habits of the Canadian
marauders, I trust you will not discredit his testimony. The following
statement made by Mr. Tingle in his official report to the Treasury Department at the close of the season of 1887 is respectfully commended
to your consideration :
I am now convinced from what I gather in questioning the men belonging to ca.ptured schooners and from reading the logs of the vessels, that not more than one seal
in ten killed and mortally wounded is landed on the boats and skinned; thus you will
see the wanton destruction of seal life without any benefit whatever. I think 30,000
skins taken this year is a low estimate on this basis; 300,000 fur-seals were killed to
secure that number, or three times as many as the Alaska Commercial Company are
allowed by law to kill. You can readily see that this great slaughter of seals will,
in a few years, make it impossible for 100,000 skins to be taken on the islands by the
lessees. I earnestly hope more rigorous measures will be adopted by the Government
in dealing with these destructive law-breakers.

Both of Mr. Tingle's statements are made in his official capacity, and
in both cases he had no temptation to state anything except what he
honestly believed to be the truth.
The President does· not conceal his disappointment that even for the
sake of securing an impartial arbitration of the question at issue, Her
Majesty's Government is not willing to suspend, for a single season, the
practice which Lord Salisbury described in 1888 as "the wanton destruction of a valuable industry," and which this Government has unitormly regarded as an unprovoked invasion of its established rights.
I have, etc.,
~TAMES G. BLAINE.

No. 21.

Sir Julian Pauncejote to Mr. Blaine.
WASHINGTON, June 6, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge the receipt of your official note
of the 4th instant, commenting upon the rPply which I returned to the
inquiry contained in your letter of the 2d instant, whether the Marquis
of Salisbury would, in order to promote a friendly solution of the furseal question, agree to the total exclusion of British sealers from the
Behring Sea during the present fishery season. You express the regret of the President that '' his considerate and most friendly proposal
for the adjustment of all trouble connected with the Behring Sea should
be so promptly rejected."
I have this day transmitted a copy of your note to Lord Salisbury,
and pending further instructions I will abstain from pursuing the discussion on the various points with which it deals, especially as the
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views of Her Maje~ty's Government on the main questions involved are
stated with great precision in Lord Salisbury's dispatch of the 22d of
:May, which I had the lwnor to read to you yesterday, and of which, in
accordance with your desire: I left a copy in your bands. I would only
observe that as regards the sufficiency or insufficiency oftherauius often
miles around the rookeries " within which Her Majesty's Government
proposed that sealers should be excluded" no opportunity was afforded
me of discussing the question before the proposals of Her Majesty's
Government were summarily rejected.
I may mention, also, that I fear there has been some misapprehem;ion
as regards a request which you appear to have understood me to make
respecting the date of the sailing of United States revenue-cutters for
Behring Sea. I have no recollection of having made any suggestion
with reference to those revenue-cutters, except that their commanders
should receive explicit instructions not to apply the municipal law of
the IT nited States to British vessels in Behring Sea outside of territorial waters.
I have, etc.,
JULIAN P AUNCEFOTE.

No. 22.

Sir Julian Prtuncejote to Mr. Blaine.
[Extract from telegram from the Marquis of Salisbury.]

(Received June 9, 1890.)
Lord Salisbury regrets that the President of the United States should
think him wanting in conciliation, but his lordship can not refrain
from thinking that the President does not appreciate the difficulty
arising from the law of England.
It is entirely beyond the power of Her Majesty's Government to exclude British or Uanadian ships from any portion of the high seas,
even for an hour, without legislative sanction. Her Majesty's Government have always been willing, without pledging themselves to details
on the questions of area and date, to carry on negotiations, hoping
thereby to come to some arrangement for such a close season as is
necessary in order to preserve the seal species from extinction, but the
provisions of such an arrangement would always require legislative
sa~ction so that the measures thereby determined may be enforced.
Lord Salisbury does not recognize the expressions attributed to him.
He does not think that he can have used them, at all events, in the
context mentioned.
No. 23.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncejote.
DEPARTMEN1' OF STATE,

Washington, June 11, 1890.
SIR: I have shown to the President the extract from the telegram of
Lord Salisbury of June 9, in which his lordship states that "it is beyond the power of Her Majesty's Government to exclude British or
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ian ships from any portion of the high seas, even for an hour,
t legislative sanction."
stopping to comment upon the fact that his lordship assumes the
surrounding the Pribylov Islands to be the " high seas," the
<lent instructs me to say that it would satisfy this Government if
Salisbury would by public proclamation simply request that vessailing under the British flag should abstain frou entering the Behg Sea for the present season. If this request shall he complied with,
re will be full time for impartial negotiations, and, as the Presideut
, for a friendty conclusion of the differences between the two Govents.
I have, etc.,
JAMES

G.

BLAINE.

No. 24.

Sir Julian Pauncefote to Jlfr. Blaine.
. WASHINGTON, June 11, 1890.
SIR: I have the honor to acknowledge your note of this day with
to the passage in.a telegram from the Marquis of Salisbury,
ich I communicated to ~-on at our interview of the 9th instant, to
effect that "it is beyond the power of Her Majesty'!-; Government
exclude British or Canadian ships from any portion of the high seas,
even for an hour without legislative action."
You in"f~rm me that without commenting on the fact that his lordship assumes the waters surrounding the Pribylov Islands to be the
high seas, the President instructs you to say that it would satisfy your
Government if Lord Salisbury would by public proclamation simply
request that vessels sailing under the British flag should abstain from
entering the Behring Sea for the present season. You add, if this request shall be complied with, there will be full time for impartial negotiations, and, as the President hopes, for a friendly conclusion of the
differences between the two Governments.
·
I have telegraphed the above communication to Lord Salisbury, and
I await his lordship's instructions thereon. In the meanwhile I take this
opportunity of informing you that I reported to his lordship, by telegraph, that at the same interview I again pressed yon for an assurance
that British sealing vessels would not be interfered with in the Behring
Sea by United States revenue cruisers while the negotiations co:Qtinued,
but you replied that you could not give such assurance. I trust this is
not a final decision, and that in the course of the next ft~w days, while
there is yet time to communicate with the commanders, instructions will
be sent to them to abstain from such interference.
It is in that hope that I have delayed delivering the formal protest of
Her Majesty's Government announced in my note of the 23d of May.
I have, etc.,
JULIAN P AUNOEFOTE.

No.25.
Sir Julian Paunoejote to Mr. Blaine.
W A.SHINGTON, June 14,
Sm: With reference to the note which I had the honor to add
yon on the 11th instant, I desire to express my deep regret at
failed op to the present time to obtain from you the assurance,
bad hoped to receive, that during the continuance of our nej;{ot·tatl:QJ
for the settlement of the fur-seal fishery question British sealing
would not be interfered with by United States revenue cruisers in
13ehring Sea outside of territorial waters.
Having learned from statements in the public press and from
sources that the revenue cruisers Rush and Oorwin are now
dispatched to the Behring Sea, I can not, consistently with the inR·t.rnt~
tions I have received from my Government, defer any longer
munication of their formal protest announced in my notes of
ultimo and the 11th instant against any such interference with R ...;iHalfi·~
vessels.
I have accordingly the honor to transmit the same herewith.
I have, etc.
JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE.

(lnclomre.]

Protest.

(Received J nne 14, 12.35, 1~90.)
The undersigned, Her Britannic Majesty's envoy extraordinary and
minister plenipotentiary to the Un~ted States of America, has the honor,
by instruction of his Government, to make to the Hon. James G. Blaine,
Secretary of State of the United States, the following communication:
Her Britannic Majesty's Government have learned with great concern from notices which have appeared in the press, and the general
aoouracy of which bas been confirmed by Mr. Blaine's statements to the
undersigned, that the Government of the United States have issued instructions to their revenue -cruisers about to be despatched to Behring
&at under which the vessels of British subjects will again be exposed,
·n the prosecution of their legitimate industry on the high seas, to unlawful interference at the hands of .American officers.
Her Britannic MaJesty's Government are anxious to co-operate to
the ful1est extent of their power with the Government. of the United
States in such measures as may be found to be expedient for the prorection of the seal fisheries. They are at the present moment engaged
in examining, in concert with the Government of tbe United States, the
best method of arriving at an agreement upon this point. But they
an not admit the right of the United States of their own sole motion
to restrict for this ~nrpose the freedom of navigation of Behring Sea,
'Which the United States have themselves in former years convincingly
and successfully vindicated, nor to enforce their municipal legislation
against British vessels on the high s.eas beyond the limits of their territorial jurisdiction.
Her ~ritannic Majesty's Government are therefore unable to pass
over without notice the public announcement of an intention on the
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ot the GO\'Crnment of the United States to renew the acts of interwith British Yessels navigating outside the territorial waters
Unitecl States, of which they have previously have to complain.
undersigned is in consequence instructed formally to protest
such interference, and to declare that Her Britannic Majesty's
ment must hold the Government of the United States responsifor the consequences that may ensue from acts which are contrary
the established principles of international law.
The undersigned, etc.,
JULIAN P AUNCEFOTE.

No. 26.

Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Blaine.
WASHINGTON, June 27, 1890.
: I did not fail to transmit to the Marquis of Salisbury a copy of
note of the 11th instant, in which, with reference to his lordship's
ent that British legislation would be necessary to enable Her
's Government to exclude British vessels from any portion of
seas "even for an hour," you informed me, by desire of the
ent, that the United States Government would be satisfied ''if
Salisbury would by public proclamation simply request that vesling under the British flag should abstain from entering the
ng Sea during the present season."
ave now the honor to inform you that I have been instructed by
Salisbury to state to you in reply that the President's request
ts constitutional difficulties which would preclude Her Majesty's
ment from accedinr, to it~ except as part of a general scheme for
settlement of the Behriug Sea controversy, and on certain condis which would justify the as~mmption by Her Majesty's Governt of the grave responsibility involved in the proposal.
Those conditions are:
I. That the two Governments agree forthwith to refer to arbitration
question of the legality of the action of tqe United States Governt in seizing or otherwise interfering with British vessels engaged
e Behring Sea, outside of territorial waters, during the years 1886,
· , and 1889.
II. That, pending the award, all interference with British sealing
shall absolutely cease.
III. That the United States Government, if the award should be adverse to them on the question of legal right, will compensate British
ubjects for the losses which they may sustain by reason of their comiance with the British proclamation.
Such are the three conditions on which it is indispensable, in the view
Her Majesty's Government, that the issue of the proposed proclamashould be based.
As regards the compensation claimed by Her Majesty's Government
the losses and injuries sustained by British subjects by reason of the
of the United States Government against British sealing vessels
in the Behring Sea during the years 1886, 1887, and 1889, I have already
informed Lord Salisbury of your assurance that the United States Gov- erJ[lm~ent would not let that claim stand in the way of an amicable ad·

..
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justment of the controversy, and I trust that the reply which
tion of Lord Salisbury, I have now the honor to return to the IJl'jP!..!1orfAlllfi
inquiry, may facilitate the attainment of that object for which we
so long and so earnestly labored.
I have, etc.,
JULIAN P AUNCEFOTE.

No. 27.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, June 30, 1890.
SIR: On the 5th instant you read to me a dispatch from Lord Salisbury dated May 22, and by his instruction you left with me a copy. His
Lordship writes in answer to my dispatch of the 22d January last. At
that time, writing to yourself touching the current contention between
the Governments of the U mted States and Great Britain as to the juris·
diction of the former over the waters of the Behring Sea, I made the following statement:
·
The Government of the United States has no occasion and no desire to withdraw or
modify the positions which it has at any time maintained against the claims of the
Imperial Government of Russia. The United States will not withhold from any nation
the privileges which it demanded for itself when Alaska was part of the Russian
Empire. Nor is the Government of the United States disposed to exercise any less
power or authority than it was willing to concede to the Imperial Government of
Russia when its sovereignty extended over the territory in question. The President
is persuaded that all friendly nations will concede to the United States the same rights
and privileges on the lands and in the waters of Alaska which the same friendly
nations always conceded to the .Empire of Russia.

In answer to this declaration Lord Salisbury contends that Mr. John
Quincy Adams, when Secretary of State under President Monroe, protested a,..gainst the jurisdiction which Russia claimed over the waters of
Behring Sea. To maintain this position his lordship cites the words
of a dispatch of Mr. Adams, written on July 23, 1823, to Mr. Henry
Middleton, at that time our minister at St. Petersburg. The alleged
declarations and admissions of Mr. Adams in that dispatch have been
the basis of all the arguments which Her Majesty's Government has
submitted against the ownership of certain properties in the Behring
Sea which the Government of the United States confidently assumes.
I quote the portion of Lord Salisbury's argument which includes the
quotation from Mr. Adams:
After Russia, at the instance of the Russian-American Fur Company, claimed in
1821 the pursuits of commerce, whaling, and fishing from Behriug's Straits to the 51st
degree of north latitude, and not only prohibited all foreign vessels from landing on
the coasts and islands of the above waters, but also preYented them from approaching within 100 miles thereof, Mr. Quincy Adams wrote as follows to the United States
minister in Russia:
''Toe United States can admit no part of these claims; their right of navigation
and fishing is perfect, and has been in constant exercise from the earliest times
throughout the whole extent of the Southern Ocean, subject only to the ordinary exceptions and exclusions of the territorial jurisdictions."

The quotation which Lord Salisbury makes is unfortunately a most
defective, erroneous, and misleading one. The conclusion is separated
from the premise, a comma is turned into a period, an important qualification as t<l time is entirely erased without even a suggestion that it
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formed part of the text, and out of eighty-four words, logically
msepttra.bly connected, thirt.y-five are dropped from Mr. Adams'
in Lord Salisbury'8 quotation. No edition of Mr. Adams'
antlwrity for his lordship's quotation; while the archives of
epartment plainly disclose its many errors. I requote Lord Salisversion of what Mr. Adams said, and in juxtaposition produce
ams's full text as he wrote it:
[Lord Salisbury's quotation from Mr. Adams.)

United Sta.tes can a.dmit no part of these claims; their right of navigation and
is perfect, and bas been in constant exercise from the earliest times throughout
extent of the Southern Ocean, subject only to the ordinary exceptions and
of the territorial j urisdictious.
;[Full toxt of Mr. Adams' paragraph.]'

Unitecl States can admit. no part of these claims. Their right of navigation and
g is perfect, and has been in constant exercise from the earliest times, after
of 1783, throughout the whole extent of the Southern Ocean, subject only to
nary exceptions alHl exclusions of the territorial jurisdictions, ·which so far a6
1·ights m·e co11cerned, arc confined to certain islands north of the fifty-fifth degue of
and have no existence on. the continent of Llmm·ica.

words in italics are those which are left out of ~Ir. Adams' parain the dispatcll of Lord Salisbury. They are precisely the words
hicll the GoYernment of the United States founds its argument
case. Conclusions or inferences resting upon the paragraph,
the material parts of Mr. Adams' text omitted, are of course valuefirst object is to ascertain tile true meaning of J\>lr. Adams'
which were omitted by Lord Salisbury. "Russian rights,"
Mr. Adams, ''are confiue<l to certain islands north of the 55th
of latitude. " The islands referred to are as easily recognized
as when Mr. .Adams described tlleir situation sixty -seven 3Tears
'I he best known among them, both under Russian and American
llri:sdicti·on, are Sitka and Kadiak; but their whole number is great.
Adams literally intended to confine Russian rights to those
all the discoveries of Vitus Behring and other great navigators
bed away by one sweep of his pen, and a large chapter of
is but a fable.
But Mr. Adam8 goes still farther. He declares that "Hussian rights
ve no existence on the continent of America. " If we take the \Yords
1\lr. Adams with their literal meaning, there was no such thing as
Possessions in America," although forty-four years after
Adams wrote th.esc words, the United States paid Russia seven
lions two hundred thousand dollars for these "Possessions" and
the rights of land and sea connected therewith.
This construetion of Mr. Adams' language can not be the true one.
would be absurd on its face. The title to that far northern territory
secure to Russia as early as 1741; secure to her against the claims
all other nations ; secure to her thirty-seven years before Captain
k had sailed into the North Pacitic; secure to her more than half a
tury before the United States had made good her title to Oregon.
Russia was in point of time the first power in this region by right of
discovery. Without immoderate presumption she might have challenged the rights of others to assumed territorial possessions; but no
nation had shadow of cause or right to challenge her title to the vast
· of land and water which, before Mr. Adams was Secretary of
te, had become lnwwn as the " Russian Possessions."

8BQTION 1. The transaction of commerce, and the pursuit ot' whaling and
or anv other industry on the islands, in the harbors and inlets,
iu
along· the northwe&tem coast of America from Behring Strait to the ntt~r-nr·at
ofno.rthern latitude, andlikewiseon the Aleutian Islands and along the~~- .. --·- --~·-
of Siberia, and on the Knrile Islands; that is, from Behring Strait to the sou1the1~
promontory of the island of Urop, viz, as far south as latitude forty-five degree&
fifty nrtnqtes north, are exclusively rese~ved to subjects of tbe Russian Empire.
Sse. 2. Accordingly, no foreig vessel shall be allowed either to put to shore
any of the coasts and islands under Russian dominion as specified in the pmcediiJUti'
-.,ection, or even to approach t\e same to within a distance of less tban
miles. Any vessel contravening this provision shall be subject to confiscation
)Jer whole cargo.

Against this larger claim of authqrity (~,extending farther south
the merican coast to the 51st degree of north latitude), Mr. auL~tiJll~t ~~
vigorously protested. ln'l\ dispatch of March 30, 1822, to Mr. Poletie3t
the Russian minister at Washington, Mr. Adams said:
This ukase now for the first time extends the claim of Russia on

0088t of America to the 51st de~ of north latitude.

Lh~

northwe&t

And be pointed out to the Russian minister that the only foundation
for the new pretension of Russia was the existence of a small settlement, situated, not on the American continent, but on a small islandifi
latitude 57-Novo Archangelsk, now known as Sitka.
Mr. Adams protested, not against the ukase of Paul, but against the
u&ase of Alexander; not wholly against the ukase of Alexander, bu~
only against his extended claim of sovereignty southward on the con·
tiaent to the 51st degree north latitude. In short, Mr. Adams protested,
not against the old pos~ions, but against the new pretensions of
Russia on the north west coast of America-pretensions to territory
claimed by the United States and frequented by her mariners since the
peace of 1783-,-.a specification of time which is dropp~ from Lord Salis·
bury's quotation of Mr. Adams, but which Mr. Adams pointedly used
to ftx the date when the power of the United States was visibly exer--:eised on the coast of the Pacific Ocean.
The names and phrases at tha.t time in use to describe the geographJ
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within the area of this dispute, are confusing and at certain
contradictory and irreconcilable. Mr. Adams' denial
of the ownership of territory on "the 0 ntiuent of America"
illustration of this singular contradiction of names and places.
same way the phrase'' Northwest coast" will be found, beyond
ble doubt, to have been used in two senses, one including the
t coast of the Russian possessions, and one to describe the
whose northern limit is the 60th parallel of north latitude.
is very plain that Mr. Adams' phrase "the Continent of America,'
reference to Russia's possessions, was used in a territorial sense,
not in a geographical sense. He was drawing the distinction bethe territory of ''America" and the territory of the" H,ussian
:1884~sswns." Mr. Adams did not intend to assert that these territorial
of Russia bad no existence on the continent of North America.
meant tl1at they did not exist as the ukase of · the Emperor Alexanbad attempted to establish them-south ward of the Aleutian pen inand on that distinctive part of the continent claimed as the terof the United States. hAmerica "and the" United States" were
as they are now, commonly used as synonymous.
tish statesmen at the time used the phrase precisely as Mr. Adams
The possessions of the crown were generically termed British
·
Great Britain and the United States harmonized at this
and on this territorial issue against Russia. Whatever disputes
be left by these negotiations for subsequent settlement between
powers there can be no doubt that at that time they had a
on and very strong interest against the territorial aggrandizeof Russia. The British use of the phrase is clearly seen in the
between Great Britain and Russia, negotiated in 1825, and reto at length in a subsequent portion of this dispatch. A pubas eminent as Stratford Canning opened the third article of that
in these descriptive words:
au·oaJ~ent.. JL~

line of demarcation between the possesstons of the high contracting parties,
the coast of the continent, and the islands of America to the north west. * • *

Mr. Canning evidently di~tinguished ''the islands of America" from
''islands of the Hussian possessions," which were far more nus; and by the use of the phrase'' to the Northwest" just as evidently
the coast of the Continent as Mr. Adams limited it, in that din, by the Alaskan peninsula. A concurrence of opinion between
n Quincy Adams and Stratford Canning, touching any public ques]eft little room even for suggestion by a third person.
It will· be observed as having weighty significance that the Russian
nership of the Aleutian and Kurile Islands (which border and close
the Behring Sea, and by the dip of the peninsula are several degrees
of latitude 55) was not disputed by Mr. Adams, and could not
bly have been referred to by him when he was limiting t.he island
sessions of Russia. This is but another evidence that Mr. Adams
making no question as to Russia's ownership of all territory bordering on the Behring Sea. The contest pertained wholly to the territory
on the northwest coast. The Emperor Paul's ukase, declaring his
sover~ignty over the . .<\.leutian and Kurile Islands, was never questioned
de11ied by any power at any time.
Many of tbe acts of Mr. Adams' public life received interesting com-

entary and, where there was doubt, luminous interpretation in his
diary, wbicb was carefully kept from June 3, 1794, to January

~versonaJ

, 1848, inclusive. The present case affords a happy illustration of the
H.Ex.450-6
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corroborative strength of the diary. During the progress of this
spondence Baron Tuyll, who bad succeeded Mr. Poletica as Russian
minister in "''"ashington, called upon Mr. Adams at his office on July 17,
1823, six days before the date of the dispatch upon which I have been
commenting, and upon which Lord Salisbury relies for sustaining his
contention in regard to the I3ehring Sea. During an animated conversation of an hour or more between Mr. A-dams and Baron Tuyll, the
former said :
I told Baron Tuyll specially that we should contest the right of Russia to any territorial establishment on this continent. * * *

It will be obserYed that Mr. Adams uses the same phrase in his conversation that has misled English statesmen as to the true scope and
meaning of his dispatch of July 23, 1823. When he declared that we
should "contest the right of Hussia to any territorial establishment on
this continent" (with the word "any" italicized), he no more meant that
we should attempt to drive Russia from her ancient possessions than
that we should attempt to drive England from the ownership of Canada
or Nova Scotia. Such talk would have been absurd gasconade, and 1\Ir.
Adams was the last man to indulge in it. His true meaning, it will be
seen, comes out in the next sentence when he declares:
I told Baron Tnyll that we ~hould assn me distinctly th13 principle that tho American
continents are no longer subjects for any new European colonial establishments.

In the message of President Monroe to the next Congress (the 18th)
at its first session, December 2, 1823, he announced that. at the proposal
of the Russian Government the United States bad agreed to "arrange
by amicable negotiations the respective rights and interests of the two
nations on the northwest coast of this continent." A similar proposal
had been made by Hussia to Great Britain and had been likewise agreed
to. The negotiations in both cases were to be at St. Petersburg.
It was in connection with this subject, and in the same paragraph,
that President l\fonroe spoke thus:
In the discussions to which this interest has given rise, and in the arrangements by
which they may terminate, the occasion has been jnrlged proper for as~:;erting, as a.
principle in which the l'ights and interests of the United States are involved, that
the American continents, by the free and independent condition which they have assumed and
·maintained, arc henceforth not to be considered as subjects for future colonization by any
European power.

This very brief declaration (in fact merely the three lines italicized),
constitutes the famous "l\Ionroe doctrine." Mr. Adams' words of the
July preceding clearly foreshadowed this position as the permanent
policy of the United States. The declaration removes the last doubt,
if room for doubt had been left, that the reference made by Mr. Adams
was to the future, and had no possible connection with the Hussiau
rights existing for three-quarters of a century before the dispatch of
182:{ was written.
It was evident from the first that the determined attitude of the United
States, subsequently supported by Great Britain, would prevent the
extension of H.ussian territory southward to the 51st parallel. The
treaties which were the result of the meeting at St. Petersburg, already
noted, marked the surrender on the part of Unssia of this pretension
and the conclusion was a joint agreement that 54 degrees and 40 minutes should be taken as the extreme southern boundary of Hussia on
the northwest coast, instead of the 55th degree, which was proclaimed
by th~ Emperor Paul in the ukase of 1799.
The treaty between Russia and the United States was concluded on
the 17th of April, 1824, and that between H.ussia and Great Britain, ten

later, on the 16th of February, 1825. In both treaties Russia
ledges 54.40 as the dividing line. It was not determined " ·hich
two nations owned the territory from 54.40 down to the 49th parand it remained in dispute between Great Britain and t.he United
until its final adjustment by the " Oregon treaty," negotiated by
Huch11.nam and Mr. Pakenbam under the administration of Mr. Polk
Government of the United States has steadily m,aintained that in
of these treaties with Russia was there any attempt at regulating
~vuLL&v•uing, or even as8erting an interest in, the Hussian Possessions
the Behring Sea, which lie tar to the north and west of the terriwhich forme.d the basis of the contention. This conclusion is inbly proved by the protocols which were signed during the prog·
the negotiation. At the fourth conference of the plenipotenon, the 8th day of March (1824), the American minister, Mr.
Middleton, submitted to the Russian representative, Count Nesthe following :
dominion can not be acquired but by a real occupation and possession, and an
(animus) to est&blish it is by no means sufficient.
is clear, according to the facts established, that neither Russh• nor any
bas the right of dominion upon the continent of America beand sixtieth degrees of north latitude.
less bas she the dominion of the adjacent maritime territory, or of the sea
washes these coasts, a dominion which is only accessory to the territorial do~.There1:ore

she bas not the right of exclusion or of admission on these coasts, nor
seas which are free seas.
right of navigating aU the free seas belongs, by natural law, to every independtion, and even constitutes an essential part of this independence.
United States have exercised navigation in the seas, and commerce upon the
above mentioned, from the time of their independence; and they have a perright to this navigation and to this commerce, and they can only be deprived of
by their own act or by a convention.

·This is a clear proof of what is demonstrated in other ways, that the
dispute between the United States and Russia and between Great
and Russia related to the Northwest coast, as Mr. Middleton exit, between the "50th and the 60th degrees of north latitude."
statement is in perfect harmony with Mr. Adams' paragraph when
in full. "The United States," Mr. Middleton insists, "have-exernavigation in the seas and commerce upon the coasts above meu~ ~~~..,,u.,•Ll· from the time of their independence;" but be does not say one
n regard to our possessing any rights of navigation or commerce
Behring Sea. He declares that '~Russia bas not the right of ex,'.-euunu•u or admission on these coasts [between the 50th and 60th degreEls
latitude] nor in these seas which are free seas," evidently empha" free" to distinguish those seas from the Behring Sea, which
recognized as being under Russian restrictions.
Mr. Middleton wisely and conclusively maintained that if Russia had
no claim to the continent between the 50th and the 60th degrees north
latitude; "still less could she have the dominion of the adjacent mariterritory," or, to make it more specific, "of the sea. which was es
these coasts." That sea was the Great Ocean, or the Pacific Ocean, or
the South Sea, the three names being equally used for the same thing.
The language of Mr. Middleton plainly shows that the lines of latitude were used simply to indicate the "dominion" on the coast between
the 50th and 60th }laratlels of north latitude.
The important declarations. of Mr. Middleton, which interpret and
enforce the contention of the United States, should be regarded as inH. Ex. 3,-63
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disputable authority, from the fact that they are but a pal~ap,hnWMS;:
the instructions which Mr. Adams delivered to him for
negotiating the treaty with Count Nesselrode. Beyond all
proYe that Mr. Adams' meaning was the reverse of what Lord
bury infers it to be in the paragraph of which he quoted on
The four principal articles of the treaty negotiated by Mr..u ................oov~~·:
are as follows :
ART. I. It is agreed that, in any part of the Great Ocean, commonly called the
cific Ocean or South Sea, the respective citizens or subjects of the high contracting
powers shall be neither disturbed nor restrained, either in navigation or in fishing, or
in the power of resorting to the coasts, upon points which maynotalreadyhave been
occupied, for the purpose of trading with the natives, saving a} ways the restrictions
and conditions determined by the following articles :
ART. II. With a view of preventing the rights of navigation and of fishing exercised upon the Great Ocean by the citizens and subjects of the high contracting powers from becoming the pretext for an illicit trade, it is agreed that the citizens of the
United States shall not resort to any point where there is a Russian establishment,
without the permission of the governor or commander; and that, reciprocally, the
subjects of Russia shall not resort, without permission, to any establishment of the
United States upon the Northwest coast.
ART. III. It is moreover agreed that, hereafter, there shall not be formed by the citizens of the United States, or under the authority of the said States, any establishment
upon the Northwest coast of America, nor in any of the islands adjacent, to the north
of fifty-four degrees and forty minutes of north latitude ; and that, in the same manner, there shall be none formed by Russian subjects, or under the authority of Russia,
south of the same parallel.
ART. IV. It is, nevertheless, understood that during a term of ten years, counting
from the signature of the present convention, the ships of both powers, or which belong to their citizens or subjects, respectively, may reciprocally frequent, without any
hindrance whatever, the interior seas, gulfs, harbors. and creeks, upon the coast mentioned in the preceding article, for the purpose of fishing and trading with the natives
of the country.

The first article, by carefully mentioning the Great Ocean and describing it as the ocean '' commonly called the Pacific Ocean or South Sea,"
evidently meant to distinguish it from some other body of water with
which the negotiators did not wish to confuse it. Mr. Adams useu the
term '• South Sea" in the dispatch quoted by Lord Salisbury, and used
it with. the same discriminating knowledg·e that pervades his whole argument on this question. If no other body of water existed within the
I>ossible scope of the treaty, such particularity of description would
haye had no logical meaning. But there was another body of water
already known as the Behring Sea. That name was first gi Yen to it in
1817-according to English authority-seven years before the American
treaty, and eight years before the British treaty, with Uussia; but it
had been known as a sea, separate from the ocean, under the names of
the Sea of Kamchatka, the Sea of Otters, or the Aleutian Sea, at different periods before the Emperor Paul issued his ukase of 1799.
The seconu article plainly shows that the treaty is limited to the
Great Ocean, as separate f~m the Behring Sea, because the limitation
of the" Northwest coast" between the 50th and 60th degrees could apply to no other. That coast, as defined both by American and British
negotiators at that t,ime, did not border on the Behring Sea.
The third article shows the compromise as to territorial sovereignty
on the Northwest coast. The United States and Great Britain had
both claimed that Russia's just boundary on the coast terminated at
the 60th degree north latitude, the southern border of the Aleutian
peninsula. Russia claimed to the 51st parallel. They made a compromise by a 11early equal division. An exactly equal division would have
given Russia 54.30; but 10 miles farther north Prince of Wales' Island
presented a better geographical point for division, and Hussia accepted
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less than half the coast of which she had claimed al and 54.40
us established as the dividing point.
fourth article of the treaty necessarily grew out of the claims of
to a. share of the N8rthwestcoast in dispute between the United
a.nd Great Britain. Mr. Adams, in the instruction to Mr. Mid·
so often referred to, says :
the third article of the convention between the United States and Great Britain,
20th of October, 181tl, it was agreed that any country that might be claimed
party on the Northwest coast of America, westward of the Stony Mountains,
together with its harbors, bays, and creeks, and the naviga tiou of all rivers
the same, be free and open, for the term of ten years from that date, to the
citizens, and subjects of the two powers, without prejudice to the claims of
party or of any other state.
are authorized to propose an article of the same-import fbr a term of ten years
the signature of a joint convention between the United States, Great Britain,
Russia.

will be observed that the fourth article relates solt~ly to the '' Northcoast of America" so well understood as the coast of the Pacific
between the 50th and the 60th degrees north latitude, and therenot in the remotest degree touch the Behring Sea or the land
upon it.
articles in the treaty between Great Britain and Russia,
16, 1825, that could have any beating on the pending conten·
follows:
I and II (substantially the sa me as in the treaty between
and the United States).

iN"..Ill'l'nO'

""'""'1 "'·. . . , .••

The line of demarcation between the possessions of the high conupon the coast of the continent, and the islands of America to the
be drawn in the manner following:,
t:,o•nm1en,cin.g from the svuthernmost point of the island called Prince of Wales •
h point lies in the parallel of 54 degrees 40 minutes north latitude, and
the one hundred and thirty-first and the one hundred and thirty-third de·
west longitude (meridian of Greenwich), the said Jine shall ascend to the
the channel called Portlanil Channel, as far as the point· of the continent
its strikes the fifty-sixth degree of north latitude; from this last mentioned
the line of demarcation shall follow the summit of the mountains situated
to the coast as far as the point of intersection Of the one hundred and fortyof west longitude (of the same meridian) ; and, finally, from the said
intersectioa the said meridian line of the one hundred and forty-first degree
prolongation as far as the frozen ocean shall form the limit between the Rusand British possessions on the continent of America to the northwest.

Article V. (Substantially the same as Article III of the treaty be·
Uussia and the United States.)
VI. It is understood that the subjects of His Britannic Majesty, from whatquarter they may arrive, whether from the ocean or from the interior of the con, shall forever enjoy the right of navigating freely and without any hindrance
;lrhat.evei' all the rivers and streams which, in their course towards the Pacifio
ay cross the line of demarcation upon the line of coast described in Article
present convention.
VII. It is also understood that, for the space of ten years from the signat-he present convention, the vessels of the two powers, or those belonging to
respective subjects, shall mutually be at liberty to frequent without any binwhatever all the inland seas, the gulfs, havens, and creeks on the coast menin Article III, for the purposes of fishing and of trading with the natives.
ARTICLE

After the analysis of the articles in the American treaty there is
in the }iJnglish treaty that requires explanation. The two treaties
draughted under circumstances and fitted to conditions quite simi. There were some differences because of Great .Britain's ownership
British America. But these very differences corroborate the position
the United States. This is most plainly seen in Article VI. By t-hat
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article the subjects of Her Britannic Majesty were guarantied the
of navigating freely the rivers emptying into the Pacific
crossing the tine of demarcation upon the line of coast rltP.S/.'Il¥i.hP.d.
Article IIl. The line of demarcation is des ibed in Article III as
lowing "the summit of the mountains situated parallel to the
as far as the point of intersection of tlte one hundred and forty-first
gree of west longitude." Article IV, quali(ving Article III, specifies
that ''wherever the summit of the mountains which extend in a direction parallel to the coast, from the fifty-sixth degree of north latitude
to the point of intersection of the one hundred and forty-first degree of
west longitude, shall prove to be at a distance of more than ten marine
leagues from tho ocean, the limit ·between the British possessions and
the line of coast which is to belong to Russia, as above mentioned, shall
be formed by a line parallel to the wind·ings of the coast, and shall
never exceed the distance of ten marine leagues therefrom."
By both these articles the line of demarcation ceases to have any parallel relation to the coast when it reaches the point of intersection of
the one hundred and forty-first degree of west longitude.
From that point the one hundred and forty-first degree of west longi·
tude, as far as it extends continuously on land northward, is taken as
the boundary between the territories of the two powers. It is thus evident that British subjects were guarantied the right of navigating
only such rivers as crossed the line of demarcation while it followed
the line of coast. They were limited, therefore, to the rivers that emptied
into the Pacific Ocean between 54:40 and 60 degrees north latitude, the
latter being the point on the coast opposite the point where the line of
demarcation diverges-Mount St. Elias.
By this agreement Great Britain was excluded from all rivers emptying into the Behring Sea, ineluding the great Yukon and its affluent, the
Porcupine, which rise and for a long distance flow in British America.
So complete was the exclusion from Behring Sea that Great Britain
surrendered in this case a doctrine which she had aided in .impressing
upon the Congress of Vienna for European rivers. She did not demand
access to the sea from a river whose source was in her tArritory. She
consented, by signing the treaty of 1825, to such total exclusion from
the Behring Sea as to forego following her own river to its mouth in
that sea.
It shows a curious association of political events that in the Washington treaty of 1871 the United States conceded to Great Britain the
privilege of navigating the Yukon and its branch, the Porcupine, to the
Behring Sea in exchange for certain privileges conceded to the United
States on the St. Lawrence. The request of Great Britain for the privilege of navigating the Yukon and Porcupine is a suggestive confession that it was withheld from her by Russia in the treaty of 1825;
-withheld because the rivers flowed to the Behring Sea.
The seventh article is practically a repetition of the fourth article in
the treaty between Russia and the United States, and the privilege of
fishing and trading with the natives is limited to the coast, mentioned
in Article III, identically the same line of coast which they were at
liberty to pass through to reach British America or to reach the coast
from British America. They are excluded from going north of the
prescribed point on the coast near Mount St. Elias, and are therefore
kept out of Behring Sea.
It is to be noted that the negotiators of this treaty, in defining the
boundary between the Russian and British possessions, cease to observe
particularity exactly at the point on the coast where it is intersected by

~:tietih

parallel. From that point the boundary is designated by
indefinite prolongation north ward of the one hundred and
degree of longitude west. It is plain, therefore, that this
ke the Russo-American treaty, limited the'' northwest coast"
of the coast between the fiftieth and sixtieth parallels of
1at1tuae,-as fully set forth by Mr. Middleton in the protocoh~ prethe treaty between the United States and Russia. The negotitouched one foot of the boundary of the Behring Sea,
on continent or island, and never even made a reference to
Its nearest :point, in Bristol Bay, was a thousand miles distant from
field of negotiation tetween the powers.
must not be forgotten that this entire negotiation of the three
proceeded with full knowledge and recognition of the ukase of
While all questions touching the respective rights of the powers
northwest coast between the fiftieth and sixtieth parallels w:ere
and pressed by one side or the other, and finally agreed upon,
terms of the ukase of 1821, in which the Emperor set forth so clearly
rights claimed and exercised by Russia in the Behring Sea, were
~1IC.Illetl and unquestioned. These rights were therefore admitted
the powers negotiating as within the exercise of Russia's lawful
"ty then, and they were left inviolate by England dur~ng all the
Jl)St~qutent continuance ·o f Russia's dominion over Alaska.
treaties were therefore a practical renunciation, both on the part
gland and the United States, of any rights in the waters of Behring
during the period of Russia's sovereignty. They left the Behring
and all its coasts and islands precisely as the ukase of Alexander
left them,-that is with a prohibition against .any vessel aproa.cmtng nearer to the coast than 100 Italia,tt miles, under danger of
The original ukase of Alexander (1821) claimed as far
as the fifty-first degree of north latitude, with the inhibition of100
from the coast applying to the whole.
e result of the protest of Mr. Adams, followed by the co-operation
t Britain, was to force Uussia back to 54.40 as her southern
nnnt1a'l•u.
But there was no ~enunciation whatever on the part of
a as to the Behring Sea, to whioh the ukase especially and priapplied. As a piece of legislation this ukase was as authoritain the dominions of Russia as an act of Parliament is in the do minof Great Britain or an act of Congress in the territory of the Vnited
Except as voluntarily modified by Russia in the treaty with
United States, April17, 1824, and in the treaty with Great Bdtain,
t lf'lfllnrlHu''v 16, 1825, the ukase of 1821 stood as the law controlling the
~:GttSSJtan po1~Se1ssiclns in America until the close of Russia's ownership
tra.ns.Ier to this Government. Both the United States and Great
C:HI'itailn recognized it, respected it, obeyed it. It did not, as so many
· anJrmo~se. declare the Behring Sea to be mare clausum.
It did declare
e waters, to the extent of 100 miles from the shores, wer~ refor the subjects of the Russian Empire. Of course many hunmiles east and w6st and north and south, were thus intentionally
Russia for the whale fishery and for fishing open and free to the
of which other nations took large advantage. Perhaps in purthis advantage foreigners did not always keep 100 miles from the
shore, but the theory of right on which they conducted their business
unmolested was that they observed the conditions of the ukase.
But the 100-mile restriction performed the function for which it was
~'IJ)IecilloliJ designed in preventing foreign nations from molesting, disturb·
or by any possibility sharing in the fur trade. The fur trade formed
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the principal, almost the sole employment of the_ Russian
Company. It formed its employment, indeed, to such a degree
soon became known only as the Russian American Fur uomJ>aJJIY
quite suggestively that name is given to the company by Lord oa.m.nJuf:
in the dispatch to which I am replying. While, therefore, there may
been a large amount of lawful whaling and fishing in the Behring
the taking of furs by foreigners was always and under all circums
illicit.
.
Eighteen years after the treaty of 1825 (in 1843) Great Britain
a commercial treaty with Russia, based on the principle of recinl't),._l1t:v >
of advantages, but the rights of the Hn~sian American Company, wb
under both ukases included the sovereigntry over the sea to the extent
of 100 miles from the shores, were reserved by special clause, in a separate and special article, signed after the principal articles of the treaty
had been concluded and signed. AlthoughJ3ritish rights were enlarged
with nearly a11 other parts of the H.ussian Empire, her relations with
the Russian possessions and with the Behring Sea remained at precisely the same point where the treaty of 1825 had placed them.
Again in 1859 Great Britain still further enlarged her commercial relations with the Empire of Russia, and again the H possfl'ssions " and the
Behring Sea were held firmly in their relations to the Russian American
Company as they had been held in the treaty of 1843.
·
It is especially notable that both in the treaty of 1843 and the treaty
of 1859 it is declared that ''in regard to commerce and navigat.ion in
the Russian possessions on the north west coast of America the convention concluded at St. Petersburg, February 16, 1825, shall continue in
force." The same distinction and the same restrictions which .Mr.
Adams made in regard to the north west coast of America were still observed, and Great Britain's access from or to the interior of the continent was still limited to that part of the coast between 54.40 aMd a point
near Mount Saint Elias. The language oftbe three Russo-British treaties of 18~5, 1843, a.nd 1859 corresponds with that employed in :\lr.
Adams' dispatch to Mr.l\Iiddleton, to which reference bas so frequently
been made. This shows that the true meaning of Mr. Adams' paragraph is the key, and indeed th~ only-key by which the treaties can be
correctly interpreted and by w]lich expressions apparently contradictory or unintelligible can be readily harmonized.
•
Immediately following the partial quotation of Mr. Adams's dispatch,
Lord Salisbury quotes the case of the United States brig Loriot as having some bearing on the question relating to the Behring Sea. The case
happened on the 15th of September, 1836, and Mr. Forsyth, Secretary
of State, in a dispatch to the United States minister at St. Petersburg,
declared the course of the Russians in arresting the vessel to be a violation of the rights of the citizens of the United States. He claimed
that the citizens of the United States had the right immemorially as
well as by the stipulations of the treaty of 1824 to fish in those waters.
Lord Salisbury's understanding of the case differs en til ely from that
held by the Government of the United States. The Loriot. was not
arrested in Behring Sea at al1, nor was she engaged in taking furs.
She was arrested, as Mr. Forsyth in his dispatch says, in latitude 54:55,
more than sixty miles south of Sitka, on the "northwest coast,'' to
which, and to which only, the treaty of 1824 referred. H.ussia upheld
its action on the ground that the ten-year term provided in the fourth
article of the treaty had closed two years before. The case was made
the basis of an application on the part of the United States Government
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a renewal of that article. This application was pressed for several
, but finally and absolutely refused by the Russian Government.
the claim of Russia that the term of ten years had expired, the
ted States failed to secure any redress in the Loriot case. With all
respect to Lord Salisbury's judgment, the case of the Loriot sustains
entire correctn~ss of the position of the United States in this con-

n.

only remains to say that whatever duty Great Britain owed to
aska as a Russian province, whatever she agreed to do or to refrain
doing, touching Alaska and the Behring Sea, was not changed by
mere fact of the transfer of sovereignty to the United States. It
explicitly declared, in the sixth article of the treaty by which the
tory was ceded by Russia, that "the cession hereby made conveys
rights, franchises, and privileges now belonging to Russia in the
territory or dominions and appurtenances thereto." Neither by
treaty with Russia of 1825, nor by its renewal in 1843, nor by its·
d renewal in 1859, did Great Britain gain any right to take seals
Behring Sea. In fact, those treaties were a prohibition upon her
ich she steadily respected so long as Alaska was a Russian province.
is for Great Britain now to show by what law sbe gained rights in
that sea after the transfer of its sovereignty to the United States.
During all the time elapsing between the treaty of 1825 and the cession of Alaska to the United States in 1867, Great Britain never affirmed
the right of her subjects to capture fur-seal in the Behring Sea; and, as
matter of fact, her subjects did not, during that long period, attempt
to catch seals in the Behring Sea. Lord Salisbury, in replying to my
•-H.NNI'\r·····on that these lawless intrusions upon the fur-seal fisheries began
in 1886, declares that they had occurred before. He points out one
attempt in 1870, in which forty-seven skins were found on board an
intruding vessel; in 1872 there was a rumor that expeditions were
about to fit out iri Australia and Victoria for the purpose of taking
seals in the Behring Sea; in 1874 some reports were heard that vessels had entered the sea f(}r that purpose; one case was reported in
1875; two cases in 1884; two also in 1885.
These cases, I may say without intending disrespect to his lordship,
prove the truth of the statement which he endeavors to controvert,
because they form just a sufficient number of exceptions to establish
the fact that the destructive intn1sion began in 1886. But I refer to
them now for the purpose of showing tbat his lordship does not attempt to cite the intrusion of a single British sealer into the Behring
Sea until after Alaska bad been transferred to tbe United States. I
am justified, therefore, in repeating the questions which I addressed to
Her Majesty's Government on the 22d of last January, and which still
:remain unanswered, viz :
Whence dicl the ships of Canada derive the right to do, in 1886, that which they had
refrained from doing for nearly ninct.y years f
Upon what grourds did Her Majesty's Government defend, in the year 1886, a course
of conduct in the Behring Sea which had been carefully avoided ever since the discovery of that sea V
By what reasoning did Her Majesty's Government conclude that an act may be committed with impunity against the rights of the United States which had never been.
attempted against the same rights when held by the Russian Empire T

,

I have, etc.,
JAMES

G. BLAINE.

No. 28.

Sir Julian Pauncefote to Mr. Blaine.
WASHINGTON,

June 30, 1890.

SIR: In your note of the 29th of May Ialit, which I duly transm:ittEid

to the Marquis of Salisbury, there are several references to commnn
tiona which pass¢ between the two Governments in the time of
predecessor.
I have now received a dispatch from Lord Salisbury, copy of which I
have the honor to inclose, pointing out that there is some error ilf the
impressions which yon have gathered from the records in the State Department with respect to those communications.
I have, etc.,
JULIAN PAUNCEFOTE.
[Inclosure.)

Tl"e Marquis of Salisbury to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
No. 126.]
FoREIGN OFFICE, June 20, 1890.
SIR: I have to acknowledge your dispatch No. 83 of the 30th ultimo,
inclosing copy of a note from Mr. Blaine dated the 29th ultimo.
It contains several references to communications which passed between the two Governments in the time of Mr. Blaine's predecessor,
especially in the spring of 1888. Without referring at present to other
portions of Mr. Blaine's note I wish only now to point out some error in
the impressions which he bas gathered from the records in his office
with respect to those communications. He states that on the 23d April
of that year·I informed the American charge d'affaires, Mr. White, that
it was proposed to give effect to a seal convention by order in council,
not by act of Parliament. This was a mistake. It was very natural
that Mr. White should not have apprehended me correctly when I was
describing the somewhat complicated arrangements by which agreements of this kind are broaght into force in England. But two or three
days after the 23d April he called to make inquiry on the subject, and
in reply to his question the following letter was addressed to him by my
instructions :
FOREIGN 0J!'.I'ICE, .April 'l7, 1888.
MY DEAR WHITE : Lord Salisbury desires me to express his regret that he is not yet
in a position to make any further communication to you on the subjact of the seal
iisheries in Bebriug Sea. After his interview with you and M. de Staal he had to
refer to the Canadian G~vernment, the Board of Trade, and the ~dmiralty, bot has
as yet only obtained the opinion of the Admiralty. The next step is to bring a bill
into Parliament.
Yours, etc.,
ERIO BARRL.~GTON.

On the 28th, Mr. White replied:
LEGATION OJ!' THE UNITED STATES, Londo11, A.pf'il28, 1888.
MY DEAR BARRINGTON : Thanks for your note, respecting tbe final sentence of
which," The next step is to bring a bill into Parliament," I must trouble yon with a
line.
·
I under&tood Lord Salisbury to say when I saw him with M. de Staal, and again last
week alone, that it is now proposed to give effect to the conventional arrangement for
the protection of seals by an order in council, not by act of Parliament.
When Mr. Phelps left the latter was thought necessary, and last week I received a
telegram from the Secretary of State, asking me to obtain confidentially a copy of
the proposed act of Parliament, with a view to assimilating our contemplated act Qf

thereto. I replied, after seeing Lord Salisbury last Saturday, that there
be no bill int.roduced in Parliament, but an order in council.
I ask if t.Jis be now incorrect, as, in that event, I should particularly like to
my former statement by this day's mail.

To this the following reply was on the same date addressed to Mr.
White:
FOREIGN OFFICE, April 28, 188K
Lord Salisbury is afraid that he did not make himself underwhen last he spoke to you about the Seal Fisheries Convention.
act of Parliament is necessary to give power to our authorities to act on the
isions of the convention when it is signed. The order in council will be merely
ery which the act will provide for the purpose of bringing its provisions
The object of this machinery is to enable the Government to wait till the
two powers are ready. But neither convention nor bill is drafted yet, because
we have not got the opinions from Canada which are necessary to enable us to proMY DEAR WHITE:

ceed.
Yours, etc.,
ERIC BARRINGTON.

It is evident from this correspondence that if the United States Govment was misled upon the 23d April into the belief that Her Majesty's
t+nvt:~o.T•nnlt:~o.nt could proceed in the matter without an act of parliament,
or could proceed without previous reference to Canada, it was a mistake
hich must have been entirely dissipated by the correspondence which
followed in the ensuing week.
Mr. Blaine is also under a misconception in imagining that I ever
gave any verbal .assurance, or any promise of any kind, with respect to
the terms of the projected convention. Her Majesty's Government
always have been, and are still, anxious for the arrangement of a convention which shall provide whatever close time in whatever localitie~
is necessary for the preservation of the fur-seal species. But I have
represented that the details must be the subject of discussion, a discussion to which those who are locally interested must of necessity contribute. I find the record of the following conversation about the date
tQ which Mr. Blaine refers:
Th.e Marquis of Salisbury to Sir L. West.
FOREIGN OFFICE,

March 17, lt!88.

SIR: Since forwarding to you my dispatch No. 23 of the 22d ultimo, I have been in
communication with the Russian ambassador at this court, and have invited his excellencv to ascertain whether his Governme11t would authorize him to diRcuss with
Mr. Phelps and myself the suggestion made by Mr. Bayard in his dispatch of the
7th February, that concerted action should be taken by the United States, Great
Britain, and other interested powers, in order to preserve from extermination the fur
seals which at certain seasons are found in Behring Sea.
Copies of the correspondence on this question which has passed between M. de
Staal and myself is inclosed herewith.
I request that you will inform Mr. Bayard of the steps which have been taken, with
a view to the initiation of negotiations for an agreement between the three powers
principally concerned in the maintenance of the seal fisheries. But in so doing yon
should state that this action on the part of Her Majesty's Government must not be
taken as an admission of the rights of jurisdiction in Behring Sea exercised there by
the United States authorities during the fishing seasons of 18t!6-'87 and 1887-'88, nor
as affecting tho claims which Her Majesty's Government will have to present on account of wrongful seizures which have taken place of British vessels engaged in the
seal-fishing industry.
I am, etc.,
SALISBURY.

In pursuance of this dispatch, the suggestion made by Mr. Bayard,
to which I referr£>d, was discussed, and negotiations were initiated for
an agreement bet ween the three powers. The following dispatch con-

tains the record of what I believe was the first meeting
three powers upon the subject :
The Marquis of Salisbury

ta.. Sir L.

West.

FOREIGN OFFICE, .April 16, 1888.
The Russian Ambassador and the United States ch!trge d'affaires called
me this afternoon to discuss the question of the seal fillheries in Behring Sea, w
had been brought into prominence by the recent action of the United States.
The United States Government had expressed a desire that some agreement should
be arrived at between the three Governments for the purpose of prohibiting the
slaughter of the seals during the time of breeding; and, at my request, M. de Staal
b.ad obtained instructions from his-Government on that question.
At this preliminary discussion it was decided provisionally, in order to furnish a basis
for r&egotiation, and without definitively pledging our Govwnments, that the space to be
covered by the proposed convention should be the sea between America and Russia
north of the 47th degree of latitude ; that the close time should extend from the 15th
April to the 1st November; that during that time the s1aughter ofallsealsshonld be
forbidden, and vessels engaged in it should be liable to seizure by the cruisers of any
of the three powers, and should be taken to the port of their own nationality for condemnation; that the traffic in arms, alcohol, and powder shoul<l be prohibited in all
the islands of those seas; and that, as soon as the three powers had concluded a convention, they should join in submitting it for the assent of the ot.her maritime pow-era of the northern seas.
The United States charge d'affaires was exceedingly earnest in pressing on us the
importance of dispatch, on account of the inconceivable slaughter that bad been and
was still going on in these seas. He stated that in addition to the vMt quantity
brought to market, it was a common practice for those engaged in the trade to shoot
all seals they might meet in the open sea, i\nd that of these a great number sank, so
that their skins could not be recovered.
I am, etc.,
SIR:

SALISBURY.

It was impossible to state more distinctly that any proposal made
was provisional, and was merely made for the purpose of enabling the
requisite negotiations to proceed. The subsequent discussion of these
proposals was undoubtedly delayed in consequence of the length of
time occupied by the Canadian Government in collecting from considerable distances the information which they required before their opinon the subject could be thoroughly formed, and after that it was de·
believe, chiefly in consequence of the political events in the
"'"v ......"''-L States unconnected with this question. I think it desirable to
~:ccltrn~t the misconceptions which have arisen with respect to these
~an1~ac:tlous, though I do not think that, even if the view of them which
~tr:t.a[kl\n ' by
. Blaine is accurate, they would bear out the argument
c;'f:Y ·~·"'·u be founds upon them.
all be glad if you will take the opportunity of informing Mr.
rt.IJJiatllte of these corrections.
I am, etc.,
SA..LISBUBY.

No. 29.
Sir .Jvlian Pawncej'ote to Mr. Blaine.

W ASBINGTON, June 30, 1890.
Sm: I have received a dispatch from the Marquis of Salisbury with
G"tefereD<)e to the passage in your note to me of the 4th instant,. in which
_·w unaT·Ir that in 1888 his lordship "abruptly closed the negotiations
;l)e~Ca~ase"the Canadian government objected," anti that . he "assigned
<"fttf~n,r.n.:• ... r
on batever."
view of the observations contained in Lord Salisbury's dispat.ch
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the ~Oth of June, of which a copy is inclosed in my last preceding
of this date, his lordship deems it unnecessary to discuss at any
length the circumstances which led to an interruption of the
ations of 1888.
regard, however, to the passage in your note of the 4th instant
referred to, his lordship wishes me to call your attention to the
· g statement made to him by Mr. Phelps, the U~1ited States
~t:mster in London, on the 3d of April, 1888, and which was recorded
a dispatch of the same date to Her Majesty's minister at Washington. •
"Under the pecul1ar political circumstances.of America at this mot," said Mr. Pllelps, ''with a general election impending, it would
of little use, and indeed hardly practicable, to conduct any negotiato its issue before the election had taken place."
I have, etc.,
JULIAN P AUNCEFOTE.

No. 30.

Mr. Blaine to Sir Julian Pauncefote.
DEPARTMENT OF STATE,

Washington, July 2, 1890.
SIR: Your note of the 27th ultim~, covering Lord Salisbury's reply
to the friendly suggestion of the President, was duly received. It was
the design of the President, if Lord Salisbury bad been favorably inclined to his proposition, to submit a form of settlement for the consideration of Her Majesty's Government which the President believed
would end all dispute toucbing privileges in Behring Sea. But Lord
Salisbury refused to accept the proposal unless the President sbould
"forthwith" accept a formal arbitration, wbich His Lordsllip prescribes.
The President's request was made in the bope that it might lead to a
friendly basis of agreement, and he can not think that Lord Salisbury's
proposition is responsive to his suggestion. Besides, tile answer comes
so late that it would be impossible now to proceed this season with the
negotiation the President bad desired.
An agreement to arbitrate requires careful consideration. The United
States is perhaps more fully comnritted to that form of international adjustment than any other power, but it can not consent that the form in
which arbitration shall be undertaken shall be decided without full consultation and conference between the two Governments.
I beg further to say that you must have misapprehended what I said
touching British claims for injurie~ and losses alleged to have been inflicted upon British vessels in Behring Sea by agents of the United
States. My declaration was that arbitration would logically and neces·
sarily include that point. It is not to be conceded, but d(~cided with
other issues of far greater weight.
I have the honor to be, sir, etc.,
JAMES G. BLAINE.

Mr. Blaine to S·i r Julian Pauncejote.
BAR HARBOR, MAINE, July 19, 1890.
I regret that circumstances beyond my control have postponed
my reply to your two notes of June 30th, which were received on thelst
instant, on the eve of my leaving vVashington for this place. The note
which came to hand on the forenoon of that day inclosed a dispatch
from Lord Salisbury, in which his lordship, referring to my note of May
29th, expresses "a wish to point out some errors" which-he thinks I "had
.gathered from the records in my office."
Tbe purpose of Lord Salisbury is to show that I misapprehended th
facts of the case when I represented him, in my note of May 29, as having given such "verbal assurances" to Mr. Phelps as warranted the
latter in expecting a convention to be concluded between the two Governments for the protection of the seal fisheries in Behring Sea.
peaking directly to this point his lordship says:
SIR:

Mr. Blaine is under a. misconception in imagining that I ever gave any verbal assq.ra.nce or any promise of any kind with respect to the terms of the proposed convention.

In answer to this statement I beg yon will say to Lord Salisbury that
I simply quoted, in my note of May 29, the facts communicated by our
minister, Mr. Phelps, and our charge d'affaires, Mr. White, who are responsible for the official statements made to this Government at difl'erent stages of the seal fisheries negotiation.
On the 25th day of February, 1888, as already stated in my note of
May 29th, Mr. Phelps sent the following intelligence to Secretary Bayard,
-viz:
Lord Salisbury assents to your proposition to establish by mutual arrangement
between the Governments interested a close time for fur-seals between April 15th,
and November 1st in each year, and between 160 degrees of longitude west, anrl170
degrees of longitude east In the Behring Sea. And he will cause an act to be introin Parliament to give effect to this arraug~ment, so soon as it can be prepared.
opinion there is no doubt that the act will be passed. He will also join the
StateA Government in any preventive measures it may be thought best to
orders issued to the naval vessels of the respective Govel"'liQ.ents in that

Phelps bas long been known in this oountry as an able lawyer,
in the use of words and discriminating in the statement of
Government of the United States necessarily reposes
-~li1~it confidence in the literal correctness of the dispatch above

~ICQJrat;e

~:,-.JSG~me·tiDJie

after the foregoing conferenCe between Lord Salisbury and
Phelps had taken place, his lordship invited the Russian ambasM de Staal, and the American charge, Mr. White (Mr. Phelps
absent from London), to a conference held at the foreign office
16th of April, touching the Behring Sea controversy. This
~Jnfe~retlce was really called at the request of the Russian ambassawho desired that Russian rights in the Behring Sea should be as
recognized by England as American rights had been recognized
verbal agreement of February 25 between Lord Salisbury and
Phelps. The Russian ambassador received from Lord Salisbury
as&urance (valuable also to the United States), that the protected
for seal life should be extended southw¥"d to the 47th degree of
latitude, aad also the promise that he would have "a draught

mv1~ntion

prepared for submission to the Russian ambassador ar..d the
ican charge."
Salisbury now contends that all the proceedings at the conferof April 16 are to be regarded as only "provisional, in order to furbasis for negotiation, and without definitely pledging our GovernWhile the understanding of this Government difl'ers from that
tained by Lord Salisbury, I am instructed by the President to say
the United States is willing to consider all tile proceedings of
16, 1888, as canceled, so far as American rights may be conThis Government will ask Great Britain to adhere only to the
arreen1ent made between Lord Salisbury and Mr. Pllelps on the 25th.
February, 1888. That was an agreement. made directly between the
Governments and did not include the . rights of Russia. Asking
Salisbury to adhere to the agreement of February 25, we leave
agreement of April 16 to be maintained, if maintained at all, by
· for whose cause and for whose ad vantage it was particularly
1es1~m~a

Lord Salisbury makes a general denial of having given" verbal
•ur3mces," be has not made a special denial touching the agreement
betwAfm himself and 4Mr. Phelps, which Mr. Phelps has reported in
detail, and the correctness of which he has since specially afed on more than one occasion.
.
In your second note of June 30, received in the afternoon of July 1,
called my attention (at Lord Salisbury's request) to a statement
I made in my note of June 4 to this effect:
It is evident, therefore, that in 1888 Lord Salisbury abruptly closed the negotiabecanse, in his own phrase, "the Canadian Government objected."

To show that there were other causes for closing the negotiation
Salisbury desires that attention be called to a remark , made to
hy Mr. Phelps on the 3d day of April, 1888, as follows: "Under
peculiar circumstances of America at this moment: with a general
rei•~ctJ'ton impending, it would be of little use and indeed hardly practito conduct any negotiation to its issue before the general elechas taken place."
m quite ready to admit that such a statement made by Mr. Phelps
t now be adduced as one of the reasons for breaking off the negotiation, if in fact the negotiation had been then broken o:ff, but Lord
Salisbury immediately proceeded with the negotiation. -The remark
ascribed to Mr. Ph~lps was made, as Lord Salisbury states, on the 3d of
.April, 1888. On the 5th f April Mr. Phelps left London on a visit to
the United States. On the 6th of April Lord Salisbury addressed a P.rivate note to Mr. White to meet the Russian ambassador at the foreign
office, as he had appointed a meeting for April 16 to discuss the questions at issue concerning the seal fisheries in Behring Sea.
On the 23d of April there was some correspondence in regard to an
order in council and an act of Parliament. On the 27th of April.Under
Secretary Barrington, of the foreign office, in an official note, informed
Mr. White that " the next step was to bring in an act of Parliament.~'
On the 28th of April Mr. White was informed that an act of Parliament would be necessary in addition to the order in council, but that
"neither act nor order could be draughted untU Canada is heard from.'~
Mr. Phelps returned to London on the ~2d of J nne, and immediately
took up the subject, earnestly pressing Lord Salisbury to come to a
conclusion. On the 28th of J nly he telegraphed his Government expressing the " fear that owing to Canadian opposition we shalL get. no
convention."

t e 12th of September Mr. PhelPs wrote to Secretary
Salisbury had stated that " the Oanadian Government
euch restrictions [as those asked for the protection of
~,.18h,ert,es], and that until Oanada's consent could be obtained, He.r
:.:.a!lr.V'.R Government was not willing to enter into the convention."
am justified, therefore, in assuming that Lord Salisbury can not
the remark of Mr. Phelps as one of the reasons for breaking
;·:~- n.eg!l)ti:~~rti~l)n, becaus& the negotiation was in actual progress for
four months after the remark was made, and l\ir. Phelps hi
large part in it.
this recital of facts I am unable to recall or in any
statement which I q1ade in my note of J nne 4th, to
Sali~bury " abruptly closed the negotiation because
r~J,t.a:tan uo,veJmnient objected, and that he assigned no other
;t.;37b&~te1i7er."

Salisbury expresses the belief that even if the view [
they would not bear out;
The argument to which LOrd
~lJHI!IbttrY refers is, I presume, the remonstrance tvhich I made by ------···.··
the President against the change of policy by Her Majesty's
,. . . ,.!'1\viA'I'nment without notice and against the wish of the United States.
'int-.a. .....,.n.aition of the wishes of a British province against the con[teJ!US:lODl-ot a convention between two nations, which.1 according to Mr.
had been virtually agreed upon e:x:cept as to aetails," was in the
~_,lJ~dd1~nt~8 belief a grave injustice to the Government of the United

rf.t1~e1n of these transactions be accurate
~~gument which I found npon them.

I have, etc.,
JAMES

0

G. BLAINE.

